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FOREWORD

Turkish fine books and miniatures, thoug’h closely related to those of Persia, 
contain interesting" features of their own. They are, however, not very well known, 
largely because the European public collections are rather weak in good examples. I 

have been fortunate in acquiring a varied collection which includes some outstanding 
works, and I hope that this Catalogue will be a help to scholars and art-lovers alike.

As with the Persian Catalogue, a rather smaller size of book has been adopted than 
that chosen for my Indian Catalogue. This should afford greater convenience in handling.

For the cataloguing of the manuscripts and miniatures I am indebted to Professor 
V. Mmorsky, while the artistic aspect has been treated by the late Mr. J. V. S. Wilkinson, 
the general editor of my Oriental catalogues. I trust that the excellent plates, so impor
tant for publications of this nature, which Messrs. Emery Walker, Ltd., have prepared, 
will be generally appreciated.

A. CHESTER BEATTY
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INTRODUCTION

The present work, the publication of which has been delayed by the war and its 
consequences, is the second of three catalogues planned for the chief collections of 
Islamic and Indian Manuscripts and Miniatures formed by Mr. Chester Beatty during 

the last three decades. The first catalogue, of Mughal and other Indian works, appeared 
in the year 1936; the extensive Persian Catalogue is in active preparation; others are 
on the way.

These three catalogues form a distinct group, and may be regarded as parts of 
a single whole. Moreover, they inevitably overlap to some extent; this is because of 
the double nature, artistic and literary, of the collections. For instance, the language 
of the manuscripts described in the Indian Catalogue is Persian, though the miniatures 
are the work of Indian artists. If that catalogue had been a purely literary one, it would 
have been called ‘ PersianThe Persian Catalogue similarly includes manuscripts 
written in Arabic but executed by Persians. The Turkish Catalogue is even more 
anomalous, containing as it does accounts of works written in Ottoman Turkish and in 
the Turki spoken in Persia and in Central Asia, and of examples of the book arts as 
practised in Turkey, though the language of the text is Persian or Arabic. It has some
times, in fact, been difficult to decide in which catalogue a manuscript should find a 
place. Two examples will serve to illustrate this point. The very rare text of No. 401 is 
in a Turcoman dialect, but the manuscript (made for a Turcoman ruler) is an exquisite 
example of Persian rather than Turkish book art, though it has certain peculiar fea
tures. No. 476, on the other hand, is a manuscript of the celebrated Persian Mathnavl, 
but it is included here because it is a typical Turkish 16th-century illuminated manuscript.

In general, as may be seen from Professor Minorsky’s summary in his Foreword, this 
collection includes more manuscripts of textual and historical importance, and of 
character outside the ordinary, than the Indian one. Containing, moreover, as it does, 
accounts of many varied examples illustrating a branch of Islamic art which has not 
hitherto been comprehensively studied, an illustrated catalogue of this description has 
a somewhat special interest.

The sources of the general Islamic style, the characteristics of which are so dis
tinctive in every field of art, were many, for ever since the early centuries of Islam, 
craftsmen of the various centres were again and again transported by conquerors, or 
attracted by prospects of gain, to foreign Courts, while, in addition, works of art were 
conveyed from one land to another, and served as models. Islam, too, owed much to 
pre-Islamic times and non-Islamic countries. While the character of the general style 
accordingly doubtless owed more to the genius of the Persians than to that of any other 
race, it is hard to estimate with close precision the contributions of particular peoples 
or localities to the common stock. Though the Turks have never ranked among the great 
artist nations of the world, they have not lacked aesthetic sensibility. Their love of
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XX INTRODUCTION
flowers/ their fine taste in clothes—at least before their adoption of European dress— 
and in music all go to prove this. The sultans in particular were often interested patrons 
of the architects and artists of every kind who were encouraged at their Courts, Turkish 
textiles and ceramics are justly famous, and the glorious mosques and hirbehs combined 
with nature to make the most beautiful capital in the world even more beautiful."

Turkish painting, like the Mughal painting of India, originated from a deliberate 
attempt to transplant Persian conceptions to foreign soil through the teaching of Persian 
masters and the copying of Persian originals. In both countries it was primarily a Court 
art, and was, as the younger sister of calligraphy, mostly confined to the illustration of 
manuscripts: chronicles, poems, astrological works, &c.; in this all the characteristic 
Persian features were naturally continued. But Indian painting quite early began to 
change its character. It was fostered quite openly, in defiance of the precepts of Islam, 
by the Emperors themselves, who took a close interest in the work of their painters, and 
acquainted them with examples of European art; they accordingly adopted to a certain 
extent several Western conventions, such as modelling and perspective. The Indian 
painters, in addition, were the inheritors of an ancient indigenous tradition, in which 
formula and realism were combined. Mughal painting accordingly became a blend— 
at its best a brilliant synthesis—of three distinct elements, and typical Mughal minia
tures by the middle of the 17th century bear but little resemblance to those of Persia.

Many of the examples of Turkish painting which have come down to us are not far 
separated in time from the hey-day of Mughal art, but the two styles are far apart. It 
is interesting to set the manuscript of the ‘History of Sultan Sulayman' (one of the 
outstanding manuscripts—No. 413—described in this catalogue) alongside the great 
Mughal Akbar-iiama, also in the Chester Beatty Collection. The manuscripts are 
divided by about a quarter of a century; they are similar in aim, celebrating the careers 
of two mighty Emperors, and illustrating their every detail, in full colour and splendour; 
but the miniatures—apart from the fact that they depict two different worlds—are very 
dissimilar in character. In both cases they show some traces of the impact of Western 
painting upon the Persian tradition, but this is more apparent, and altogether differently 
manifested, in the Indian illustrations, which draw largely besides from obviously Indian 
sources. It is more difficult to isolate any powerful native element in the Turkish 
book. This remains true of later work, and Turkish painting continued all along—at 
least till it became more thoroughly Europeanized—to be essentially a provincial variety 
of the Persian.

The generally close adherence, accordingly, of the Turkish painters to the Persian 
manner inevitably invites comparison with masters of line and colour who knew no 
rivals in their own particular style. It must always be remembered that ‘Turkish' paint
ings include the work not only of Persians but of a proportion of Georgians and 
Armenians, the extent of whose contributions cannot be exactly estimated. Broadly 
speaking, however, it may be said that the Turks had not the Persians' susceptibility to 
natural beauty, nor their sublimating imagination, nor their pervasive refinement. The

^ A love which appears clearly in the tulips, roses, 
and carnations so prominent in Turkish decorative 
patterns, and in the fondness for flower paintings, 
noticed by European travellers.

^ 'The most superb combination of city and 
gardens, domes and shipping, hills and water, with 
the healthiest breeze blowing over all, and above it 
the brightest and most cheerful sky.’ (Thackeray.)



XXIINTRODUCTION
touch is heavier, the colour-sense less impeccable (even when not positively crude), the 
line often lacks spontaneity, the figure-drawing is frequently stiff and mechanical. There 
are, of course, exceptions. Some of the line work, even as late as the i8th century, has 
individuality and charm, and can stand comparison with the best Persian drawings. 
Sometimes one comes across a colourist of real talent. Of bold sweeping designs there 
is no lack of obviously Turkish examples, though the painters have a preference for 
rectangular patterns and stereotyped arrangements, often in ‘compartments'. At times 
some degree of European perspective and modelling is introduced, and perhaps there 
may be a trace of Italian influence in the designs of certain of the more ambitious 
compositions, but this is not generally incorporated into the style. In the figures, the 
Turks are fonder of both frontal views and full profiles than the Persians, who preferred 
the three-quarter profile. In depicting actual movement Turkish artists were not as 
a rule successful, though occasionally the natural movements of men and animals are 
happily realized. The painters on the whole were realistic rather than romantic; they 
did not eschew the grotesque. A special feature of the manuscript illustration is the 
prevalence of geographical subjects and plans—some of the paintings of battles and 
sieges are indeed half pictures and half plans—and architectural representations of 
actual buildings. Astrological works, illustrated with zodiacal and other figures, are often 
met with. Portraiture and battle scenes are at least as frequent as in Persian painting, 
and sea-battles, unknown in Persian art, are sometimes vigorously depicted. The artists, 
in fact, seem to have been employed largely for the purpose of perpetuating the like
nesses of the Sultans and their ancestors and glorifying their wars and conquests.

The Turkish palette, though it is more varied than is usually recognized, shows 
a preference for strong colours and darker tones than that of Persia. Thick impastos 
are rather common. The most distinctive colour is a pronounced crimson, and there is 
a general liking for the hotter colours, reds and magentas. The blues and greens are 
often distinctive, and black and white are liberally employed.

In manuscript ornament, as distinct from miniature painting, Turkish craftsmanship 
in all periods shows considerable originality, and, though Persian example is never lost 
sight of, other motives and colour-schemes are incorporated. At its best, as in the 
splendid Koran,' reputedly executed for Bayazld II (1481-1512), Turkish illumination is 
of unsurpassed dignity and beauty, and more often than not, in the finer illuminated 
manuscripts, the ornament contains distinctive features. Of these—the most obvious ot 
which are the employment of several tones of gold, without colours, on a plain ground 
(sometimes in broad lines), the fondness for complicated tughras, the progressive 
substitution of naturalistic for stylized floral forms, the frequent use of impressed pointille 
patterns—a mere mention will suffice here, for no account is of much service without 
detail illustrations.^

Calligraphy, in Turkey as in other Islamic countries, ranked as the supreme art, and 
the unique decorative value of the Arabic script, capable as it is of infinite variation, is

^ In the Chester Beatty collection. See Martin, 
The Miniature Painting... of Persia, India and Tur
key, plates 264-7 ; Survey of Persian Art, plate 940 b. 
This is probably, however, much earlier.

^ Such as may be found in an admirable analysis

by Kurt Blauensteiner, ‘ Beispiele Osmanischer 
Buchkunst ausder Zeit Sultan Selims II und Sultan 
Murads III’ {Wiener Beitrdge zur Kunst- und 
Kulturgeschichte Asiens, Band X, Studien zur Islam- 
ischen Buchkunst, 1936, pp. 34-55)-
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fully realized in Turkish fine books and albums. Mention should also be made of the 
use of marbled paper. Marbling was a Turkish invention, and it was employed in great 
variety in the manuscripts, sometimes with brilliant effect, up to the present century.

Craftsmanship of a surprisingly high order survived into quite modern times. In the 
later work it is in a tendency to excess, a certain loss of vigour, and in the sometimes 
garish colours, rather than in any considerable failure in careful execution, that there is 
deterioration.

When all is said, we should be grateful to the Turks for their real love of fine books, 
and for their having left to posterity examples which, though inferior to the greatest 
Persian masterpieces, and lacking their especial magic, entitle those who produced them 
to a high, if not the very highest, place in this field of art.

No attempt will be made here to trace the history of Turkish painting in any detail. 
The materials available are too fragmentary, and are likely to remain so till the whole 
extent of the contents of the Turkish libraries is revealed. Turkish fine manuscripts 
and miniatures elsewhere are not very numerous. A few remarks, however, mainly on 
the earlier and most interesting period, seem to be called for.

The civilization of the Ottoman Turks, both in their earlier capital at Brusa, and later 
at Constantinople, after its conquest in 1453, had much in common with that of Persia. 
When settled at Constantinople, however, it would be natural that the memorials and 
traditions of East Christian art should have served as examples to the painters, as they 
did to the architects, of the new regime. But of this there is hardly any trace. Nor 
again does the celebrated visit to the capital of Gentile Bellini, with the example of 
his teaching, seem to have had any deep or lasting effect on Turkish painting.^ There 
is not, however, unfortunately, much material before the i6th century on which to base 
conclusions. M. Sakisian believes that he has detected in a drawing at the Old Serai 
an early portrait, from the life, of Muhammad the Conqueror. The shadows and 
modelling in this would suggest a certain degree of Western influence. But it is not 
certain that the portrait is contemporary. In the two impressive illustrations to the 
Sttlaymcifi-nama^ there are slight Western reminiscences. The manuscript was 
apparently executed for Bayazld II. These paintings are, however, as far as we know, 
unique; there seems at least to be no close parallel to them, and in a manuscript of 
Sheikhl’s Khtisrev u Shinn at Upsala, dated 905 a.h. (a.d. 1499), the style is close to that 
of mid-i5th-century Timurid Persia.^ The artist of this manuscript excels, it may be 
noted, in depicting the movements and attitudes of animals.

Muhammad II was, as the Bellini incident proves, interested in painting; so, too.

^ Bellini was sent by the Venetian Senate, in 
response to Muhammad IBs invitation. He arrived 
in Constantinople in 1479, and remained for over a 
year, painting a number of portraits and other subjects 
for the Sultan. Martin’s remark {The Miniature 
Painting of Persia, India and Turkey, p. 92) that 
‘ Gentile Bellini may well be called the father ot 
Turkish miniature painting’ is quite incomprehen
sible. Both Martin and Schulz would trace Bellini’s 
influence in the fine double-page miniature, represent

ing, apparently, the funeral of Murad III, in the 
Goloubew Collection, Boston—with which the earlier 
(but still a hundred years later than Bellini’s visit) 
miniature in No. 413 of the present collection should 
be compared. See Schulz, Die persisch-islamische 
Miniaturmalerei, plate 153; Martin, op. cit., plate 226.

^ No. 406 in this collection.
^ Photographs of these miniatures were kindly 

shown to the writer by Dr. Carl Lamm.
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were rnany of his successors, but the Sultans, though they, and others in high places, 
could in private ignore the ordinary man’s deep-rooted prejudice^ against figural art 
seem to have avoided making a parade of their unorthodoxy.^

The ^rliest known Turkish painter, Sinan Bey, is said by the 16th-century Turkish 
writer All to have been a pupil of the Venetian master Pavli. The inscription on his 
tomb styles him as Painter to the Sultan Muhammad’, and Sakisian® thinks that the 
above-mentioned portrait may well be by him. But no work of Sinan Bey, nor of the 
only known Turkish pupil of Bellini, one Shibhzada Ahmad, is definitely known to 
have survived. The Conqueror’s successor, BayazTd II (1481-1512), though the book 
arts were still practised under him, did not share his father’s artistic tastes. The two 
illustrations in the Sulayfndn-ndma above mentioned are apparently exceptions, and may 
have been considered to have been justified by their subject. It would seem that here 
might have been the beginnings of a great national art; but Bayazld was a Sufi and a 
strict Muslim; he cleared the palace of Bellini’s pictures, and also, no doubt, of those 
of his pupils. On the other hand, there was, apparently, even under him, an establishment 
of painters working at the Serai.

It was in the next reign, that of Selim I (1512-20), that the Persian arms were defeated 
in 1514, and hundreds of craftsmen were deported from Tabriz by the victor; these 
included no doubt some of the leading painters of Herat who accompanied Badf al- 
Zaman, son and successor of Husain Mlrza, the Herat ruler under whom Persian 
painting, with Bihzad as its brightest star, had reached its zenith. From the teaching 
of these painters, and no doubt from the example of the Persian manuscripts which 
reached Constantinople at the time, Turkish painting in the i6th century acquired its 
main characteristics. At any rate the already powerful Persian influence was further 
strengthened. Selim ‘The Grim’ was not uncultured; he wrote Persian poetry, like 
his more renowned son and successor Sulayman the Magnificent, and various Persian 
painters seem to have been drawn to the capital now and later. The most celebrated 
of these was Shah Qull of Tabriz, a pupil of the Persian master-painter Agha Mrrak. 
For him Sulayman, who (though with him, as with Shah Jahan in India, the erection 
of splendid buildings seems to have been the ruling artistic interest) must have been 
genuinely interested in painting also, provided a private atelier, and paid him a salary 
of one hundred aspers daily, visiting him frequently and showing him many favours. 
One or two examples of Shah Quit’s work have survived. The register of the guilds 
working at the Serai in 1525-6 shows him at the head of twenty-nine painters, some 
of them appointed under the two previous Sultans. Some thirty years later, it is inter
esting to note, the painters, according to the records, amounted to thirty-five, of whom 
seven were Persians.* Among the existing works attributed to Shah Qull, one at least, 
a drawino" of a draiion in the Old Serai Museum, is a work of distinguished quality.

^ An amusing example of this, as late as the middle 
of the i8th century, occurs in one of the manuscripts 
described in this catalogue (No. 444), in which flowers 
are substituted for faces.

^ See Arnold, Painting m Islam, pp. 38-9. The 
prejudice persisted, as the examples given by him 
clearly show, through the i8th and 19th centuries, and 
there are a number of accounts illustrating both the

various Sultans’ interest in painting and, on the other 
hand, their anxiety, though they kept painters in their 
service, that their subjects generally should be 
unaware of their collections.

3 See the article ‘Turkish Miniatures’ in the 
Burlington Magazine, Sept. 1945.

^ Sakisian, op. cit.
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l3£tl;gi*-l^nown cit the Freer Gs.llery, W3.shington, CtHinot be ascribed with

certainty to this artist, and it is not easy, in the absence of stronger evidence than we 
possess, to estimate his influence with any precision.

Of the work of Haydar, friend and portraitist of Selim II (1566-74), two examples 
exist in Istanbul. Judging from the reproductions in M. Sakisian’s article above referred 
to, this painter must have had a style of his own, not lacking dramatic power or 
a decorative sense.

Vail Jan was another Persian painter (like Shah Qull from Tabriz), who worked at 
the capital in the last thirty years of the i6th century. He was a pupil of Siyavush, 
a Georgian. A fair number of existing figure-drawings are assigned to him; three which 
seem to be his work are reproduced by Sakisian (La Miniature per sane, figures 164, 165, 
166). A group of slightly coloured drawings, several being of winged figures, in various 
collections, has also been assigned to this artist, some of them on the basis of inscriptions.

Murad III (1574-95) appears to have had a pronounced taste for the arts. It was in 
his reign that the Turkish chronicler 'All wrote his valuable work Menaqib i Hunerveran, 
on the Persian and Turkish calligraphers, painters, illuminators, and binders. Turkey 
was almost throughout the reign at war with Persia, but the Vienna Alburn,^ presented 
to Murad in the year 1572, was formed before this. The miniatures in it at any rate are 
almost exclusively the work—or so it would seem—of Persian painters. Paintings of 
the period are fairly numerous. One of the miniaturists was 'Osman, who illustrated the 
manuscript of the Huner-nama at the Old Serai.

The present collection includes some notable manuscripts of the Court art of this time, 
at which the Turkish vogue for fine books was more pronounced than at any other. 
Though differing from each other in many details, these manuscripts confirm the 
impression that a general Turkish style had become established in the second half of 
the 16th century.Figure drawing—the principal figures are sometimes carefully 
delineated, the rest being more perfunctorily drawn—is somewhat stereotyped, and there 
is considerable repetition. The Turkish artists did not, however, shrink from frank 
literalism in the types depicted, and sometimes seem to show a definite taste for 
caricature. The ensembles, on the other hand, are often largely conceived. The palette 
shows all the characteristic Turkish traits. There is besides another type of miniature, 
of which the Chester Beatty Collection contains several examples, which belongs to this 
period and is more closely akin to Persian work.

Painting in the Turkish manuscripts of the 17th century does not reveal any marked 
originality, being closely based on earlier Persian SafavT art, which was often followed 
with much technical skill; Turkish work is sometimes distinguishable from Persian 
mainly by the details of costume and the colouring. The objection of many lurks to

^ Survey of Persian Art, plate 915.
2 Described by Emmy Wellesz in ‘Die Miniaturen 

im Album Murads III’, Wiener Beitrage zur Kunst, 
&c., pp. 55-67. Another mixed album at the Biblio- 
theque Nationale (Arabe 6074), described by M. 
Blochet in Les Enluminures des manuscrits orientaux 
de la Bibliotheque Nationale, 1926, pp. 117-19 (plates 
Lxviii-Lxxi), which was apparently formed at Constan
tinople in this and the succeeding reign, is mainly

Persian in character.
“ Compare, for instance, those described by Fehmi 

Edhem and Stchoukine: Les Manuscrits orientaux 
illustres de la Bibliotheque de PUniversite de Stamboul, 
(1933), and the fine Shdh-ndma at Boston (see Cooma- 
raswamy: ‘ Les Miniatures de la collection Goloubew’ 
{Ars Asiatica, xiii). No. 97, and plates liv-lvii; 
Marteau and Viver, Miniatures persanes, plates no,
III).
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painting inevitably restricted the free growth of a distinctive school in any way com
parable to those of Persia or India, where nothing like the same disadvantages were 
encountered, and this no doubt explains why the art was limited in scope and largely 
devoted to the illustration of genealogies and portraits of the Sultans and their pre
decessors/ The first compiler of such genealogies is said to have been one Sharif Shaff, 
in the time of Sulayman the Great, and numbers of collections of this nature have 
survived. The fidelity of the portraits is generally open to question; likenesses of the 
Sultans do not always correspond closely in the various series.

Early in the 17th century Turkish artists seem to have been sometimes employed, 
doubtless in part by Europeans (as in India) to compile albums and picture-books 
illustrating local manners and customs, and the appearance and dress of notables. Court 
functionaries, &c. One such album is at the British Museum.^ Another, apparently of 
the reign of Muhammad IV (1648-87), was published in Germany in 1925.^ The pictures 
are not of much artistic value, however interesting as records of the time.

The names of some of the later artists are known from inscriptions and signatures and 
from literary sources. There was a revival of all the book arts under Sultan Ahmad III 
(1703-30) and his successors, and along with artists of Turkish nationality, several 
foreigners, among them one Van Moor, of Valenciennes, and an Armenian, Raphael, 
exercised their art at the capital. There are examples of figure subjects by a certain 
Levni at the Serai Museum and the Bibliotheque Nationale." He was an early-i8th- 
century painter. Another was *Abd Allah Bukhari." None of these seems to have 
shown outstanding ability, and the increasing influence of the West no doubt stifled 
originality more and more.

It remains to supplement Professor Minorsky s descriptions in his catalogue by some 
further remarks on the paintings in this collection and other matters, which, as mentioned 
in the Preface, it was agreed should be considered here. Where so many different 
types of book art, covering over four centuries, are concerned, and where, apart from the 
separate paintings, illustrated manuscripts containing so many miniatures have to be 
discussed, detailed descriptions would require more space than the plan of these 
catalogues allows. These brief notes accordingly are mainly confined to the most 
important or interesting works, while no close analysis has been attempted of the 
illumination and bindings.

No. 401 is a beautiful little manuscript, which, with its gorgeous ornament, is of 
peculiar interest as a fine example, for so it seems to be, of the type of de luxe book 
which the 15th-century Turcoman rulers must have encouraged. The miniatures, 
rather simply planned, are delicately drawn and exquisitely coloured. The treatment of 
landscape, flowers, and ornament, the gold skies and youthful rounded Mongolian faces, 
the extension of the pictures into the margins, the colouring generally, are all Persian 
in character, but the illumination, as in the details of the two brilliant opening pages, 
with central’ medallions set in emerald green, is somewhat out of the ordinary.

■ See on this Arnold in The Islamic Book, p. 96. * Blochet, Les Enluminures des manuscrits orien-
“ Add. 2^880, dated A.D. 1618. iaux pi. cvn. , ,
3 Alt-StMe-c Hof- und Volksleben. Bin Turh- See Sak.s.an, Prm/j. « /n-8

sches Miniaturenalbum aus dem /?. Jahrhundert. Abdullah Boukhart m Revue de I Ar, now. 9 .
Veroffentlicht von Franz Taeschner (Hanover).

d
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There could hardly be a greater contrast to this than the Sulayman-nama (406), 

a huge manuscript which represents a rare type of Ottoman art Judging from the two 
miniatures—both reproduced here—and from the fine illumination, in a style owing 
something to Mamluk practice, this work must have been conceived on a splendid scale. 
The note of impressive dignity is maintained throughout. The two great composite 
pictures are of peculiar interest. Both represent Solomon, one in youth and the other 
in later life, surrounded by angels and birds, and with tiers of jinn and human figures, 
angels and strange monsters, arranged in rectangular panels running across the page. 
The style of the painting is touched obviously both by Western' and by Eastern contacts; 
there are affinities in the figures with the Mesopotamian painting of nearly 200 years 
earlier. The cheeks are sometimes coloured red, and in a few instances the noses 
are whitened; this last feature is found both in Christian and Abbasid painting. No 
brilliance is attempted in the restrained but satisfying colouring, with its sombre browns 
and greens.

Of the more ambitious kind of typically Osmanli manuscripts, No. 413, the ‘History 
of Sultan Sulayman', is the most sumptuous and in some respects the most interesting. 
Executed presumably for Murad III, it is a worthy monument to the life and achieve
ments of the greatest of the Sultans, and the illustrations are in the finest style of the 
period. There are some good panoramic effects, while the stately Court scenes, depict
ing the Sultan in the splendour of the impressive ceremonial of his day, or those showing 
him with his armies, on pilgrimage or on the march, in battle, besieging a city, &c. are 
successfully realistic. (Some of the details are indeed gruesome enough.) The minia
tures are perhaps by two different artists; there is considerable variation in the scale of 
the figures as well as in the colouring, though this is usually rich and pure. The Sultan 
himself seems to be portrayed with fairly close accuracy; it is interesting to compare his 
likeness here with his portrait in old age at the Bibliotheque Nationale,^ but the rows of 
courtiers and attendants show little or no individuality. On the other hand, there are some 
attempts to depict European and central Asian types. The reproductions give a good 
notion of the character and variety of these miniatures and of their different compositional 
qualities, in some of which perhaps—in the spacing and arrangement—European 
affinities may be traced. Movement, both slow and rapid, is sometimes successfully 
conveyed (e.g. on f. 60). The profuse illumination is mainly Persian in character. The 
manuscript has a fine ornate binding.

The slightly later Zubdat al-Tawarikh^ is interesting, not only as being illustrated 
by a known painter, Sun'T, but as containing both numerous traditional representations 
of the Saints and other figures of Islamic legendary history—Adam and Eve (fully 
clothed); Jonah and the Whale; Abraham about to sacrifice his son, &c.—and portraits 
of the Sultans and their ministers, though these cannot be relied on as likenesses; the 
portrait of Murad III, for instance, differs strikingly from the one in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale.*' The large-scale figures are dignified enough, but the miniatures cannot be 
called great works of art. The colouring is rather bright. The map of the earth is of 
especial interest, as is the celestial map on f. 17^, with its well-drawn zodiacal and other

^ In the dome, for instance.
^ Reproduced in Blochet, Musulman Paintings

® No. 414.
^ Reproduced in Blochet, Les Peintures . .., plate

plate CLXxiii. LXX.
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signs. It is worth noticing that there are often two or more pictures on a page, one above 
the other. The manuscript has some fine ornament, and the handsome binding, less ornate 
than that of No. 413, should also be mentioned.

The textually important ‘Life of Muhammad’ (No. 419) is profusely illustrated, and its 
large miniatures provide plentiful material for the study of contemporary costume, 
armour, tents, &c. It has been suggested that a few of the paintings contain remini
scences of other than Persian—possibly Russian—painting; but in the main they follow 
Persian convention fairly closely. Some of the female dresses are worthy of note. The 
Prophet is usually represented in green, veiled, with a tall, gold, flame halo. Fatima and 
‘A’isha are also veiled and haloed. One or two miniatures are particularly remarkable 
for the curious way in which the leaning female figures are shown. A few, obviously 
by another hand than the others, have a greater refinement of drawing and colour. As 
might be expected in a work with so many illustrations, there is a good deal of repeti
tion, and some of the compositions are carelessly painted and poorly composed, with 
considerable crowding. The colours, sometimes very bright, are rather coarsely applied. 
The facial types are occasionally curiously ugly (e.g. in f. 107). Camels and other animals 
are quaintly drawn.

The illustrations in the genealogical work (No. 423) which is dedicated to Muham
mad III, and is only a few years later than the manuscript last mentioned, are quite 
different in character. They consist, apart from the diagrams, of figures—usually single 
figures, kneeling or seated—arranged inside, and sometimes projecting from, small gold 
roundels: a plan well known in Asiatic as well as European art. 1 he drawing is for the 
most part admirable, the figures being skilfully disposed in a variety of attitudes remark
able considering the small space allowed and the limits imposed by the medallion shape. 
The colouring is uniformly good. The artist is fond of employing black in the clothes 
and other details. The ornament is careful throughout and at times minutely excellent; 
like the illustrations it owes much to Persian work. The binding is unusual and effective.

Of about the same period is No. 424, again a very different type of manuscript, con
taining some fine examples of the less ambitious type of miniature. Though the 
paintings are in the Persian manner, the strong colouring^is clearly lurkish. The 
brilliantly coloured wings of the angels on ff. 60 and 87 are unusual, this is an 
attractive little book.

No. 425, consisting of leaves from another anthology, is much more emphatically 
Persian in character. In fact, though it contains Ottoman and other Turkish poems, it 
is actually a fine specimen of a well-known type of small Persian manuscript. Manu
scripts of this kind, oblong in shape, appear to have been specially appropriated 
to anthologies from quite early in the 15th century, and this example should be 
compared with the several similar books included among the Persian manuscripts of the 
Chester Beatty Collection. The main features of the illumination are the gold stencil
ling, the pairs of confronted angels and birds, and the delicate formal ornament. Phis 
manuscript may well be earlier than the i6th century.

No. 436 is another, less ornate, example of this type of manusciipt. though written 
by a noted Constantinople calligrapher, it might easily be mistaken for a Persian booK.

The third, larger, example of this type (No. 440 nearly a hundred years later.
Completely Turkish in character, it is a good specimen, with its broad, gold margins, its

d 2
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careful ornament, marked by a liberal use of gold of several tones, its marbled end-pages, 
and its pretty binding, with a design of rectangles and flowers, of the later book art of 
Turkey a few years after Lady Mary Wortley Montagu wrote her entertaining descrip- 
tions of the country.

These three manuscripts form an instructive group.
No. 428 is distinguished, apart from its beautiful binding and ornament, by its 

delicately executed miniatures which are clearly the work of a Turkish artist, one, 
too, with an exceptionally fine colour sense. The miniatures display considerable 
originality, the well-known incidents of the famous story of Joseph and Potiphars 
wife, repeatedly illustrated by Persian painters, often being treated in an original manner.

No. 474, which bears a date corresponding to a.d. 1595, is again of a somewhat 
different nature. The fine miniatures are, there can be little doubt, from a Turkish hand; 
palette and drawing both point to this, though Persian conventions are closely followed. 
The representation of the dancing dervishes—not a very common subject for illustration 
—is of particular interest.

Among manuscripts which are more pronouncedly Persian in character, there is no 
doubt that the miniatures and illumination of No. 409 are the work of Persian artists. 
It is interesting both textually and as a good example of the more richly illuminated 
books of the period. No. 411, thirty-one years later, is notable for its marginal mini
atures, the character of which, in the mid-SafavT style, is no less typically Persian. 
The miniatures in No. 440 are in the later Safavl style of about 1625. They are of rare 
delicacy in colour and drawing, and are in some ways akin to those in a Khanisa of Nizami 
in the Bibliotheque Nationale.^ The illustrations in No. 433 are all later additions 
in the Persian early-17th-century style, except that of f. 30 a, which is contemporary with 
the manuscript.

Among the astrological manuscripts. No. 402 is a rare type of early Turkish book. 
The ornament is allied to the Mamluk art of Egypt; it should be compared with that in 
the apparently slightly later No. 473; the style of illumination of both manuscripts, 
though very different in each case, being outside the stream of native Turkish develop
ment. In the much later No. 434, the illustrations of astrological figures already (a.d. 1620) 
show considerable Western influence in the faces (ff. 19 and 20). Apart from the figures, 
there are some skilfully drawn flower-subjects in the borders, which may, however, be 
subsequent additions.

Several manuscripts contain maps and illustrations of the holy places (Nos. 427, 447, 
449, 462, 488), in which growing westernization is obvious. No. 447, with its beautiful 
binding, picturesque miniatures, and vivid floral decoration, is a striking example of 
mid-i8th-century book art. No. 449, profusely decorated, is an excellent specimen of a 
late de luxe manuscript; so is No. 462, still later in the i8th century, with its copious 
employment of gold and elaborate ornament, in which pointille technique is freely 
employed. No. 488 is notable for the gold text in black, gold-bordered roundels. 
No. 489 is the only roll in the collection; it is of vellum, carefully ornamented. No. 443, 
the 18th-century Kdba indicator, is not actually a book at all. Its peculiar character, and 
its many points of interest, have been fully described by Professor Minorsky. The 
script is written on varnished paper. The astrolabe attached to No. 454 is a neatly

^ Supp. Persan, 1980 (Blochet, Enhmiinures, pp, 131-3, and plates lxxxvi and lxxxvii).
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constructed wooden instrument in the shape of a quarter-circle. It is painted light brown, 
with some gold ornament, and the surface has been varnished.

No. 439 is typical of the kind of album, containing varied specimens of calligraphy and 
miniature painting, which was apparently somewhat more common in India than in 
Persia or Turkey. The miniatures are by different hands and of several periods. The 
dragon on folio 7^ is a very fine example of a type of drawing for which Turkish artists 
seem to have had a special liking.

The collection is rich in examples of the illuminator s and binder’s craft. Some have 
already been mentioned, but there are many more which illustrate the wide range of the 
craftsmen’s resources. The following deserve special mention: Nos. 417, 426, 428, 437, 
442,4 45,453(with a particularly interesting binding of silver thread embroidery); No. 454; 

No. 460, a charming example of a late-18th-century ornamental book, in excellent taste, 
in a pretty gold-tooled binding; Nos. 463 and 464 (two versions of the same book by the 
same scribe, with many differences in their illumination); 467 (with a striking late 
lacquer binding); 469,470; 471 (with its varied marbled paper margins); 476,490, and 493. 
The last of these is worthy of note as showing the survival into the present century of 
many of the characteristics of traditional illumination, nearly 200 years after the founda
tion of the first Turkish printing works.

J. V. S. WILKINSON





PREFACE

IN order to give more prominence to the artistic aspects of the Turkish manuscripts 
of the Chester Beatty collection, the manuscripts and miniatures as far as possible 
have been placed in the chronological order of their completion, rather than in that of 

the composition of the original works. As explained by Mr. Wilkinson, some manu
scripts in Persian (Nos. 413, 474,476) and Arabic (Nos. 451,491) have been incorporated 
in the catalogue, if there were indications that they had been copied, or executed, in 
Turkey and in Turkish style.

The descriptions of Nos. 401-71 were ready in proof in 1939 when the war stopped the 
further progress of the catalogue. Meanwhile the collection had been increased by 
a considerable number of accessions which have formed an additional series arranged 
independently in chronological order. To obviate the inconvenience of the two parallel 
series a general chronological table of all the items of the catalogue has been placed 
before the text (pp. xiii. and xiv.).

The great majority of the Turkish manuscripts are in ‘Ottoman Turkish' (the present 
day ‘state Turkish'), but some notable exceptions are in Central Asian (‘Chaghatay') 
Turkish (Nos. 408, 411, 433) and in the Turcoman dialect usually called ‘Azarbayjan 
Turkish' (Nos. 401, 440).

As these dialects have some phonetic particularities, and as, on the other hand, the 
titles of the books are mostly in Arabic and in Persian, no unification of the transcription 
according to the ‘Ottoman' standards has been attempted, dhe titles have been trans
literated in a conventional form, just to enable scholars to see how they look in Arabic 
script. On the whole the transliteration is very close to the system used by Charles 
Rieu in the catalogue of the 1 urkish manuscripts belonging to the British Museum.

As the artistic aspects of the manuscripts in the Chester Beatty Collection are referred 
to in the Introduction, it will be enough in this place to put on record some of the 
manuscripts presenting special historical, linguistic, or literary interest.

Seyyid Luqman's ‘ Supplement to the history of Sultan Sulayman' (No. 413) is a rare 
work based on official relations. The same author s Zubdat al-tawarikh (No. 414) may 
also reveal some new facts. A Supplement to TashkOpru-zada s Shaqa iq, by Nau i-zada 
(No 482), seems to contain some additions by the author himself The history of the 
Crimea, al-SaU al-sayyar, is well known, but the copy here described (No. 487) is correct

Of the original documents included in the collection are the w/y/deeds (Nos. 416, 421, 
422, 442, 485) giving a mass of curious details on the everyday life of estates and pious
foundations, and a diploma for teaching Islamic sciences. _ /at \ u 1

From the philological point of view, the Life of Muhammad^ by Darlr (No. 419), belongs 
to the earliest works in Turkish of Asia Minor. The divan of Hidayat (N o. 401), as pointed 
out in its description, is one of the rare literary works written under the furcoman dynasty 
of Aq-qoyunlu • only one other copy of Hidayat s poems is known. Equally interesting
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(and perhaps unique) is the Kitab al-arud (No. 473) which increases our knowledge of 
the Turkish letters cultivated under the Mamluk kings of Egypt

To the earliest Turcoman-Ottoman literature belong the poems: Gharlb-nama 
(No. 472), Iskandar-ndmci (No. 4®7)> Sulaymdn-ndyna (No. 406), and Yusuf and ^ulaykha 
(No. 428). To a later epoch belong the divans of Bihishtl (No. 430) and 'All (No. 412), and 
two detailed anthologies by Ashiq-chelebi (No. 438) and Riyadi (No. 435). To facilitate 
the task of the students of Ottoman literature the contents of the latter have been 
analysed in the catalogue in great detail. ,The more recent poets (i8th-i9th centuries) 
represented in the collection are Danish (No. 458), Ratib (No. 471), Nusrat and Aziz 
(No. 465).

Among the other classes of manuscripts should be mentioned:
(a) Theology, traditions (No. 470), and prayers, including Jazulfs Data il al-khayrat 

represented by five copies.
ip) Occult sciences (Nos. 432, 444) and astrology, chiefly in connexion with the 

auguries (akkam) of ‘good and bad days' (Nos. 402, 434, 489).
(c) Geography as applied to the Islamic religion (Nos. 443, 461).
(d) Medicine (Nos. 466, 480, 483, 484).
(e) Farriery (Nos. 486, 492).

(/) School-books (Nos. 490, 491) and calligraphy (Nos. 455, 457).
(g) Varia, such as albums of extracts and anthologies (Nos. 427, 436, 441, 448, 453, 

467); specimens of calligraphy (Nos. 426, 439, 445, 447, 455) and of decoupe technique 
(Nos. 415, 477, 478); single miniatures (Nos. 439, 481).

In preparing the description of Mr. Chester Beatty s collection I have greatly benefited 
by the help and kindness of my friend Mr. J. V. S. Wilkinson and of Mrs. Kingsford 
Wood.

V. MINORSKY
I September 1947



ADDITIONAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS
The Chester Beatty collections were transferred to Dublin after the original 
catalogue was almost ready, and mainly for this reason the publication has been 
further delayed. In the meantime some additional information has been gathered 
about certain of the manuscripts.

The catalogue was mainly completed before the new system of romanization 
of Turkish names had been settled, and the renderings adopted are purely con
ventional and not always strictly uniform (see above p. xxxi). With Turkish , 
unlike Persian, there is no fixed system of transliteration in English.

p. xxii. Add to footnote 3. The manuscript has now been fully described. See Zetter- 
steen (K. V.) and Lamm (C. J.), Mohammed Asafi: The Story of yamdl and 
Jaldl, &c. (36 plates, 4 coloured), Uppsala, 1948.

p. xxiv, para. 4. ‘Osman may well have been, as has been suggested by Prof. S. Kemal 
Yetkin, the painter, at least in part, of the miniatures in MS. 413.

p. XXV. Add to footnote 2. The manuscript has descriptive notes in a contemporary 
English hand. There is another similar album in the British Museum.

p.xxv, para. 3. Interesting miniatures by Levni (the date of whose death is given as 
1732), and by a much earlier painter, Nigari (1494-1572) were exhibited at the 
Exhibition of Turkish Art at the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris, 1953. See 
Splendeur de (Art Turc (Les Presses Artistiques, Paris, 1953), plates 45, 46, 
49-53 ; and for ‘Abd Allah Bukhari, plate 55.

p. XXV, last para. MS. 401. The miniatures are exquisite examples of a rather rare type, 
akin, but superior in refinement, to a well-known group of miniatures in the 
Shiraz-Timurid style. Mostly belonging to the fifteenth century, they are mainly 
co-extensive, in time and probably in place, with the dominion of the Black and 
White Sheep Turcomans, which ended in 1502. See I. Stchoukine, Les Pein- 
tures des Manuscrits timurides, 1954, pp. 63 ff., and B. W. Robinson, Catalogue 
of a Loan Exhibition of Persian Miniature Painting from British Collections 
(Victoria and Albert Museum, 195P-

The miniatures in MS. 401 are close in drawing to that reproduced in 
Stchoukine, Les Manuscrits illustrds musulmans de la Bibliotheque du Caire in 
Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1935 (No. 68, litt. turque). This is in a manuscript 
dated 876 (1471-2).

p. xxvi, last para. Though the Koran does not specify by name the son whom Abraham 
was prepared to sacrifice, the more usual opinion among Muhammadans is that 
it was Ishmael (as in the text of this manuscript) and not Isaac. See, however, 
the article on Ishak in the Encyclopedia of Islam. The oldest tradition agrees in 
this point with the Bible account.

6, line 19. For 27 read 47.
11, line 13 from bottom. For ii read ii.
12, linen. For f. i read f. ii.
13, para. 4. MS. 408. For Mir 'AH see Huart, Les Calligraphes et les Miniaturistes 

de (Orient musulman, p. 227.



XXXIV ADDITIONAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS
p. 14. The date is on f. ii.
p. 14, line 6 from bottom. For ^la read 51^. The manuscript (No. 409) is mainly of 

textual interest but also interesting because of the somewhat unusual illumina
tion. The miniatures may have been painted in South-Western Persia.

p. 17. MS. 411. There are now 53 folios of this manuscript in the collection. The 
decorated margins are, for the most part, beautiful examples of the Persian mini
ature art of the mid-sixteenth century. Against differently coloured grounds are 
depicted hunting and other scenes ; figures, animate and inanimate, are outlined 
in eold, and a little colour has been added in some cases, 

pp. 19-21. MS. 413. See pages xxvi and xxxi. The miniatures are probably by 
at least two hands.

p. 21, line 5 from bottom. For ‘pasted under the colophon’ read ‘half-page’, 
p. 25, line 8 from bottom. F. 160^ should be marked with an asterisk, 
p. 37. For f. 310 ^ read 318^.
p. 40. MS. 420. M. Blochet considered this a Turkish manuscript, though it is in the 

Persian style.
p. 45, line 16. For ‘ Murad III ’ read ‘ Murad II ’.
p. 46. MS. 425. The manuscript is more Persian than Turkish in appearance, though 

it contains some Ottoman Turkish poetry. The character of some of the decora
tion is, however, unusual, and some critics consider that the manuscript may 
have been executed by Persians employed in Turkey.

p. 49, line 6. For 5 ^ read 6 a.
p. 49, second line from bottom. For 27 read 24.
p. 50, line 8. For ‘five small cornerpieces’ read ‘two small cornerpieces’. There are 

three on f. 11 a.
p. 51. MS. 428. The miniatures may, perhaps, be dated in the third quarter of the 

sixteenth century. They are actually 22 in number; two. Nos. 9 and 10, being 
on one folio. They are delicately coloured, but the eyes, in some cases, have 
been repainted. The script is naskh. 

p. 56, line 13. For ‘ 230 folios’ read ‘ 270 folios’.
p. 65. MS. 437. The 'unvan and the binding are fine examples of seventeenth- 

century Turkish book art. The fore-edge has a gilt pattern.
p. 69, line 22. ‘red-haired woman’. It is part of the head-dress that is coloured red.
p. 83, line 8 from bottom. MS. 446. Before ‘small gold’ insert ‘ ff. 69-72^’, and in 

line 7 from bottom, before ‘f. 75^’ insert ‘ f. 71, diagram of Scorpio’.
p. 87, line 9. For ^2 a read 52 
p. 87, line 14. For 64^ read 64^.
p. 87, line 17. Read ‘ f. 136 a, similar to ff d and ^2 a’. 
p. 93, line 10. Delete the word [Binding). 
p. 100, line II. For 5 read 6. 
p. 102, line 18. For i a read i b.
p. 103, line 5 from bottom. Delete the word [Binding).
p. 105. MS. 468. Under MINIATURES, ILLUMINATION. For la read \b, 

and for 24 a, 24 b read 22 a, 22 b.



ADDITIONAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS
p. 114, line 18. For 306 b read 307 b.

lines 21-22. For 308 folios read 309 folios.
p. 119. MS. 480. Add under SCRIBE, DATE, ‘If so, however, the date of Part 

A is wrong, the script of the manuscript being uniform throughout*.
p. 120. MS. 481. Add under MINIATURES, ‘The two miniatures, probably of the 

early seventeenth century, are of decided historical interest*, 
p. 124, line 11. For 25 (5 read 26^. 
p. 127, line 17. For 2 b read 2 a. 
p. 129, line 17. For 16^2; read 16^.
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DiVAN OF HIDAYAT
BEGINNING.

14^^ (jL^^ j ctli)L)i \xj^^ aL 1 ^

AUTHOR, Nothing definite is known about the author who in the original hnvdn 
(f. 2b) of the present copy is called Amir Hidayatullah. The presumable date of this 
manuscript indicates that the poet must have lived in the second half of the 15th 
century a.d. The only important personal detail that can be culled from the text is 
that on ff \^a-\^b Shdh-i Najaf is mentioned, which designation of the caliph 'All 
can belong but to a Shfite. The second indication is provided by the language in 
which the divan is written. The note on the white folio between the two sarlauhs 
which calls the language al-mughuliya ‘ Mongolianor at best ‘ Eastern Turkishis 
entirely baseless. The Turkish of Amir Hidayat is undoubtedly a ‘ southern Turkish ’ 
dialect, as used by Turcoman tribes. Dialectically it belongs to the same class as 
the divans of Jahan-shah Qara-qoyunlu, Khata’i ( = Shah Isma'il), Fudull, &c. The 
current designation of this dialect is ‘ Azarbayjan Turkish', but it is spoken by the 
Turkish tribes of Transcaucasia, Persia, as well as those of Eastern Turkey and Meso
potamia. The indications (y. infra, p. 2) regarding the date, the dedicatee and the 
language of the author considerably restrict the field of our hypotheses concerning the 
milieu to which the poet belonged. On the staff of Sultan Khalil were The two great 
amirs’, Hidayatullah-beg and his brother Inayatullah-beg, whose talents and literary 
gifts were highly praised by the learned Jalal al-din Davanl.' The former may have 
been the author of the divan.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Divan-i Hidayat, collection of poems by Hidayat consisting of 
186 ghazals, one strophic poem (ff. 62a-6^b), one mukhammas (ff. 62,b-64b) and two 
mathnavis (ff. 68a-yob).

Another copy of this rare and interesting divan, dated Jamadi I 893/April 1488, 
acquired in Kirman,^ is in the possession of Mr. G. F. S. Stevens (Amritsar). The divan 
has considerable poetical merits. Although the author imitates the Persian style, and 
although there are many Persian elements in his vocabulary, he wields his own tongue 
with elegance, using peculiar grammatical forms and idiomatic expressions.

The following ghazal is found on f. 2^ (= Mr. G. F. S. Stevens s manuscript f. 3^)*

aIiI ^3
1 See V. Minorsky, Bull. S.O.S., 1939, X/i, pp. 141-78.
^ Its former owners were some local chiefs of the Afshar tribe.

B
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C_Aa.v«X ^ ^
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SIZE. FOLIOS. 17-3 X 12*3 cm.; written surface ii x6*8 cm.; 2 columns of ii lines; 
73 folios.

BINDING. Brown leather, flapped, with deep-sunk 3-centre and corners, with flower 
design, cord and line borders, all blind-tooled. Inside, the centre and corners are of 
brown tracery over gold and blue, the borders being in gilt blind-tooled cord and lines, 
the flap is decorated with lattice design of tracery.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nastallq, gold rule. Thin, cream, semi-polished paper, gold- 
sprinkled.

SCRIBE. DATE. Probably a.h. 883/A.D. 1478.

PROVENANCE. Inscription in rosettes on ff. \b and 2a runs: ‘ For the library of the 
Great Sultan, the Ruler of the Nations, the Arm of the State, of the World and of the 
Faith, Abul-Fath Sultan Khalil Bahadur Khan, may God prolong his reign.’ The title 
corresponds to that of the Aq-qoyunlu ruler Khalil, son of Uzun-Hasan. After a.d. 1470 
Khalil acted as governor of Fars. After the death of his father (on 6 January 147^) 
sueceeded him, but on 15 July i47^ was killed in a battle with his brother Yaqub. The 
fact that the manuscript has no colophon, and may have been left unfinished, may be 
connected with the sudden end of the patron’s career.

F. \a bears an official entry (no. 6975) by Mustafa 1 ahir, inspector of the Holy Places 
(Mekka and Medina), testifying that the present manuscript was presented as a pious 
gift {vaqf) by the Ottoman Sultan Mahmud I b. Sultan Mustafa II (a.h. 1143-68/a.d. 
1730-54), whose seal is apposed above the entry. Underneath the latter is Musffifa 
Tahir’s seal. In the top left corner, seal of some learned Qasim b. Maqsud (?). An official 
seal on f \a and f. 7i<^.

MINIATURES AND ILLUMINATION. Before the text two full-page ^tinuans are 
found executed in dominant gold, blue, and light green in best Persian artistic style. 
F. 2h opens with a sarlauh in complete harmony with the hnva7is. The end of each 
poem is marked by two flower sprays, or motives varying all through the manuscript. 
In addition to them triangular panels and other decorations mark single verses towards 
the end of the book (f. 62, &c.).



DIVAN OF HIDAYAT 3
Four miniatures having reference to the poems are found in the text.
F. 8^: a prince seated behind a stream with two attendants, of whom the one pours 

out wine and the other plays on a stringed instrument; a crouching servant holding a 
horse is represented in the margin.

F. igd: a prince accompanied by a falconer and a shield-bearer, all mounted, is 
following a guide who is on foot.

F. 38^^: a prince sitting on a balcony which projects from the wall and listening to a 
turbaned warrior who stands below. Two attendants are with the prince and a third is 
seen in a window. Four heads show above the battlements.

F. yod: a prince who wears a turban made of stripes of different colours is sitting in 
a vinery. An old man serves wine to him while two cup-bearers are seen lower down 
in the foreground and two other attendants, behind the prince.

In Mr. G. Stevens’s copy there are three miniatures (ff. ySd, 8^a, and 88^3:) one of 
which (88a) is another variant of the scene of f. of the present manuscript.

402

TAQViM (‘ALMANAC’)

BEGINNING.

AUTHOR. Unknown. The fact that in the chronological table (f. 2a, third line from 
the bottom) he speaks with particular respect of Jalal al-dln Rumi and the other shaykhs 
of Qonya may indicate his connexion with the Mevlevi order.

TITLE. CONTENTS. The words: Taqvlni-i tarikhi, taqmm fil-ahkam on f. \a may 
belong to the author of the dedication. F. ib-^a: Chronological tables giving the 
number of years which have elapsed since certain well-known events: since Adam’s 
descent (hubiil), 6984 years; since Muhammad’s death (a.h. i i), 834 years; since Husayn’s 
death (a.h. 61), 767 years; since Imam ShafiTs death (a.h. 204), 647 years; since Jalal 
al-dln Ruml’s birth (a.h. 604), 220 years; since Sultan Muhammad I’s enthronement 
(a.h. 805), 19 years, since Sultan Murad I I’s enthronement (a.h. 824), ii years. At the 
end the author quotes the date of the conquest of Salonika, 5 Rajab 833 / 30 March 
1430. The above data would suggest that the book was written some time between 
A.H. 824 and 844, or even 851, but many of the items are obviously inaccurate. In any 
case the tables were prepared during the reign of Sultan Murad II (a.h. 824-55/ 
A.D. 1421-51).

F. zb-A,a. A list of caliphs (titles and duration of life and reign).
F. 4^-5^z. A list of ancient kings of Iran.
F. 5^-6^?. A table of astrological auguries (ikhtiyarat) based on the conjunction of the 

Moon with Saturn (f.5<^) and with Jupiter (f. (^a). The first vertical column on the right 
enumerates the 12 zodiacs (months) and the four columns refer to different types of con
junctions (muqarana, tathllth.^ tavbi, muqabala). The corresponding entries in the quad- 
ranMes <^ive the ‘auguries’ suitable in each case, good to see the kings face , good
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to solicit employment ‘ good to cut out clothes and to travel ‘ good to hunt and to 
take a bath

F. 6b-^a. The same for conjunction of the Moon with Mars and Mercury.
F. Phases of the Moon, illustrated by a circular figure divided into 28 sections 

according to the days of the month and indicating the hour of the night at which the 
Moon rises.

F. Sa-b. Conjunction of the Moon with the Sun and Venus (arranged as on f ^b-6a).
F. ga~iob. Tables for the interpretation of convulsive movements of the body : the 

first column on the right enumerates the parts of the body: Tight side of the tongue, 
left ear’, &c.; and the other twelve columns, arranged according to the presence of the 
Moon in each of the zodiacs, contain the respective auguries: ‘ money, fear, presents, 
victory’, &c. Continued on f i^b.

h\ lob-i la. A table of what is good to do and what is to be avoided, arranged according 
to the 28 mansions of the Moon. First three columns on the right: Arabic names of 
the mansions and their astronomic formulae; the remaining two columns: auguries, 
e.g. on the first day of the month it is good ‘to desire women’ and bad ‘to lend
money’.

F. iib-i2a. Table of omens ‘according to the sayings of the sages’. Right column 
enumerates the happenings: ‘ if a cock crow out of time, if a maid slip, if a trouser 
cord get lost’; the other 12 columns arranged according to the zodiacs, contain the 
‘ readings’: joy, rain, excuses, &c.

F. i2b-i2,a. Explanation of the Seven Climes of the World. The author says that 
each degree of latitude along the Equator = 25 farsangs; i farsang = 12,000 arish, 
I arish = 7 qabdas; i qabda = 4 finger-breadths; i finger = 7 grains of barley. ‘ First 
Clime: burnt soil, down to Sarandlb (Ceylon); the inhabitants are black, ugly, naked, 
and long-haired; lions and dragons are numerous; the length of the Clime from west 
to east is 3200 farsangs, and its width 100 ditto &c. The Seventh Clime is that of the 
‘Turks {Trknd, i.e. Turk-and, which indicates a Persian source), Bulghar, Rus, and 
Saqlab (Slavs)’. These examples show that the author still echoes the 10th-century 
Muslim geographers.

The description is illustrated by a circular Map of which the top, as usual in old 
Muslim geographers, points southwards. The lower part of the Map represents the 
inhabited world. On the right (blue) is the Mediterranean; the square sea joined to it 
is the Black Sea ; farther to the left is a sea representing a combination of the Caspian 
and the Aral Seas; into it flow two rivers, of which the one is the Jayhun (Oxus). Left 
centre is the Indian Ocean with the islands. The M^ap must have been copied from 
some earlier Map of Mongol times because it mentions Khanbaliq (Turko-Mongol 
name of Pe-king). There are several queer mistakes in the names quoted on the Map 
(e.g. Saqdliba, i.e. Slavs, for Sofdla on the East African coast).

F. \ib-\A,a. A table similar to that on f \ob-\\a, arranged according to the twelve 
signs of the Zodiac, opposite which in black ink are entered suitable actions, and in red 
ink unsuitable ones.

F. General auguries with regard to dreams according to the day of the month.
F. 15a. The effects of blood-letting, according to the day of the month.
F. \^b-\^a. General precepts in such important affairs as visiting the vazirs, sending
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envoys, &c. according to the twelve months; disposed in three degrees : good, bad, and 
middling.

F. i6<^. A brief description of the Seven Climes (v.s. f. 12/5) and a table indicating the 
direction of the Qibla for single places, divided into twelve sectors.

F. ija. Instructions for finding the direction of some mysterious constellation called 
Shilkur-yulduz [usually Sektz-yulduz ‘the Eight Stars'] to which, when starting on 
important business, one must turn one's back, arranged according to the days of the 
month.

F. 17/5. Continuation of f 9/5.
F. 18. Interpretation of the rainbow according to the twelve months and the eastern 

or western direction in which it appears. Different names of the rainbow: kamandd 
Riistani, ztmnar-i as7nan^ dastar-i firishtagdn, sipar-i zamin^ qaus-wa-quzdh ; it is said to 
be of four colours: red, green, yellow, and blue.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 34x23-5 cm.; written surface 27-2x19-3 cm., variable; numbers of 
lines vary; 18 folios.

BINDING. None.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Large red or black naskh headings; each page is set out in lines 
or table form with thin red or black naskh, within red rules. Thin, deep-cream, semi- 
polished paper, mounted again roughly on later margins.

SCRIBE. DATE. Most probably contemporary with the composition, i.e. before
A.D. 1450.

PROVENANCE. F. \a bears a dedication in Persian and Arabic :

from which it appears that the Taqvim was prepared at the special invitation of a high 
personage in whom one may suppose the Grand-vazlr {sayyid al-sudUr)^ or at least some 
minister particularly entrusted with correspondence {qnahk al-7nuharrirt7i) and perhaps 
having a religious rank as indicated by his titles Htsdfn dl-fuillu wdl-duuy^ wal-dlu 
MtVin al-Isldm.

On i. \a two illegible seals arranged as Ottoman tiighrd.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The 8 lines of dedication within a broad border 
of gold flowers on blue, between narrow gold bands.

F. 7/5. Circular diagram of moon phases (black and gold) around a gold-flowered
sun; corner-pieces of gold and red flowers on blue, radiating script. F. 12^—13/3^, double
page map of the World (blue sea) within black circle ; similar corner-pieces to f. with 
black and red script. F . 16^, circular diagram of small circles of script, the Kaba being
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in centre (black, red, gold on blue, corner-pieces, &c.). F. i la circular diagram of 8 circles, 
all with script; corner-pieces, &c. F. i8«, circular diagram enclosing orange, grey, gold, 
and blue elliptics (rainbow), within radiating script; row of small circles with script, 
corner-pieces, &c.

403

SAYINGS OF 'ALl

BEGINNING. jjyJ ^

AUTHOR. Unknown. The formula of blessing appended to 'All’s name (karrama 
'llahu wajhahti) is that used among the Sunnites.

TITLE. CONTENTS. ‘ One hundred sayings of'All ^ Each of the
well-known sayings attributed to 'All b. Abl Talib is quoted in Arabic and followed by 
a quatrain of verse giving a free translation of it in Eastern (Chaghatay) Turkish. 
According to E. Blochebs note the translation has been done from the Persian version 
entitled Nathr al-ldall Q). At the end (f. 46) a pious sentence and two ruba'T referring 
to the completion of the work. The text is entirely different from that given in B.M. 
Harley Or. 5490, ff. igob-222a, in which the Arabic text begins ^Ik^i ^ and is 
followed by Rashid Watwat’s Persian translation and by an Ottoman Turkish 
paraphrase.

SIZE. 22*9 X 14-5 cm.; written surface 14.1 x 6-8 cm., 5 horizontal lines, 2 groups of 4 
oblique lines ; 27 folios.

BINDING. Dark red-brown leather. 3-centre sunk design. Gilt cord and line borders. 
Inside, redder leather, blind-tooled line border.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Arabic text in naskh, in gold, blue, red, and black ; Turkish verses 
in nasta'llq, black ink. Thin, firm, cream-toned, polished paper of Samarqand (see entry 
on f. la); ff. i, 2, 37 of gold-sprinkled coloured paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Zayn al-dln Mahmud b. Mir-Jan al-Katib. End of Safar 892 / end 
of February 1487 (colophon f

PROVENANCE. On f. \a six seals and several entries: one of the seals is dated 
A.H. 1126 and bears the name of Path 'All Shah (a.d. i797“I834); the entries are of a.h. 
1097 (by a Sultan-Muhammad [Sultan being here only a part of the name]), 1105, 1151, 
and 1160. The immediate provenance from Constantinople.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Decorated title-piece with gold Kufic inscrip
tion: Allah wa la siwahuQ) on blue ground with green foliage ; inserted in a gold panel 
with golden flowers. Above the panel, a strip of blue and gold design.
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A FOLIO OF ‘DECOUPfi’ SCRIPT 
FROM HUSAYN BAYQARA’S POEMS

A UTHOR. The Timurid Sultan Husayn Bayqara, who ruled in Herat a.h. 872-911 / 
A.D. 1468—1506. Nom de pltinte: Husaynl.

TITLE. CONVENTS. One page from the divan containing the end of the ghazal
^ jb ^

and the ghazal beginning:

In B.M. Or. 3379 the two ghazals are respectively found on f. 47^2 (7 verses) and f. 38^7 
(9 verses).

SIZE. 23 X 14.5 cm.; written surface 12-2 x 7 cm.; recto 9 lines, verso 10 lines; i folio. 

BINDING. Modern salmon leather.

SCRIPT. PAPER. The originality of this manuscript is that the letters written in 
nasta iTq on white, blue, and yellow paper have been cut out (g'ifa) with scissors and most 
carefully stuck on (recto) dark-blue paper, within coloured line borders and gold-sprinkled 
dark-blue margin; (verso) buff paper, within coloured borders and gold-sprinkled buff 
margin.

SCRIBE. DATE. The script is said to be of 'Abdullah b. Mir 'All Tabriz!. The work 
was executed during Sultan Husayn’s life, for his name is accompanied by the formula 
‘ may God make his reign eternal

PROVENANCE. Most of the manuscript seems to be in the Aya-Sofia library, cf. Huart, 
Les Miniaturistes et Calligraphes, p. 325, and one folio in Sultan Murad’s album in the 
Vienna Library.

ILLUMINATION. Recto, a panel of decoration across the centre of the page, of inter
lacing circular shapes, in gold and colours; inside, the above-mentioned formula.

405

A POEM BY AMlN IN PRAISE OF MUHAMMAD II

AUTHOR The poet’s real name is unknown, but his norn de plume Amin appears in 
the explanations accompanying a verse on f i84 He was certainly a contemporary of 
his patron (a.h. 855-86 a.d. 1451-81).
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TITLE. CONTENTS. Ff. 2b-ia: a preface containing a dedication to Muhammad II 
b. Murad b. Muhammad and praising the early Arab poets. F, 3^: a Turkish qasida 
with the rhyme in -at running down to f. i8<5. Some letters taken from the separa,te 
verses of this poem and written below in red form new verses possessing some special 
features: the four lines on f. consist entirely of dotless letters, &c.; those on f. con
sist of letters alternately dotted and dotless, &c.; those on f. 5^ consist entirely of dotted 
letters; of the verses on f. 6^, the first can be read either downwards or upwards, the 
second consists of non-connected letters, the third of letters joined in pairs, &c.

F. 8a. The red letters, similarly isolated, form a riddle on the name of Muhammad II 
and a chronogram recording the date of the building of the New Fortress.

F. ^b. Ditto: a chronogram on the conquest of Constantinople.
F. lob. Ditto: five verses in Persian formed out of ten verses in lurkish.
F. 12a. Ditto: four verses in Persian formed out of eight verses in lurkish, and

again, out of the former, two verses in Arabic.
F. \ib. A verse consisting of a unique ‘chain' of joined letters which can be read 

in 7 different metres, in 13 different ways, and with ii subtleties, making a total of 98
different combinations (explained in special tables).

F. i6a. 10 verses which can be read each in several different metres (illustrated by
special circles).

F. 17b. A conclusion, the red letters forming a Persian verse.
F. 18^. Ditto: with the poet’s takhalluy. Amin.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 21-8 X 17 cm.; written surface, 13-2 x 11.5 to 12-3 cm.; lines vary, in i or 
2 columns; 18 folios.

BINDING. Olive-brown leather, flapped, with fine blind-tooled, leaf-stamped, and inter
laced border and centre ornament, gold lining, and corner lattices. Edges of darker 
leather. Inside, brown leather with pressed geometrical design ; fly leaves of black and 
white flower group printed on crimson paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nastallq in red and black, within red rules. Firm, cream-toned, 
polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. From the inscription within a circular medallion of f. 2a it appears 
that the poem written for the late Sultan (Muhammad II) is now presented to 
another Sultan. The inscription seems to be an autograph and the dedicatee must 
be Muhammad IPs successor Bayazld II (a.d. 1481-1512).

PROVENANCE. On ff. 2a and i8(^ an almond-shaped seal with a royal tughra contain
ing the name of some Sultan or Prince whose father was Mustafa.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a double gold circle with 
7 lines of script.
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SULAYMAN-NAMA BY FIRDAUSI OF BRUSA
BEGINNING of the poem (metre ramal')\

AUTHOR. Sharaf al-dm Musa, surnamed Firdausi of Brusa, or Firdausi ‘the Long', 
born in a.h. 857/a.d. 1453, and contemporary of Sultan Bayazld II (a.d. 1481-1512).

TITLE. CONTENTS. Sulaymdn-nama ‘Book of Solomon', partly in prose and partly 
in verse. This enormous compilation of stories referring to Solomon, son of David, con
tains amass of extraneous matter and combines both the biblical tradition (from Adam 
on) and the Iranian lore (from the first man Gayumarth down to Rustam). The book, 
comprising 20 chapters and 100 ‘scenes' (ma/lis), is only the first part of the work which, 
according to the author’s statement (f 332^), was to consist of 366 books and 1830 
‘scenes'. See on the Stilaymdn-ndma Hammer, GOD, i. 276. Probably the huge size of the 
work is responsible for the paucity of existing copies. See W. Pertsch, TH Gotha, nos. 11 
(ff. 1-356), 208 (253 folios), containing the first part of the book and corresponding to our 
no. 406, but lacking the Introduction, no. 242—twelve fragments (48 folios); Pertsch, 
/^^;'^^/(:/^;^A(Berlin),no.47o (49 folios) containing a non-specified part of the book. Other 
copies are in the libraries of the Vatican {Bibl. ItaL, t. xlvii, p. 16, no. 188), Uppsala (Thorn- 
berg, Catalogue, no. cxcvi, containing the Introduction), Paris (Blochet, GMT, ii. 224, 
Supp. turc 1293, 115 folios, 34x25 cm.). Two volumes in Dr. Rescher’s possession 
(Constantinople) begin respectively with the 351st and 356th majlis and contain Books 
71 and 72.

PT. 2b-ia. Preface in Arabic containing doxology and explaining to the brethren 
(ikhwan) that their duty is to listen to the Qor an, then to the traditions, then to the 
stories of the Prophets, especially this one called Qissa-yi Sulayman, which does not 
belong to the category disparagingly called ‘ the words (standing half-way) between 
history and (poetical) divans'.

Book I (in prose and verse) begins on f ib. The author explains that his ancestor 
Ghazl Kenek, related to Sultan Ala al-dln [Seljuq ?], died under Sultan Orkhan; his son 
Ilyas was sanjaq-begi of Gallipoli 5 his son Khidr was appointed sanjaq-begi of Sultan- 
OyUk by Murad I; his son Bazarlu beg took part in the battle of Angora (a.d. 1402); his 
son Hajjl Kenek, for his exploits at the conquest of Constantinople, received the town

7\y4Ynjuq (42 km. to the west of Panderma which lies on the south coast of the Sea 
of Marmara). Near the latter stands Solomon's castle, inside which, by Bilqis-pmari 
(‘Queen of Sheba's spring') our poet was born in a.h. 857/a.d. 1453. At the age of 
thirty the poet revisited his place of birth and in a dream saw Solomon in his glory, 
about whom he decided to write a poem. The only book he could find on the subject 
was Serozli Sa dl's poem in 3500 verses. However, while taking an official census he 
happened to visit Niksar (Neo-Caesaria) and there came by the book, originally written
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in Syriac by the sage Luqman and translated into Persian (sic) by Plato, this he used 
as his groundwork.

The remaining Books begin at the following pages: 11,22^; 111,46^; IV, 84^;
VII but text complete), iigd; VIII, 133^; ^74^; 183^; XII, 206^;
XIII, 213^; XIV, 224^; XV, 245^; XVI, 262^; XVII, 272^; XVIII, 291^; XIX, 297^;
XX, 313^.
SIZE. FOLIOS. 44*3 x 31 cm.; written surface 36*1 x 23-3 cm.; the first chapter has 
29 lines, the following have 39 lines, the pages are sometimes arranged in 5 columns, 
332 folios (some pages blank).
SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within gold line, vocalized throughout; more hurried 
towards the end. Firm, deep-cream, slightly mottled, polished paper. Some outer 
margins mended.

SCRIBE. DATE. No colophon. 15th or early i6th century a.d.

PROVENANCE. Composed and transcribed for Sultan Bayazid II (a.d. 1481-1512). 
He is praised at the end of each chapter, and his name adorns the upper and the lower 
panels of f. 3«. Consequently the copy seems to have been presented to this king.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Ff. 2b-za (Preface) have fully decorated 
borders (blue, red, gold), with the king’s name in gold naskh above and below, 
and 3 marginal semi-medallions. 19 oblong panels of similar style contain titles of 
chapters (t/.j.) ; lesser titles in red. 2 full-page miniatures composed of 6 horizontal 
panels containing figures, &c., on right-hand page, and 7 on left-hand page (mounted
25 X 19).

407

ISKANDAR-NAMA BY AHMADi

BEGINNING. A" ^

AUTHOR. Taj al-dln b. Ibrahim Ahmadi, who was born circa a.h. 735/A.D. 1334 in 
Germiyan (less probably at Sivas), and died in Amasiya in a.h. 815/A.D. 1412. See 
Rieu, AC, i62i^-i64<5>; Gibb, HOP, i. 260-98; K. Sussheim in El, 1, s.v.', C. S. Mundi,
B.S.O.A.S., xii/3, 1948, pp. 537-41*

CONTENTS. The Iskandar-nama [Turkish pronunciation: Iskender-name\ is a poem 
singing the exploits of Alexander the Great as recorded in Muslim lore, e.g. in Firdausis 
Shah-nama. The story is interspersed with numerous digressions on medicine, astro
nomy, and other sciences of the time. A detailed survey of universal history (ff 146a- 
2iOi:^) is placed in the mouth of Aristotle who, in the capacity of a philosopher and 
guide, accompanies Alexander on his travels. In a strain of prophetic vision, Aristotle
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narrates all the events, including those of Muslim history. This summary occupies about 
a fourth part of the whole text and its length varies according to manuscripts. The 
date of composition of the Iskandar-nama is given as i Rabf ii 792 /19 March 1390, 
and repeated in the eras of Alexander, of Yezdegird, and of Malik-shah. In his 
later years the author gradually added further events to the historical survey. So, in 
the present copy (f. 209<5), the death of Sultan Bayazld I (14 Shaban 805/8 March 1403) 
is mentioned and the succession of his son Amir Sulayman, whose rule, which was 
contested by his brother Musa, lasted till 814/1411, when he was killed. On f 201b the 
death of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir is mentioned. This occurred on 28 Rabf ii 813/ 
30 August 1410.

The poem as it stands does not clear up the question concerning the dedicatee of the 
original draft. According to Latifl, Ahmadfs patron was a local prince (boy-begi) called 
Salman, by which name is probably meant the lord of Germiyan, Sulayman, who ruled 
towards a.h. 779-90/A.D. 1377-88 and whose daughter was the wife of Sultan Bayazld. 
It is possible that the former dedication disappeared, for some reason, after the accession 
to the throne of Amir Sulayman b. Bayazld, when a special chapter in the latter’s praise 
was added in the text. This must have happened soon after a.d. 1403, for the author 
(f. 210^, line 15) gives a promise to write a special book in honour of Sulayman, and, 
in fact, a Sulayman-nama by Ahmadi Germiyan! is mentioned in Hajjl-Khallfa’s biblio
graphical dictionary, iii. 615. On the contrary, the text from which the present manuscript 
was copied was completed before a.d. 1411; for a hint at Sulayman s fate, smuggled 
into later copies apropos of a legendary episode (viz. the destruction of Rustam s 
family), has been added on the margin of our manuscript by some later hand (f. 164^7). The 
presence in our copy (ff. wb—y^d) of the love-story of Iskender and Gul-shah, daughter 
of Zarasp, is against E. J. W. Gibb’s theory, HOP, i. 272, according to which this story 
is, ‘ if not altogether apocryphal, at any rate an afterthought and no part of the original 
scheme ’.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 24-6 X 15.3 cm.; written surface 16 x 8 cm. variable; 2 columns of 17 
lines, 239 and 11 folios (a loose folio, in f. 107). According to the author (f. 238^7) his poem 
contains 8,250 verses.

BINDING. Dark-brown leather, flap missing, 3-centre and borders and corners blind- 
tooled. Inside, red-brown leather with centre of tracery over green, blind-tooled border, 
slight gold lining inside and out.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nastadlq. Thin, deep biscuit-toned, mottled, polished paper.

SCRIBE DATE. The colophon on f. 238^ reads in translation from the Arabic. 
‘Finished the transcription of this book ... by the one who errs in the Mountains of 
Darkness Jamshld b. Sultan-Walad al-Ruml... on 24 Dhul-Hijja 924/27 December 
1518, at the time of his sojourn in the place of calamities and misfortunes (hadathan\ m 
the house of sufferings ialniihnd) and humiliations (al-hawan), in the village of Akhrm 
(Akhirin, Akhurln?) of the province of al-Saghir (al-Saghar ?). God protect him from 
danger, for he possesses no intimate or friend, no companion or well-wisher, and in his
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broken heart only tightness and constriction dwell. O God! Praise be to Thee! I com
plain but to Thee, I beseech but Thee; for Thou hast power over everything.^

To judge by the scribe s name he may have belonged to the family of Jalal al-dm 
Ruml, famous founder of the Maulavl order of Konia. On the other hand, the obscure 
geographical indications may be merely allegoric and mean approximately: ‘At the
last stage of the kingdom of the Wine Cup!

The manuscript has been collated with a later (?) copy and the wanting verses added 
on the margin in another hand, in which the whole of f. 172 has been written.

PROVENANCE. Of the earlier possessors one reads: on the guard folio the name of 
a Hajjl Muhammad Shefket, (‘manager^ of Hajjl Ra’uf pasha (date uncertain).

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The original lower part of f. i has been cut and 
re-mounted; on the back of the text a part of a rough pen line-drawing is found. On f. \b 
the original part of the Introduction has been fitted into an 'unvan which perhaps had 
belonged to a Qor an. The Arabic inscription in Kufic characters is: Inna-hu la-Qur anun 
karimun ft kitabin 7naknunin^ ‘ Verily this is a noble Qor an, (preserved) in a concealed 
book ’ (Qor an, Ivi. 7b~7)* The 'unvan is in gold, blue, and white, and the central part 
has a geometrical octagonal design of intersecting lines. Ff. and 2a have red and 
gold rules round script headings written in red and blue ink. F. 239^ has a rough 
circular diagram of planets and zodiacs explained in Turkish verse on f. 239<3:.

408

NAVAT’S CHIHIL HADiTH-I RASUL

BEGINNING. JU ^ ^ ^

AUTHOR. Mir All Shir Naval {v. manuscripts 409 and 411).
TITLE. CONTENTS. In spite of the Persian title ‘Forty sayings of the Prophet’, 
this little work is entirely in Chaghatay Turkish. In the Preface, written in ^nathnavi 
form (metre nmjtathtJI)^ the author says that in a.h. 886/a.d. 14S1 Jam! had selected from 
the works of Bukhari and Muslim forty authentic sayings of the Prophet and translated 
them into Persian prose and verse. Those who knew Persian could understand the 
work, but the Turks were deprived of this benefit:

The author tried to remove this inconvenience. The sayings (in Arabic) begin on f. ;^a, 
each being accompanied by a Chaghatay Turkish translation (two verses in four lines) 
and run down to f gb. They are followed by a conclusion in verse in which Naval 
gives his name, and a notice in prose saying that the composition was completed in 
Herat in a.h. 886/a.d. 1481.
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SIZE. FOLIOS. 22-2 X 14.5 cm.; written surface 14 x 6-5 cm.; 2 columns of generally 
5 lines of horizontal and 2 sections of oblique script; 10 folios.

BINDING. Modern salmon-coloured levant with flap.

SCRIPT. PA PER. Arabic sayings in naskh (gold, black, and blue), Turkish verse in 
small nasta'liq (black), disposed straight and sideways within gold and coloured rules 
and divided by gold lines. Firm, thinnish, ivory-toned, gold-sprinkled, polished paper, 
set within gold-sprinkled different-coloured margins.

SCRIBE. DATE. The famous Mir All, The Sultan’s calligrapher’, in Samarqand 
in A.H. 930/A.D. 1524, who was working, as it appears, at the court of the Ozbek Sultan 
KochkUnchi (a.h. 916-36/A.d. 1510-30), successor of Shibanl.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated headpiece 
with a line of white script; there are gold flower corner-pieces on this and the opposite 
page; a gold and colour design round the colophon and 2 pieces of gold decoration.

BEGINNING.

409

DiVAN OF MiR 'ALl-SHiR NAVAT

^

AUTHOR. Mir 'All Shir, the famous writer in Oriental (Chaghatay) Turkish, who 
acted as Vazir to the Timurid Sultan Husayn Mirza, was born in Herat a.h. 844/
A. D. 1440, and died on 12 Jamadi II 906 / 3 January 1501. On his works see M. Nikitsky, 
E7mr Nizam aldln ’All Shir, St. Petersburg 1856; Belin, Notice biographique et litter aire 
sur Mir-Ali Chtr-Nevai, in Jour. As., 1861, xvii, pp. 176-256 and 281-357, and on his 
life Barthold, Mlr-AllShir in the commemorative volume published for the fifth 
centenary (of lunar years) since Amir Ali-Shir’s birth, Leningrad, 1928, pp. iocD-64.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Ali Shir’s divan is known in many copies considerably differing 
in contents, cf Rieu, TC, p. 294, where seven such manuscripts are enumerated. At a 
later period of the poet’s life his lyrical poems were divided into four collections 
according to the stages of life at which they were composed, namely : childhood, youth, 
middle age, and mature age, under the respective titles: Ghardib al-sighar, Nawadir 
al-shabab (B.M. Or. 1158), Badai al-wasat, Eawdid al-kibar. However, in the original 
form the divan must have contained all the poems in the simple alphabetical sequence 
Qjp |*]^yjyjg5 each subsequent edition incorporating the latest additions. Rieu considers
B. M. Or. 401 (no date) ‘probably the earliest collection of Ali-Shir’s poems’ written in 
the author’s lifetime. Our copy, although written 31 years after Ali-Shir s death, belongs 
to the same type as Or. 401. Rieu mentions the number of ghazals with the rhyme in 
alif contained in the manuscripts described by him as respectively 44j 4^> 49> 5^, &c.
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Under alifonr manuscript has 46 ghazals, of which two (6. and 20.) are not in Or. 401. 
As regards the order of the ghazals. in the beginning the two manuscripts agree down 
to 13., after which our numbers come in Or. 401 as follows. 18., 24., 36-> 4^~44‘> 37'> '^4-i 

22., 30., 46., 45., 31., 32., 26., 17., 28., 15., 25., 16., 33., 34-- 39-. 19-. 29-. 27-. 35'. 38., 21., 23., 40. 
There are still more divergences under the other letters, e.g. under mim our manuscript 
has 45 ghazals of which 2., 4., 21., 28., 33-, 35--45- do not appear in Or. 401, and vice versa, 
out of 44 ghazals of Or. 401,16 have no parallels in our manuscript, and the remaining 
ones are disposed in a different order, namely 3., 9-> 27-> 30~32-> 34-) ii-i4-> 8.,
15.-17., 19., 20., 23.-25., I., 26. This shows that the preparation of acritical edition of the
divan will be no easy task for a conscientious editor.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 24-2 X 15-5 cm.; written surface 15-3 x 8 cm.; 2 columns of 15 lines; 
206 folios.

BINDING. Modern Bokhara binding, flapped, with a panel of script (a Persian 
quatrain) within 3 leafy borders (on which is inscribed an Arabic distich). Made by 
Mulla Sharif Kashgharl in Bukhara a.h. 1276/a.d. 1859. Inside the binding, cream 
paper, new.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq, within green, gold, and blue lines. Thin, biscuit-toned, 
polished paper, entirely re-set within new margins of slightly darker-toned paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Copied in the middle of Rajab 939/ March 1533.

PROVENANCE. Seal on f. jU- A .sU .

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The manuscript opens with 2 fully decorated 
pages. The title is described in a quatrain written in white in panels above and below 
the text; the latter is written in black (gold interlining), with two side borders, all 
within 3-sided border with side ornaments and finials; f. \ia has a fully decorated 
colophon (trailing flower design on blue, &c.); ff. iK^and \2a have 2 more fully decorated 
and excellently executed ^unvans (6 lines in centre and straight outer-edged border, &c.); 
small titles containing a Persian quatrain in blue and gold between rectangular decora
tions. At the end there are 8 titles in white script on flowered gold panel; decorated 
headpiece on f. i97<^; from f. 176 on, there are gold or coloured centre and side borders 
to the text; ff 197, 206 have decorated colophons.

The manuscript contains 6 miniatures inserted in the text to suit the verses written 
on the same or on the opposite page. The faces seem to have been retouched in order 
to surmount them with the typical Safavl headgear {taj).

F. 2tb. Riders practising at a target {qabaq).
F. 31^?. Cavaliers hunting deer; one man attacked by a lion.
F. g4b. A polo match.
F. iiSa. A prince drinking wine in an open country scene; he and two attendants 

wear small upturned moustaches.
F. 130^?. A prince drinking in a garden, attendants, musicians (faces damaged).
F. 158^2:. Majnun approaching Leyll’s tent.
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THANA’FS SHAWAHID AL-NUBUWWA 

BEGINNING. jU' aJpj ^ jU^

AUTHOR. The author's nom de plume Thana’I (Sena’i) appears on f. penultimate

and on fol. 129, line two:

ctUU- ^Ibl ^

The book is dedicated to Sultan Sulayman (a.h. 926-74 / a.d. 1520-66). The author says 
that before he started collecting material from ‘renowned books’ he saw in a dream 
the great Persian poet Farid al-dln Attar (d. circa a.h. 627 /a.d. 1230) who suggested 
to him the subject which would eventually secure him a place in paradise (f 6a). Of 
the four Thana’ls known, our author would best correspond to the native of Magnesia 
who lived at the court of Prince Mustafa; see Hammer, GOD, ii, 394.

CONTENTS. The ‘ Evidences of Prophecy ’ opens with the usual praises to God, the 
Prophet, and the King (ff. 1^-7^). The text begins on f. 7^: ‘ Beginning of the Prophet s 
miracles and consists of short paragraphs headed ‘ Miracle ’ (imijtza) and interspersed 
with Arabic verses. The post-mortem ‘ miracles ’ relative to the times of the first three 
Caliphs occupy ff. 6()b-^^b. They are followed by a description of the virtues {manaqib) 
of the Twelve Imams (ff qqb-i22b), see the headings: praise of All (f 87^), praise of the 
saints {auliya) (f loi^), Ja'far Sadiq (f 102^), a qasida on the Qor anic verses studied at 
school (jU (^- 110^)’ Muhammad Baqir(f 116a), Imam Hadi (f 118^), &c.
The last part of the book (ff. 122^-128-^) is devoted to the Prophet’s ‘ companions ’ and 
‘ followers ’. The book ends (ff. i2Sb-i2ga) with the author’s invocations to God in Turkish 
and Persian, and the date. The long and detailed account of the Imams, and more 
especially the stories relative to the ‘ Hidden Imam’ (f 121b), might suggest the idea 
that the author is a Shfite but his orthodoxy is fully attested by his energetic depreca
tion of the rajidl {shiai), cf. ff. 73~75- His attitude towards the Imams is that of a Sunni 
who is respectful to the direct descendants of the Prophet without ascribing to them 
any exclusive rights, dhe only strange detail is that speaking of the twelfth Imams 
death he quotes a tradition of his reappearance {pnuh zuhuri), contrary to the usual 
Sunni belief in the coming of a Mahdi.

The title of the book exactly corresponds to Jaml’s Shawahid al-ntibuwwa, see Rieu, 
Persian Catalogue, i, 14b, Add. 25.850. JamI died in a.h. 898/a.d. 149^ his works 
were extremely popular in Turkey. According to Hujji Khalifa, Kashf al-zunun, iv, 
83, no. 7689, Jaml’s work was translated into Turkish twice, by Kami I (d. in a.h. 93^/ 
A.a 1531) and, with more success, by Mulla Abd al-Hallm b. Muhammad, surnamed 
Akhl-zade (d.'in a.h. 1013/a.d. 1604). A copy of the former translation is described in
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FlUgel’s Catalogue, iii, 126, no. 1686. Our author Thana I could hardly have avoided know
ing or hearing of Jamfs Shawahidal-nubuwwa, but his book is presented as an independent 
composition. Among his sources the author mentions Imam Mustaghfirl s Dald tl 
al-nubuwwa (f. 7^^) and [Ibn al-Arabi’s] Futilhdt-z Makkiya {sic, f. 74^)- Perhaps the 
similarity of the sources used may save our author from the reproach of having tacitly 
quoted Jaml. A comparison of the respective sections on the Twelfth Imam (our 
manuscript ff. 232a-234« and B.M. Or. 25.850, ff. I20fl-i2i^) shows, e.g., that the 
various details on the Imam’s surnames and the dates assigned to his birth have been 
abridged in our manuscript; the miraculous signs at his birth are reported from the 
mouth of Muhammad Hasan, a nephew of the Eleventh Imam, whereas in Jaml they 
are more logically told by the latter’s aunt Hallma; details on corporal signs—identical; 
details on the new-born child’s genuflexions—identical; the item on the presentation 
of the child to a visitor—similar but not entirely identical; the item about the men sent 
by the Caliph Mu'tadid to Hasan b. All’s house—identical, but our manuscript 
mentions the authority of Ahmad Muslim, and, on the other hand, quotes the Arabic 
letter in an unsatisfactory version. In our manuscript there is no trace of JamTs 
divisions into chapters {rukn\ The part of Thana I’s book written in prose is in a simple 
and clear style. There are, however, some antiquated expressions in it: f. ii8a 
‘may I give’; f. i2\b-. iJ!>U j.- ‘I shall destroy thee’, ‘before his
death ’ (a Chaghatay form).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 26-6 X 17-2 cm.; written surface 15-8 x 9-4 cm.; 17 lines; 129 folios.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'hq within gold rules. Firm, cream, polished paper, rather 
stained in lower margins.

BINDING. Dark brown-red leather, flapped, with 3-centre and corners sunk, gilt ground 
to design, gold cord and line borders. Inside, black leather, centre brown lattice-work 
over blue, gold cord and line borders.

SCRIBE. DATE. F. 129^? containing the date Rabf I 961 / February 1554 and some 
corrections in the text may be the author s autograph.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated headpiece 
containing the title (in white script on gold panel on blue and gold design); titles in 
gold with some slight decoration in blue; colophon with similar typically lurkish 
design.

411
DiVAN OF MiR 'ALl-SHiR NAVA’I

BEGINNING.

AUTHOR. See above no. 409.

^0^1 jiyl ^\So\ CT
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CONTENTS. This seems to be a different divan from that described under 

no. 109. The relation of the first collection of Mir 'All Shir’s poems to his later divans 
arranged according to the four stages of his life is still a moot question. The present 
copy IS incomplete. The mounted pages have been placed in the order of rhymes with 
the aid of the custodians found at the bottom of the pages. The numbers of unmounted 
folios are marked by asterisks.

Ff i-io + *2—rhyme in alif.
Ff II + *2—in b.
Ff. 12-13—in t.
F. *i—in /A and /.
F. *2—in N/ and d.
Ff. 14-15 in d.
*i—in dh and r.
*2—in sh.
*i—in sh.
*1^—in q.
*i—in /.
*i—in ni.
F. 16+ *4—in n.
F. 17 + ^3—in h.
Ff. 18-21+*4—injy.
Ff. 22-26 + *2—a strophic poem and quatrains.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 23.2 X 16-5 cm.; written surface 13-5x2 cm. variable; usually 2 columns 
of 11 lines; 23 folios, mounted.

BINDING. 3 blue clasp cases.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nastallq, within gold and coloured lines. Thin, firm, polished, 
cream, rose, yellow, blue, and green paper, set within margins of similar and deeper 
coloured papers.

SCRIBE. DATE. Ibrahim b. Muhammad-Amin, Jamadi I 972/5 December 1564.

PROVENANCE. A personal entry by Prince Farhad-mirza Qajar, son of the crown- 
prince 'Abbas-mirza, son of Fath-'All shah, who acquired the manuscript on 22 Muharram 
1302/11 November 1884.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Half-page 'unvmi\ within the headpiece, a 
basjnala ; every margin has a design in gold of birds, trees, animals, flowers, and figures, 
with some little colour.

D
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DiVAN OF 'ALl

BEGINNING, # U-'

AUTHOR. Mustafa b. Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Maula Chelebi, with the nom de plume 'All, 
celebrated author, born in Gallipoli a.h. 948/A.D. 1542, died a.h. ioo8/a.d. 1600 (see 
Hammer, GOD, iii. 115, Sussheim, Alt in El, and Ibn al-Amln Mahmud Kamabs Intro
duction to his edition of 'Albs Menaqib-i hiineveran, Stambul, 1926).

TITLE. GONTENTS. In the unpublished part of his Kunh al-akhbar 'All prides him
self on having composed 4 divans in Turkish and in Persian (see Ibn al-Amln, op. cit., 
p. 70). The present copy seems to be the earliest collection of 'Albs poetry. In his 
Preface (ff. \b-(}d) the poet states that it was arranged in Shavval 982/January 1575, in 
connexion with the accession of Murad III (Ramadan 982/December i574)- This is 
confirmed by the verse (f. (^a):

^ J ^

The verse quoted by Ibn al-Amln according to which the divan is called Varidat-i antqa 
is absent in the present copy.

The ghazals start on f. (^b:
L-->^ ' y.

The qasidas, written in the margin, also begin on f. 6^:
JJ>. ^^3

The ghazals are followed (ff. 106-10) by shorter poems (rubai, qit'a, &c.).

SIZE. EOLIOS. 24.5 X 15-8 cm.; written surface 19-2 x 13.3 cm.; 17 lines (mostly) in the 
text and in the margin ; no folios.

BINDING. None.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq within gold and blue rules. Paper polished, gold- 
sprinkled pink or cream. F. 109 repaired.

SCRIBE. DATE. Judging by its general appearance and the paper, the manuscript 
probably belongs to the 17th century.

PROVENANCE. On ff. \a, 6a, and iio<^, several Turkish seals.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. Decorated heading: a rectangular panel, 
gold, blue, and red, with floral designs; above it, a top piece, gold and blue, with scrolls 
in lighter blue and pink. F. 6b. A decorated heading, gold, blue, and red, with six
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repeated designs on top; in the margin, a triangular gold panel with coloured flowers, 
and a blue top with flowers. The pages are elaborately ruled in gold, the headings being 
coloured in gold and blue.

413

HISTORY OF SULTAN SULAYMAN

BEGINNING, 3^ 3'
L*.

fLl,

NUTHOR. According to the mention inserted in the sarlauh (f. \U) and on ff. 2b (line 9) 
and 23a the author’s name is Luqman and a hint on f. 121 shows that he was a sayyid 
descended from the Prophet On f. 23^ he refers to his previous work Selmi-ndma. The 
date of composition (a.h. 986) also corroborates his identity with Sayyid Luqman b. 
Sayyid Husayn al-'Ashurl al-Husayni of Urmia who from a.h. 976/A.D. 1569 down to 
A.H. 1005/A.D. 1596 occupied the post of shdh-ndmechi, i.e. official historian panegyrist. 
In A.H. ioio/a.d. 1601 he was still alive, see Babinger, GSO, pp. 164-7.

TITLE. CONTENTS. The title of the book as recorded in the sarlauh is Tatinima-yi 
ahwdl-i shdhinshdh-i khuld-dshiyan Sultan Sulaymdn khdn^ tdba thard-hu az guftdr-i 
banda-yi Luqjndn. This versified ‘Supplement to the account of Sultan Sulayman’ is 
written in Persian in the metre of Firdausi’s Shdh-ndma {mutaqdrib). The author treated 
the history of Sulayman several times: in his Mujmal al- Tumdr (a history of the Otto
man sultans completed in 992/1584), in his Shdh-ndma-yi dl-i ' Othmdn (completed in 
999/1590), and the Hiiner-ndma (begun in 985/1577), of which the second volume contains 
the history of Sulayman. Judging by the description of this latter work consisting of 
10fast, a tadhyil, and a khdtima, see Babinger, GSO, p. 166, the present manuscript is 
different from it, though the date of its completion (986/1578) suggests that the author 
was working on it simultaneously with the Himer-ndma.

In the introductory paragraphs the author praises Reason and Speech (ff. \b-^b). The 
historical part begins (f ^b) with the events after the suppression of Prince Bayazld’s 
revolt (defeated on 30 May 1559, put to death on 25 September 1561). Story of an 
innocent man killed in a tavern which entailed the prohibition of wine and various 
punishments (f 6^?). Measures for protecting frontiers (f. \2b): building of fortresses in 
Luristan, Arjish, Shahrazul, &c. A messenger from Persia, &c. Building of a mosque 
in Constantinople (f 15^), the aqueduct of Chihil-cheshme (f iU)\ the tanks of Belgrad, 
near Constantinople (f 2\a\ the bridge of Chekmeje (f 23^), &c. Campaign of Malta 
[a.d. 1565] (f. 24<^). Revolt of Muhammad 'Othman near Basra (f. 29^?). Negotiations 
with Maltese (f 29^). Expedition against Chios (f 30^2;). Expedition against Spain and 
Genoa (f 31-^), &c. The podesta of Chios arrested (f 33^?). Campaign of Szigetvar 
[a.d. 1566] (f 34a). Opposition of the Emperor of Austria [Bech qirdlt\(f 342^). Sulayman 
goes on pilgrimage to Eyyub (f. 37^)* Rilstem-pasha starts against Austria (f. 42^2^). The 
Sultan’s illness (f. 44<^)- Turkish victory (f. 44^)* The Vazlr rewarded (f. 47^)* Arrival
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in Adrianople (f. 47^). Praise of Sofia (f. 48a). Description of Belgrade (f. 49^). Crossing 
of the bridge (f. 50<^) vm Srem to Zemlin (f. 53^7). Qiral Istefan (Sigismond Stephen, 
son of Zapolya of Transylvania) greets the Sultan (f. The Sultan marches to
Szigetvar instead of Egri [Erlau] (f. 57a). Building of a bridge on the Tarava [Drava] 
(f. 59^7). Punishment of Arslan pasha of Buda [Ofen] and appointment of Mustafa pasha 
in his stead (f. 61). Zal-Mahmud pasha brings heavy guns from Mihach [Mohacz ?] 
(f. 62^). The Sultan arrives before Szigetvar (f. 63d) and the siege begins. Second fort 
taken (f 70^); third fort taken (f. y2a). The Turks blow up the enemy’s mine (f. 77a). 
Pertev pasha announces the victory of Gole [Gyula]. News of intrigues of Lazare of 
Bech [Vienna or Pecs = Funfkirchen?] (f. 8id), Turkish ambush against a night attack 
of Zrinyi [Pur-z ibn-i Zirinsqd] (f. 8id). Sulayman s health grows worse (f. 85^?:), his will, 
his death. The VazTr s prayers (f. 8^b). The Sultan’s death kept secret (f. 89^). The 
fourth fort taken and Zrinyi killed (f. 92). Szigetvar blown up (f. 95^?); news of the victory 
sent to the capital and Sulayman’s death announced (f. 96/^). The Fourth VazTr and the 
Mlrmlran of Rumelia conquer Bobofcha (f. looa). Zrinyi’s head sent to the Qiral (f. 103a). 
An Austrian \nemche\ prince joins the Turks and becomes a Muslim (£ i03<5»). Two spies 
captured and forced to write false reports (f. lo^a). New correspondence with the heir 
to the throne [Selim] who progresses via Adrianople (f. io8<5) and Philippopoli (f. iio^). 
Admonition to the ‘ Rebellious Soul ’ (f. 114b). The vazTr Ahmad pasha convoys Sulay
man’s body via Belgrade. Chronogram of the Sultan’s death a.h. 974/A.D. 1566 (f ii()b). 

Chronogram of the completion of the book a.h. 986/A.D. 1578 [fayd-i miva}n\.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 37-8x26 cm.; written surface 23-8x14.5; 4 columns of 17 lines; 
121 folios.

BINDING. Red-brown leather, 3-centre, corners and broad border (with medallions) 
sunk, with gold ground to black arabesque design; gold cord line borders. Inside, 
black-green leather, with all-over flower design in painted gold, 3-centre and corners 
sunk with red ground to gold arabesque. Marbled fly leaves.

SCRIPI. PAPER. Nastallq, within gold rules. Thin, deep, cream-polished paper, 
gold-sprinkled under text.

SCRIBE. DATE. Qasim al-Husaynl al-Arldl of Qazvin, in a.h. 987/A.D. 1579.

PROVENANCE. On f. an inscription in a golden medallion states that the manu
script belongs to the library of Sultan Murad III (a.h. 982-1003/A.D. i574“95)* At the 
top of the page, an entry in black ink saying that the manuscript containing portraits of 
Sulayman I entered the possession of a sultan from the children of Ibrahim khan (this 
sultan reigned a.h. 1049-58/A.D. 1640-8). Under it, a circle filled in red ink to the effect 
that the manuscript entered the library of Sultan Sulayman, son of Abd al-Hamid, ‘may 
God prolong their lives’. This latter formula suggests that Abd al-Hamid (evidently 
the First, a.d. 1773-89) was still reigning.

MINIATURES, ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a sarlauh in blue and gold, 
with coloured floral scrolls. Ff. \b and 2a have gold interlinear ornament and blue running
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design between columns of script. The titles are in gold, red, blue, and green script on 
panels with coloured arabesque in gold border. 38 pages with many triangular pieces 
of decoration in gold and colours, with flower or motive designs, mostly opposite the 
miniatures. The script above each miniature has gold interlining.

1 here are 25 full-page miniatures, of which 6 occupy each two pages, executed in 
Ottoman style with rather large figures.

F. 5^. The Sultan in a garden.
F. ^a. A ceremony in a court-yard.
F. 10^7. Hanging of a drunkard and burning of the boats loaded with wine.
F. 12b, Fortifications along the Persian frontier, in foreground a sheep, sacrificed on 

completion of the Gul-'anbar fort (in Shahrazur). In the distance the fort of Zalm.
F. 14b. Persian messenger bringing presents.
Ff. 22b-2^a. Panorama of the system of aqueducts of Belgrad, near the Golden Horn 

in Constantinople.
F. 28. Destruction of Santarma (?) in Malta. The fort in question must be Saint Elmo, 

locally called Santiermu.
F. 33<5. The podesta of Chios arrested.
F. 38. Sulayman’s pilgrimage to Eyyub.
F. 46^7. The VazTr supports the ailing Sultan.
Ff- 55-6. King Stefan, son of Zapolya, greeting Sulayman.
F. Goa. Bridge on the Drava.
Ff. 64-5. Arrival before Szigetvar.
F. yoa. Siege of Szigetvar,
F. yib. Second fort taken.
F. ySa. A scene before Szigetvar.
F. 8077. Surrender of Gyula.
F. 8277. Muhammad Girey of the Crimea sent against Lazare of Bech [Pecs ?] crosses 

a river.
Ff 93-4. Fall of Szigetvar. Zrinyi’s head on a lance.
F. 9577. Szigetvar blown up.
F. IOI77. Capture of Bobofcha.
Ff 113-14. Burial of Sulayman.
F. 11 ^b. Funeral procession with mollas.
Ff 116-17. Further ceremonies.
F. 11977. Sulaymaniye (?) mosque.
F. I2I77. A court scene (pasted under the colophon).

414

ZUBDAT AL-TAWARIKH BY LUQMAN-I 'ASHURI 

BEGINNING (f. 5«). J^}‘, A-i

AUTHOR. Luqman-i 'Ashorl of Urmiya, see manuscript No. 413. In the paragraph 
recordino" the construction of a fort in Gul-anbar (in Rurdistan) in a.h. qyo/A-D. 1562 the
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author says that at that time he was commissioned with the composition of a Shah-nama 
and appointed qadi of Harm (f. 187^, line 10).

TITLE. CONTENTS. The earlier title of the book, as begun in the reign of Sultan 
Sulayman, must have been Nasab-nama (f 4b), but on £ as well as in the later preface 
it is called Zubdat al-tawarikh, ‘The Cream of Histories'. F£ 2 and 3 were added at a 
later date. They contain the Preface just mentioned stating that the book is an account 
of the events from Adam's fall down to Muhammad. It explains the creation of the 
world, the history of the Prophets, of Muhammad, of his companions and successors, 
of the 12 Imams. It gives geographical and astronomical information. It narrates the 
history of the Sultans from 'Othman khan down to Murad III (a.d. 1574-95). Its 
author is the late Luqman-i 'Ashurl (v.s. no. 413) who wrote it after having completed 
in verse the Shdh-fittyfici~yi' hujHciy'Ufi^ presented to Sultan Sulayman. Having secured 
the collaboration of the famous painter Sun'! he made him illustrate the book at the 
appropriate places. I he book was then presented to the late IMuhammad-agha, head 
of Sultan Sulayman's eunuchs (sultan Sulayman khan hazretlerinih dar-i seadet-i sherife 
aghal'iqlar'i-ile haiz-i rehtne-yi imtiydz olan). The Preface winds up by extolling the 
merits of the clearly written epitome and its embellishments and illustrations. It is 
followed by a genealogical table of Ottoman sultans down to Murad HI who is 
mentioned as dead (died 1003/1595) though the details of his reign have been left 
blank (see also f. 5^).

The original text starts at f. 4b. A qifa in a medallion hints at the contents of the 
Nasab-nama, ‘ Book of Genealogies', which seems to be the less pretentious original title
of the work.

^‘LjI J^*

F. ^a. Another qi(a contains the dedication :
1^1

-iljG (j ,

F. 5<^. The author’s Introduction explaining the contents of his book. Sulayman I is 
mentioned as the reigning Sultan. The author says that he consulted many books of 
his predecessors and called his book Zttbdat al-tawdrikh. The text starts on f. (^b\ 
description of Paradise; f. \\b\ description of Hell; f. 16^: the Seven Skies; f. 25^^: 
distances; f. 26b: the seas; f. 2']b: the islands (many of them legendary); f. 33^^: the 
Seven Climes (mostly traditional data borrowed from earlier geographers, such as 
ai-Wardl; f. 4\a: Arabia and the sacred cities; f. 43^ : Eastern countries [according to 
Idrlsi ?] among which figure White Qumaniya, Ghuzz, Adkash, Gog and Magog, &c.
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F. 4^5: creation of Adam out of dust; f. 53^: Adam’s progeny ; f. 54^3:: Kayumarth 
and the other Kayanians; f.55<5: Idris, Misran, 'Ayfan, 'Arnaq, Lukhlm, &c.; f. 58^3; Noah 
and his progeny, Qara-khan, the ancestor of the Turks, being mentioned as Shem’s son ; 
f. Lot; f. 66^; Abraham, Isaac, Jacob; f 72^: Yuhanna, Dhul-kifl, Jonas; f. 74^: 
'Oj (Og), &c.; f. 75<5: 'Uzayr (Ezra ?); f. y6a : a table of Cham’s and Japhet’s progeny ; 
among the former figure such African peoples as Abyssinians, Nubians, Zinj, Zughawa; 
f. y6d: (in the margin) notice on Turk, son of Buljas, ancestor of the Turks; f. yya: 
David and his progeny; f. 80-81: Moses and Job; f. 8yd: Solomon, Qarun (Corah), &c.; 
f. 88^: Elias, Joshua, &c.; f god: Samuel; f. gy^a: Daniel; f.95^?: the Seven Sleepers; 
f. gSa: Zachariah, John the Baptist; f ggd: Jesus; f. i03<3^: Baluqiyab. tJsaq; f. io5<3:: 
Alexander; f. 110a : Samson.

F. iiid: Muhammad; f ii8<^: his slaves; f. 120^: his habits; f. 121: genealogies of 
his companions; f 123a: the first four Caliphs; f. 126^: Muhammad’s wives; f. 12yd: 
the Imams and their children; f. 130^: the founders of the four Islamic rites and their 
pupils.

The subsequent folios contain detailed genealogies; f. iy,2a: theOmayyads; f. 132^; 
the Abbasids; f. 133^: the Alids in Spain and Tabaristan; f. 137: the Samanids, the 
Caliphs in Egypt; f. 137^: the Ghaznavids; f. 138: the Mongols; f. 139*^: the Buyids; 
f. 140^3:: the Qara-qoyunlu and Aq-qoyunlu ; f. 142^3:: the Safavids.

F. 142^: the princes of Qaraman and the origin of the house of 'Othman. This history 
of the Sultans continues then to the end of the book, red medallions at top of pages 
containing the names of the Grand Vazirs. From Muhammad II on (f. 154^^) the 
narrative becomes more detailed: Bayazld I (f. i56<^), Selim(f. 158), Sulayman (f. 160?). 
This part is given in great detail, the author having been a contemporary of the events 
(see f. 167); Selim II (f. 192): Basra (i93<3:), Yemen (194^^), Azov and Tunis {lyGa), 
Cyprus (198a), the building of a fortress in Van {20yd), Tunis {2i2d). Murad III (f. 220^3:): 
Fez and Morocco (f 229<3:); the book ends abruptly (f. 254a) with the events in Trans
caucasia (occupation of Shamakhi by the Turks) in the year 991/1583, and has no final 
formula and no colophon.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 39-5x25 cm.; written surface 29.7x18-5 cm., variable; 19 lines; 
254 folios.

BINDING. Red-brown leather, flapped, with an all-over gold-painted flower design, 
3-centre and corners with gold ground to black flower design. Inside, yellow paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within gold band. Firm, deep cream-toned, polished paper. 

SCRIBE. DATE. Completed after a.h. 991/A.D. 1583.

PROVENANCE. Note of ownership (f ia\ within a gold medallion, erased. Probably 
from the library of the original dedicatee.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a page of large arabesque 
desio-ns in o-old on stippled ground (f. id). Ff. 2-3 (later addition) contain a decorated 
headino- and a list of sultans arranged in triangles (design in gold and blue with red
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rubrication). F. 4a exactly as f. id. Ff. 4^-^^—two pages of green latFce-work ground 
with light pink corners; in the middle of each page a light pink circular medallion 
surrounded by a band of verse in red ink. F. 5^ decorated in gold and blue.
Decorated panels: white script on gold with coloured flower decoration on ff. 6d, 45^, 
53^> 55^j 5^^ j three ehapter endings with two triangular pieces of decoration. Numerous 
genealogical trees beautifully executed with names in gold and colour.

45 miniatures which, according to the later Preface, are by the painter Sun I. The
13 miniatures mounted separately are marked by asterisks.

F. ijd. A celestial map. The Earth surrounded by seven skies, each in a different 
colour 5 7 signs of the Zodiac and 28 mansions of the Moon in gold and blue. The
remaining space decorated in pink flower design.

F. 34<^. A map of the earth, very artistically executed, and combining the ancient 
traditional ideas with some new material. North at bottom, south at top. Northern 
part divided into seven climes, the northernmost segment (pink) bearing the inscription, 
Gog and Magog. The Mediterranean, clearly recognizable, is joined to the Black sea 
and the latter to the Azov sea, a separate river (Don) flowing into the latter. The Iberian 
peninsula is inscribed Portugal., and the British Isles Flandra. Ihe Danube flows 
across Europe. In Asia are seen the Caspian sea, the Aral sea, and a lake into whieh 
flows the river of Bukhara \ the southern part of Asia is formed by three peninsulas . 
Arabia, with Mekka and Medina, a dragon-shaped India with Ceylon, and a narrow 
China with numerous islands. The southern part of the hemisphere is occupied chiefly 
by Africa, which is traversed by the Nile flowing down from the Moon-mountains (gold). 
One of the Nile’s branches forms the Niger, lo the south-east of Africa a large island 
is seen (Madagascar) while to the south-west of Africa lies a vague land called Yeni- 
diinya, ‘the New World’ (i.e. America).^ In the extreme south lies a land vaguely 
reflecting Australia and the Antarctic ; its eastern end is inscribed the coast of the 
Island of Darkness ’. To the north-east of this inscription lie the ‘ newly found islands ’, 
and still nearer to China the ‘ Achl island ’ (Atjeh, Achin, i.e. the northern part of 
Sumatra). The world is surrounded by an ocean, and the latter by a bright-green border 
of the Qaf mountains. The space outside the map is occupied by a flower design in
blue with touches of red.

F. 53<^. Adam and Eve. Bottom: Cain slaying Abel.
F. *54. Kayumarth.
F. ^6b. The prophet Idris with an angel.
F. ^6ib. Noah.
F. 64a. Alexander on a throne. Above him Khizr fills a vessel with the Water 

of Life.
F. 65^^. The Qor’anic prophets Hud (top) and Salih (bottom).
F. 66^7. Lot seeing the destruction of Sodom. Safwan and the bird Anqa, the latter 

devouring a man.
1 The painter Sun‘i and his patron were certainly Journal, ii, 1935, no. 2, and E.^ Braunlich, Zwet

behind their times. A chart of the World incor- tiirkische Weltkarten aus dem Zeitalter der grossen
porating the discoveries in the Western hemisphere Entdeckungen, Leipzig, 1937. A history of t e is-
was drawn by the admiral Pir-i Re’is and presented covery of America by Columbus and Cortez was
to Sultan Selim, a.d. 1517, see P. Kahle, The Lost dedicated to Sultan Murad III (a.d. 1574-95). ct.
Columbus Map of 14^8 in Aligarh Muslim University Blochet, CMP, 382, no. 521.
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F. %8d. Abraham (top); Abraham sacrificing Ishmael (bottom).
F. 6gd. Isaac and the Qor anic prophet Shu ayb.
F. 72^. Yuhanna with Nebuchadnezzar abducting the Arabs [sic^ to 'Iraq. Bottom: 

Dhul-kifl.
F. 73<3:. David and Solomon.
F. 74^7. Seth ; 74<^: Og.
F. *81 a. Jacob with Joseph.
F. *82a. Job and (bottom) Moses.
F. 88a. Moses and Aaron producing a dragon before the Pharaoh.
F. 8ga. Elias and (bottom) Joshua before Jericho.
F. goa. Alyasa (Elijah) appointing his successor; (bottom) Ezekiel restoring the 

dead to life.
F. gid. Samuel and the coffin, and Isaiah destroying Sennacherib’s army.
F. g2d. Jonas,'Uzayr, and Jeremiah.
F. 94<^. Daniel before the king. Sadiq and Saduq healing a sick man.
F. gyd. The Seven Sleepers with their dog, and the onlookers.
F. gga. Zachariah and John the Baptist.
F. io2d. The Ascension of Christ, to the astonishment of the Jews.
F. 108a. Alexander building a wall against Gog and Magog.
F. Ilia. Jirjis (St. George) buried by angels. Samson pulling down the temple.
F. ^i2ia. Muhammad’s ascension.
F. 125^. The four first Caliphs.
F. 128a. The first five Imams.
F. '^i2ga. The following six Imams.
F. i2pa. The four founders of Islamic rites.
F. 145^. Sultan 'Othman I.
F. *146/^. Orkhan with Sulayman pasha.
F. 148^. Murad, with 'Avad pasha.
F. i5o<^. Bayazid I, with Saruja pasha.
F. *i52<^. Chelebi Muhammad II with Mahmud pasha.
F. iS4d. Murad II with GedUk Ahmed pasha.
F. i56<^. Muhammad II with Davud pasha.
F. Bayazid with Mustafa pasha.
F. i6o<^. Selim I with Pin pasha.
F. 191^. Sulayman I with 'All pasha and two other vazirs.
F. 219^. Selim II with Muhammad pasha.
F. "^253^?. Murad III with Muhammad, Ahmed and Sinan pashas.

415

TWO SPECIMENS OF FAKHRl’S ‘DECOUPE’ SCRIPT {QIT^A)

ARTIST, Fakhrl of Brusa; whom 'All in his Menaqib-i hunerveran (written in 995/ 
1586), p. 63, mentions as an incomparable representative of his art (see no. 404) among 
the Rumis, i.e. Ottoman Turks.
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TITLE. CONTENTS. Five verses in Persian by Hafiz (ed. Brockhaus, ode no. 5) in 
centre, and four Persian verses in margin.

SIZE, EOLIOS. Single sheet 13-4 x 64 cm.; 10 lines of oblique script in centre, and 
script along the four sides of the margin.

BINDING. Mounted in card case, leather-bound edges, with lid. 157 x 8.5 cm.

SCRIPT. PATER. Cut-out letters in pale-buff, blue and white paper mounted on dull- 
blue ground; in margin, white script on buff ground.

SCRIBE. DATE (see ante). Fakhrl’s signature in lower left corner.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. 12 triangular decorations on minute cut-out 
flower design in gold and buff paper; a similar border surrounding the centre.

II
TITLE. CONTENTS. Three Persian verses in praise of Muhammad beginning :

SIZE. EOLIOS. Single sheet 20 x ii cm., written surface 10-5 x 4 cm.

BINDING. Mounted separately.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Cut-out white script on dull-blue ground.

SCRIBE. DATE, Signature as in I.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Two triangular decorations in the centre as 
in I. Text within double black and gold rule. Margins buff, sprinkled with gold.

416
BUDGET OF ENDOWMENTS OF THE HOLY PLACES

AUTHOR. Mustafa-agha, Inspector of the endowments of the Holy Places.
TITLE. CONTENTS. Muhasaha-yi varidMva-masarif-i auqaf-i haramayn-i sharlfayn 
va quds-i sharif, ' Budget of the endowments appertaining to Mekka, Medina, and 
Jerusalem, and situated in Istanbul, Adrianople, Brusa, Rumelia, Anatolia, Qaraman,
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Rum/ Mar ash, Diyarbekr, Baghdad, Cyprus, &c., from i Rajab 1001 down to the end 
of Jamadi II 1003—by order of H.M. Sultan Murad III, and with the knowledge of 
myself, Mustafa-agha, eunuch iaghd) of the royal harem (dar-i sdadat) and inspector 
of the endowments of the Holy Places". The document is in Persian, only the conclusion 
(ff. being in Turkish. Each item of income is enumerated with details as to its
situation, founder, and the amount of money collected. The whole amount of yearly 
revenue is evaluated at 52 times 143,763 (= 7,475,676) aqchas, or 43,698 florins.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 49.2 X 17.3 cm.; written surface variable; number of lines variable; 
14 + iv blank folios.

BINDING. Dark-maroon leather, 3-centre with a gold ground to design, gold cord 
and line borders. Inside, grey and red marbled paper. Lower edge and fore-edge 
damaged.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, in black and gold, horizontal and oblique. Firm, thick, 
ivory-toned, polished paper; watermarks: a duck (?), in a circle, 
and an anchor, without the top loop, in a circle. No identical 
marks could be found in C. M. Briquets standard work, Les 
Eiligranes, Paris, 1907, but a comparison shows that the paper 
is of Italian origin and belongs to the later half of the i6th century, cf. for bird, no. 
12157, Rome (without circle), and for anchor, no. 571, Verona, a.d. 1583.

SCRIBE. DATE. Some official scribe. Beginning of Shaban 1002/end of April 
1593-

PROVENANCE. The document is sealed and endorsed by Mustafa-agha and the con
troller Muhammad b. Muhammad.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a tughra of Sultan 
Murad III (f. i), rather freely done in black and gold.

417

COLLECTION OF PRAYERS, ETC.

AUTHORS. Various.
TITLE. CONTENTS. In the colophon, the collection is called al-Surat aVAzlma 
wal-Aydt al-Kanma llawrad [sic] aUsharifa mda al-aPiyat al-mdthura. The same 
designation, in abridged Turkish form, is repeated in a later hand on f. la.

^ i.e. Sivas, see P. Wittek, Le Sultan de Rum in Mdanges E. Boisacq, Bruxelles, 1938.
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The book (in Arabic and Turkish) consists of several divisions, chiefly decorative 

towards the end.
A. Thirteen Qor anic suras: al-Kahf (f. al-Dukhan (f. 2od), al-Rahman (f. 32/^),

al-lVdqia (f. al-Jtuna^ al-Mulk (f. al-Qiydma (f. 44^)> al-Bannd (f. 45^)>
Kuwwirat (f. 47<3!), al-Ikhlds (f. 48^?), al-Falaq, al-Nds (f. 48^^), al-Fdtiha (f. 49<^).

B. Prayers (wird^ to be recited on each of the seven days of the week; some prayers 
ascribed to Muhammad (fl 4gd-S2a).

C. 99 names of God, each with its numeric value; 40 names of God with explanations 
(in margin) as to the occasions suitable for the recitation (ff. S2a-S8a),

D. Litanies (salat) to Muhammad (ff. 8Sd-g2a) and prayers for special occasions, 
against the plague, for dispelling sorrow, &c. (ff. 88d-i2ja); one of the prayers (f. 121) 
being in a cryptic language.

E. Morning and evening prayers and various special prayers, lauds (tasbih) of the 
prophets, including Lot, Job, Jonas, &c. (ff. i2^b-\^^h),

F. Prayers of Salman-i FarisI, of Karkhl, &c. (ff. 156^-1701^).
G. The Prophet’s outward appearance; numerical value of the Arabic letters 

(ff. iqia-b).
H. Prayer for the destruction of enemies, &c. (f. i73<^)*
I. Profession of faith (f i"]gb).
J. Prayers on seeing the new moon in each of the twelve months, &c. (f
K. Colophon (ff. igsb-ig6a).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 26.2 X 16.7 cm.; written surface 15-6 x 8-8 cm.; 9 lines; 196 folios.

BINDING. Black leather, flapped; 3-centre, corners and border sunk with gold ground. 
Inside, red-brown leather, centre sunk design on gold ground. Gilt fore-edge. Repaired.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Good naskh within gold band. Marginal commentaries in smaller 
script. Thick, greenish-toned, semi-polished paper, set within margins of same or yellow, 
thick, semi-polished paper; f. 41 reddish-brown, f. 92 dark-cream.

SCRIBE. DATE. The late vazir Farhad pashas son Mustafa-agha, who at that time 
was head of the Charity Department ‘ Master of the Indigent ?) to
Sultan Murad III (a.h. 982-1003/A.D. 1574-95). Begun on 4 Safar looi/io November 
1592 and finished on 20 Rabf II 1001/24 January 1593.

PROVENANCE. On the fly leaf after the text, an entry by a former owner Jamlla, 
daughter of Sultan Selim (a.d. 1789-1807), Shaban 1267/June 1851; a semi-effaced entry 
by ‘the late Sultan Selim’s third wife’, 1245/1829, and another entry in a poor feminine 
hand.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. ib. A headpiece, with the title inscribed on 
a gold panel, inside a larger panel with gold (two shades) and blue ground covered with 
flower design (white, red, and blue); above the panel a cupola-shaped top-piece of similar 
design, green and gold borders. Text on ff. ib and 2b interlined with gold and margins 
with gold flower designs.
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F. 20a. A smaller headpiece on gold (two shades) and blue ground; text interlined 

in red net; gold flower design on margin. Similar headpieces on IF. 44^^, 49^^, 
(82^-84^ being arranged as tables), 88<^, 127^, 156^?, 179^, 181^.

F. 171. Two decorated pages, gold script with traces of colour, in margin gold flower 
designs.

Ff. Fully decorated; colophon in two circular and four semi-circular
medallions in white ink on gold ground; remaining space within border filled with 
flower designs on blue and gold ground; in margin, gold flower designs.

182 panels with titles (white script on gold with colour decoration); 84 stars on 
margins (down to f. 42^); rosettes throughout.

418

NASAB RASUL ALLAH

AUTHOR. Tables completed by Shaykh Jamal al-dm Yusuf b. Hasan b. Abd al-Hadl 
al-Hanball (see ff. la and ib, and ga).

TITLE. CONTENTS. The text throughout is in Arabic.
In the Preface, ff. 2b-ia, the author says that a ‘ brother' procured him the genealogical 

tables which he completed, and added to them five new pages (ff. ga-\ib\ calling the 
book al-Durrat al-fmtd'ia wal-Arus al-}nardiya wal-Shajarat al-nabawiya wal-Akhlaq 
al-Muhammadiya. F. ^b. The Prophet’s detailed genealogy; f. yb his cousins; f. his 
aunts; f 5^ his wives; f. 6/^ his additional wives and his children; f children of his 
daughters; f ^b his uncles; f sons of his aunts; f. %b his maternal uncles and brothers. 
This page has a signature in red: ‘ Service done by myself 'Abdullah b. 'All al-Rifa'I.’ 
This, however, does not seem to be the name of the original author of the Tables 
but rather a colophon of the previous copy incorporated by the later scribe. On f. ga 
begin the additions of Shaykh Yusuf F. ga the Prophet’s servants; f gb his generals, 
governors, arms-bearers (Turkish term r silihdar); i.ioa his army; f. lob his horses, his 
fhrniture, &c. ] i iia events of his life; i iib chronological data of the earlier Caliphs 
(inclusive of Hasan b. 'All and 'Abdullah b. al-Zubayr) down to 'Omar b. 'Abd al-'AzIz.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 38 X 26-3 cm.; written surface, ii lines on first two pages, i6-8 x 12.3 
cm.; other pages vary, generally 287 x 19 cm. Script at all angles; ii folios.

BINDING. Late, purple leather, centre ornament and stamped border, gilt. Inside, 
brown paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Thulth, in gold, black, green, brown, blue, and red, and naskh, 
mostly in black, in various sizes, within gold and coloured rulings and compartments of 
various sizes. Thickish, little-polished, cream-toned paper, stained in places.
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SCRIBE. DATE. Ahmad b. Shaykh Zayn [ah'Abidin ?]. Dated Jamadi II 1002/ 
February 1594. The script is in one hand throughout; on the signature of f. 85 
('Abdullah b. 'All) see above.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Opens with a rectangular sarlatih containing 
the title in gold with a circular medallion inside, in which is inscribed the author’s name 
in black. Ff. 2b and 3a gold and coloured flower interlining; f. 35 gold script on blue 
ground in broken circle round the Prophet’s name; f. 115 a vase-shaped table, small black 
circle with gold showing disposition of the Prophet’s tomb; below, two circular medal
lions with colophon.

419
LIFE OF MUHAMMAD BY DARlR

BEGINNING.

AUTHOR. Mustafa b. Yusuf b. 'Omar al-MaulavI al-Arzan al-Ruml (i.e. of Erzerum), 
surnamed Darir ‘The Blindman’, who wrote his Siyar (or Rasfd hadretinih siresi) 
in A.H. 790/A.D. 1388. Among the places that he visited on his travels were Egypt, 
Qaraman, and Syria. Circa a.h. 795/a.d. 1393 he dedicated a translation of Waqidi s (?) 
Fiituh al-Sham to Sayf al-daula Malik Cholpan (‘The Morning Star’), governor of 
Aleppo on behalf of Sultan Barquq, see Rieu, TM, p. 33, Or. 3214.

The starting-point for this identification has been the archaic character of the language 
of no. 419, very similar to that of the translation of Kalila va Dimna by Mas'ud, com
pleted before a.h. 734/A.D. 1334, cf Zaj§,czkowski, Studja nad j^zykiem staroosmansktm, 
i, Krakbw, 1934, p. xii. This consideration precluded the possibility of the author being 
one of the later authors of the Siyar (Dhatl, Vaysi). Some indication as to the author s 
name was found on f. 453^?:

‘ The miserable Darir has translated what those great authorities say.’ The word Darir 
being written in red ink corroborated the impression that it is used here as a nom de 
plume and not as a general term of self-abasement. Then the name of Darir was found 
in Rieu, TM, p. 38, where the author calls himself similarly cf. also M. Fu ad
KoprulU-zade’s Fudfdl, Istanbul, 1924, p. 9. Another copy of Darlr’s Siyar belongs to 
the Dresden Library, cf. H. O. Fleischer, Catalogtis codicum manuscriptorum orientahum 
Bibliothecae Regiae Dresdensis, p. 5, Turkish no. 35 (slightly deficient at the beginning). 
From the introductory formula quoted in Fleischer and containing a hint to the title 
al-Zdhir, which belonged to Barquq, one would think that the work was presented to 
the said Sultan of Egypt.
TFCLE. CONTENTS. Siyar-i Nabl (spelt ‘ The Life of the Prophet ’. The
manuscript contains Part iv of an immense compilation for which the author quotes
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as his authorities 'Abdul Malik b. Hisham (d. a.h. 2i8/a.d. 834), Abul-Hasan al-Bakrl 
(cf. iSa, 37^?, 2>^a, 48^, &c.), Shaykh Dumyatl [probably 'Abd al-Mu’min b. Khalaf, 
d. A.H. 705/A.D. 1305], Sayyid al-nas(?), ^Uyun al-athar [probably Abul-B'ath Muhammad 
b. Abl-Bakr Muhammad Fath al-din al-Ya'marl al-Andalusl, b. Sayyid al-nas, d. a.h. 734/ 

I333> author oi'Uyun al-atharf Ighazawat sayyid Rabfa wal-Mudar\ Sec.
Some particular exaltation of 'All, noticeable in the text ('All is called khayr al-awsiyd), 

is perhaps due to the Sufi leanings of the Maulavi author. The compiler is specially 
interested in miraculous and picturesque details, and speaks at great length of the 
adventures of secondary heroes.

The narrative is interspersed with Turkish and Arabic verses. The style is pleasantly 
simple. The language is both popular and archaic. It may contain some provincialisms 
of Erzerum, but generally comes under the category of ‘ old Ottomanas described 
lately by A. Zajgiczkowski in his Studja quoted above, i. 1934, ii. 1937; cf. also Prof. 
Koprtilu-zade’s remark in EI^ under Tttrkish {Ottoman) literature. The following are 
some of the more striking features of Darir’s language :

Lexicography. ‘to climb', ‘now’, ‘different’, ^j} ‘he had
a different intention ‘all’,J-aL ^ ‘they wailed’, ‘to loosen, to let’,
‘ a shirt ’, his son-in-law ’, a word ’, [sic] ‘ he sent ’, aiT* self ’,

ip^verbidi) ‘he sent’, J. ‘he thought it expedient to send
a man ’, ‘ good ’, ‘ on foot ’.

Suffixes. ‘further ahead’, ‘earlier’, ‘he turned
away (pyondldi) from that light’, ‘whither’, ‘there is no place for
going up ’, Jy ‘ these ’.

Verbs. ‘they are doing’, ‘he is fighting’. [On the other hand, the
form in -iyor\^ not found in the text] ^3^ ‘I do not know’. Future: j^J^j^‘they
will see’. Imperative: ‘ffo out and sit down’. Optative: ^{gdldm

sdyldydm) ‘ may I come and say ’. Perfect: ‘ it has broken out’, ‘ thou
hast heard ’. Composite past: j^.. ‘ he (suddenly) arrived ’.

Here are two specimens of Darlr’s style in prose and in poetry:

JL yJ y iS^J3 J,
4l5^>a)l5^4*Li ^3^ (S^J^ “lie* <3^^!

di]L yJ Jjl ^ y

dLj ol jAjl (f. 78^)
(^xlEdy cilljl ^ (j—=*“
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^1‘ “5^Oif iS'^j^ O’. (f- 136a)

. Jl>- jjljllaJU" (jl]fiL>-'
Jl>- J5A-A5^3

j-vJj}^

■,f^\

4^} o^.j' 3j5CjI
6^LJLi |5 6 i

^^lJu<w 4 aL A J

jjL5^

Afti) ^ A*«^ A 4) ^ ^3^ cy»
O^ -?*.

41^
A«-> ^ jA *A^ A>- ^ A<-5*^

jl-Jiti _jAl5 4>

3^. ci::*!/. 'J^y

jj^j (jr^ ^-^Jh^. (J

<3^3 *^U.^
^3=7

dA-i^l ^

SIZE. FOLIOS. 37*4 x 27 cm.; written surface 29 x 17 cm. Ihe manuscript consists 
now of 490 folios ( +folio 44 a), 13 lines to a page. Some folios are out of order, the 
true sequence being: ff 2, 7? 3 5 102, 112, 103 ; iii, 113. A number of folios containing 
miniatures are missing, some having been lost at an earlier date and some having been 
cut out recently. The numeration of miniatures in a European hand (in ink) ends on 
f. 437^3:, with no. 130, while at present this miniature would be only no. 109. The lacunae,
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mostly of one folio and totalling 53 folios, are found after ff. ii, 19, 32, 61, 71, 73, 116, 
125, 135, 137, 139, 141, 148, 154, 157 (3 folios missing), 160, 165, 177, 178, 194, 196, 212, 225, 
234, 247, 251, 254, 262, 272, 276, 293, 297^7, 303, 305, 306, 336, 347, 357, 364, 365, 366, 367, 
368, 369, 379, 380, 384, 388, 392, 420, 448.

BINDING. Black leather with a three-piece centre and four corner pieces sunk with 
gold; lower side cut. Red leather back, added later. Inside, red leather with a three- 
piece centre sunk with gold, now covered with green silk. Flap to design. One folio 
of green paper and one folio of cream paper are found both before and after the text.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Large naskh (lines circa 2 cm. high). Arabic quotations and the 
names of Muhammad and 'All in red ink. Cream-toned, polished paper. Some brown 
spots throughout.

SCRIBE. DATE. The colophon on f runs as follows (trivial formulas of bless
ings, &c., being omitted): ^ yli^l \j^ 4li5^a?^ ^ Ji

^ ... \_sic\

jjlkL ^ Iaa ... U-1 ji-beL

LgJk- 411 ‘U>-j ^stc^ \stc\ jU- jlLu- (jlLL J)l>-

vjl 4jJl ^stc^ CP lA

The points of interest are that the manuscript was copied by a Mustafa b. Vail in the 
year a.h. 1003/A.D. 1594-5, in the reign of Sultan Murad III b. Sultan Selim (a.h. 982- 
1003/A.D. 1574-95). The scribe calls blessings upon him who will repair the book if 
damaged, and offers prayers for the trustee {alnazir walwakllT) of the book Silihdar 
Hasan-agha, perhaps an official connected with the royal library (?).

PROVENANCE. F. 2b (in an erased panel), an endorsement in a feminine hand 
dated a.h. 1167/A.D. 1753, stating that the book belongs to Seadetlu Bash-Rukhshah- 
qadin hadretleri, and inviting the reader to pray for her and her sons the Princes 
{shahzadagan). A second similar entry is found on £ 8b. An effaced seal on £ 2a.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The upper part of i ib is occupied by a 
decorated title-piece in two parts: the lower is rectangular, the upper is of irregular 
shape, both filled with flower designs on blue background, with arabesques in gold and 
green. Central medallion in gold contains the title in white.

Ff. lb and 2a arranged in two columns within double border in gold with flower 
designs; gold flakes between the lines. Gold border throughout the text. Verses 
arranged in two columns. The text on miniature pages has gold decorations between 
the lines. F. 490. The colophon inscribed in a triangle with two corner pieces in silver.

One hundred and thirty-six miniatures, beside which there are only three or four 
lines of text to a page.

It is possible that the book was illustrated by several artists. The miniatures on 
ff. Syb, gib, and g2,b belong to the best standards of Persian tradition of the sixteenth 
century a.d. The scenes representing the Prophet are more standardized: Muhammad
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in the centre, the future four Caliphs on his left, and some petitioners on his right, the 
background being a room, a mospue, a tent, an awning, &c. (ff. 212^?,
2']oa, 272^, 293a, 296^^, 296^^, 314^, 323^? 334^5 337^> 3^4^^ 383'^^ 404^^, 411^, 434^, 453^j 
455^, 456^, 489^). The types of the principal personages vary: on f. 14a All is repre
sented with a full beard and on f. 272^, &c. as a beardless youth; 'Omar on f. 14a can 
hardly be by the same artist as on f. 272^ and especially on f. 280^?: (the latter being 
curious by some tendency to portraiture). The scenes of Jewish life (ff. 44a, 310^?, 323^) 
must have been painted by some one well acquainted with Jewish colonies in Turkey. 
The two miniatures representing crowds of women (angered or wailing) are of striking 
animation (f. 384^^, the upper part, and f. 392^) some faces being of a type unknown 
to Persian artists.

F. 6d (right to left): Abu-Bakr, 'Omar and 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Auf, wearing large 
turbans with long edges hanging on their shoulders and long scarves (taylasan) round 
their necks, in a meadow with a hilly background. Golden skies with blue wisps of 
clouds.

F. 7^. Gabriel (in the text: Michael), dressed in red, brings a covered vessel with 
dates and grapes from Paradise iuchmaq) to Muhammad, who is dressed in green and 
veiled, while flames stream up from his head.

F. 14^. Muhammad s companions congratulate 'All (standing on the right of Muham
mad) on his prospective marriage with Fatima. On the Prophet s right: Abu-Bakr, 
'Omar, and 'Othman. 'Abbas is seen shaking hands with 'All; behind him, dressed in 
white, is Salman-the-Persian.

F. 22^. Fatima (in green) sitting by 'Adsha (in white) and Umm-Salma (in pink), all 
veiled. Twelve other ladies and attendants surround them. Fatima holds a phial of 
perfume brought to her father by Gabriel (disguised as Dahya al-Kalbi).

F. 24b. Muhammad joins the hands of 'All and Fatima. Iwo attendants holding
tall candles.

F. lob. 'All waiting outside while Muhammad is asking P'atima whether she is pleased 
with her bridegroom. A handmaiden is keeping watch on the threshold.

F. 38<^. Muhammad standing outside 'Alls house explains to 'All that the Arab 
sitting inside with Fatima and helping her to grind the flour on a handmill is the 
Archangel Gabriel.

F. 40b. A parcel containing the green cloak brought by Gabriel from Paradise is 
presented to Fatima who is about to proceed to a Jewish wedding party. Sitting: 
Muhammad, P'atima, Umm al-mu’mimn (i.e. 'A’isha), Umm-Salma, and Umm al-Ayman 
(the Prophet’s nurse, future wife of Zayd)—all veiled except Umm al-Ayman isic). 
Four handmaidens standing, one opening the bundle.

F. 44a. Jewish women on seeing Fatima s cloak accept Islam. One of the sleeves 
is taken outside to the sages of Israel who admit that no such stuff has ever been seen 
in the world. Inside the room, sitting right to left: Umm al-Ayman, Umm al-mu minln, 
Fatima, Umm-Salma (all veiled), as well as nine Jewesses gesticulating with vivacity; 
on the threshold three Jewesses; outside many Jews wearing red or black tarbushes of 
Ottoman Jewish pattern.

F. 53a. Muhammad, followed by Abu Su'ud Thaqafl and other companions, visits 
an Arab encampment where a young Arab is seen with three crouching camels and
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a wild goat. The latter, having scented the Prophet, approaches him and implores him 
to save her from captivity.

F. 57<7. Abu Masud’s camel implores the Prophet to free her from her master. The 
latter is seen kissing the Prophet s feet.

F. 6o^. The jar of the shepherd 'Omar b. Zayd is still full of water after Muhammad 
and his companions have drunk from it.

F. 6i<^. 'Omar b. Zayd prays Muhammad to kill a dragon.
F. 64^. At Muhammad's request two mountains move and crush the dragon.
F. 74<a!. Two youths in conversation by a spring amid a smiling lawn in a hilly 

country. A camel and a horse are ready at their service.
F. 79^?. Ghamza, daughter of 'Abbas b. Mirdas, lives a merry life and rejects the 

offers of suitors. She is sitting under a golden awning surrounded by her eight slave- 
girls dressed in Circassian (?) frogged coats, who are entertaining a guest, while two 
other guests are seen behind the tent.

F. 87^. Talha woos Ghamza. They are sitting on a throne in a bower decorated 
with scenes of animal life. Outside, one youthful and one bearded attendant. (The 
miniature is in exquisite Persian taste.)

F. 91^. The black-eyed Talha kills another suitor before the eyes of Ghamza, who 
is riding on a camel surrounded by four attendants.

F. 93<^. After a fight with Talha, Ghamza consults her attendants as to whether she 
should surrender herself to her victor. A mountainous landscape and a spring.

F. 95^. Malik b. Rabi'a (on the miniature wrongly Abtl Bakr) goes to 'Abbas b. 
Mirdas's encampment to discuss the capture of Ghamza by Talha.

F. gSb. Abu Bakr goes to 'Abbas b. Mirdas s encampment.
F. ioo<^. While going round to collect the tithe Talha comes to visit an encampment 

of'Abbas b. Mirdas's men and speaks to his shepherds.
F. 102^. 'Abbas discussing with his tribesmen the consequences of the capture of 

Talha.
F. 103^. 'Abbas's men stop Abu Bakr on the road and hurl stones at his messenger 

(left below).
F. 106^7. Muhammad, informed by Gabriel, comes to the rescue of his companions 

who are seen greeting him.
F. loya. Muhammad brings forth water from out a rock to quell the thirst of his 

companions.
F. mb. 'Omar embraces Talha after the latter’s liberation.
F. 112a. 'Abbas's tribesmen approve his decision to resist Muslims (this miniature 

should follow f. 102).
F. 118^. Abu Jahl exhorts the Quraysh to try their luck in fighting Miyasa, daughter 

of Amir Jabir al-Kindl.
F. 120^. Jabir's son informed by a shepherd of the coming of the Mekkan army.
F. 125^7. Miyasa challenging Miqdad b. Aswad.
F. 13477. Miqdad kissing the stirrup of 'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Muttalib.
F. 14577. Miqdad, vanquished by 'All, accepts Islam. Miyasa (on 'All’s right) also

becomes a Muslim.
F. 14777. While Miyasa, surrounded by the ladies, is awaiting the beginning of the
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nuptial festivities, Malik b. Zibah (dressed as Rustam) enters her tent and declares that 
he has captured Miqdad and put him in fetters.

F. 150^?. Ah and Fadl b. 'Abbas free Miqdad while his guards are asleep.
F. 15D. Miqdad kills Malik as the latter is seizing Miyasas hand.
F. 16H. Muhammad, 'All, and 'Ammar, overtaken by night near the palm-grove of 

Dhat al-Saq, stand in the moonlight.
F. i^ia. Muhammad is exhorting his men to remain under arms when the passage 

of the Mekkan caravan is reported.
F. \"j2a. Gabriel predicts victory for Muhammad.
F. i73<3:. Muhammad preaches from a pulpit to his Mekkan companions.
F. 183^?. Sanbas b. 'Amr and 'Adi b. Ra'na sent by Muhammad to spy on the move

ments of the Mekkan caravan.
F. 184^. Muhammad and 'Ah mounted on camels, catch sight of an idol set up on 

a hill.
F. 189^. The old idol-worshipper, overcome by 'Ah in a round of wrestling, breaks 

his silver idol and accepts Islam. In the background, mountains with flat tops looking 
like polished blocks of cornelian.

F. i93<3:. Abu Sufyan interrogates two Juhayna Arabs as to whether they have met 
Muhammad.

F. i99<^. In the sanctuary of the Ka'ba, 'Abbas attacks Abu Jahl. Some Mekkans 
try to calm 'Abbas who is seen with his hand on his sword. Abu Jahl, who has lost 
his turban, appeals to his countrymen.

F. 20^a. The Mekkans are at their yearly festival near the wells of Badr, Abu Jahl 
presiding over the meeting (on the miniature his face is damaged).

F. 2oZa. Abu Jahl interrogating Juhayn b. 'Abd al-Muttalib on the latter’s dream.
F. 212^. Muhammad’s companions complaining of their thirst at the stage of Adafrr.
F. 2\/\b. Muhammad interrogating some of Abu-Sufyan’s men.
F. 2\^b. Muhammad, sitting under a canopy {^urays/i) amidst his companions, prays 

God for victory.
F. 2iya. The Quraysh in battle array.
F. 22ib. The Muslim and Quraysh armies facing each other (Abu Jahl’s face damaged 

by a reader).
F. 223^. Another scene: the head of Asad b. Abd al-Asad brought by Hamza to 

Muhammad’s feet.
F. 22^b. 'All, in green cloak and armed with a double-edged sword, shows clemency 

in his fighting.
F. 22gb. In the middle of the battle Gabriel inspires Muhammad to recite the aya^ 

of the Qor’an, iii. 200.
F. 2^2a. Iblls, having assumed the appearance of Suraqa b. Malik and riding a mule, 

joins the Quraysh (his figure is damaged).
F. 234<^. Hamza b. 'Abd al-Muttalib charging.
F. 234<^. Iblls turns back his mule from the Muslims.
F. 240^^. Mi'adh, fighting with one hand, his other arm hanging half separated from 

his body.
F. 242^. 'Abdullah b. Mas'ud stabbing Abu Jahl.
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F. 2^^a. The Quraysh prisoners led in fetters behind Muhammad.
F. 2^(^a. Ihe defeat of the Quraysh being reported to Umm al-Fadl, wife of Abbas 

(in pink); on her left, her slave Abu Rah;
F. 2^oa. In Muhammad’s presence Abbas lifts his finger and professes Islam, while 

Abu Bakr is about to put his cloak on to the convert’s shoulders.
F. 2^2b. A servant of Muhammad’s own daughter Zaynab brings to the Prophet her 

gifts, as a sign of intercession for her husband Abu-As b. al-Rabf.
F. 280^?. 'Umayr b. Wahb arrives in Medina with the intention of killing the Prophet, 

while 'Omar and other companions are talking on the porch of the mosque.
F. 293^?. Ihe Prophet sitting under an awning. On his left the future Four Caliphs; 

on his right four men, probably some of Muhammad’s relations enumerated in the text.
F. 296^?. Some other converts joining Muhammad.
F. 296^. dhree other converts: Wahb b. Sa'd, Khatib b. 'Amr, and 'Ayad b. Abl 

Zuhayr.
F. 299^2:. Poets bringing to Muhammad their odes on the battle of Badr. (Muslims 

and infidels, they were thirty-six in number, but only the poems of three of them are 
quoted in the text.)

F. 3o8<3:. Representatives of the Jewish tribe of Banu Qaynuqa' before Muhammad. 
(The scene is a replica of ff. 2722^, 293^?,

F. 3io<3'. In the Bazaar of the Banu Qaynuqa': an Arab woman of a nomad tribe 
kdchkunjM ?)^ is selling her bracelet (in text ?) to goldsmiths. The types 

are realistically drawn (cf. f. 44^2;).
F. 314^2:. The spoils of the Quraysh (sent by Zayd b. Haritha?) are presented to the 

Prophet.
F. 310c?. The two milk-brothers Abu Na’ila and Ka'b b. Ashraf in confidential con

versation.
F. 3212^. The head of Ka'b b. Ashraf presented to Muhammad.
F. 3232^. Although the ansar belonging to the Banu Aus tribe refuse to kill the Banu 

Qurayza Jews, saying that they are bound with the latter by an oath (hallf\ Muhammad 
appoints two Aus to each captive Jew and the execution begins.

F. At the request of her husband, Abu Sufyan, Hind, accompanied by her
attendants, goes to her own tribe of Banu Kanana to invoke their help.

F. zz2a. Jubayr b. Mut'im incites his Abyssinian slave Abu-Dasma to kill Muhammad.
F. 334^. Muhammad tells the Abyssinian Bilal to cry in Medina for a rally of the 

companions.
F. 337<^. Muhammad, having heard that the Quraysh have arrived in Ohod, preaches 

to his companions.
F. 34m. Muhammad, ready for battle, comes out of his house, saying that he will 

not put down his sword until he has fought the enemy.
F. 342^?. Muhammad presents a red silk banner to his uncle Hamza and places 

under his command a detachment of ninhajtrs.
F. 3422^. Muhammad presents a white silk banner to the leader of the ansar Sa'd b.

'Ubada.
1 It is probable that this Turkish term stands here emigrant’, which refers to the Mekkan companions

as an equivalent of Arabic muhajir (v.s.f. 342^) ‘an of the Prophet. V.s. No. 408; ‘Sultan Kochkunchi’.
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F. 343^- Muhammad presents a yellow banner to Miqdad b. Aswad and places under

him a detachment of‘Arabs from outside’.
F. 343^. Muhammad marches with three detachments; behind him 'All is carrying 

the banner called 'Uqab (‘The Eagle’).
F. 345^. A blind man from among the infidels throws earth on the army of Islam

accusing them of a damage done to his field.
F. 357^. The Muslims (right) and the Quraysh (left) fling stones at each other.
F. 36i«. Wahshi removes the spear with which he killed Hamza.
F. 3641^. After Wahshl’s conversion Muhammad questions him why he killed Hamza. 
F. 37D. Malik b. Sinan sucking blood from the wounds of the Prophet whom Ibn 

Qumayya and 'Utba b. AbT-Waqqas struck with stones.
F. 374/^. The wounded Prophet placed at the foot of the Ohod mountain.
F. 375(5. Abu Ibn Khalaf advances to kill the Prophet. Harith b. Sanma (in pink) 

asks for permission to fight him.
F. 379«. Talha b. 'Ubayd stoops to enable the Prophet to climb on to a peak.
F. 383a. Muhammad orders 'Omar to kill Harith b. Suwayd wherever he finds him. 
F. 384(5. Hind, Abu Sufyan’s wife, incites the women of Quraysh to mutilate the 

bodies of the fallen Muslims. (A scene of remarkable expressiveness.)
F. 386(5. Abu Bakr caressing the little daughter of Sa'id b. Rabi' who gallantly fell

in battle.
F. 389^?. Safiya, with true resignation, receives the news that her brother Hamza is 

among the dead.
F. 392f^. The women wailing for Hamza outside the mosque.
F. 3941^. After the battle of Ohod Muhammad requests everybody to be again 

present under arms. No exemption for Jabir b. 'Abdullah (in brown), left in charge of 
his brother s daughters, to be given.

F. 396^. A party of mounted Muslims, led by Muhammad, is moving towards a rich 
tent. A young man, as if alarmed by their approach, is carrying away in his arms 
a young person. (The text does not support the illustration. The latter may refer to
Muhammad's rapid advance towards Hamra al-Asad.)

F. 398a. Ma'bad Khuza'I, returning with his caravan from Syria, informs Abu Sufyan
that Muhammad has already reached Hamra’ al-Asad.

F. /\o\a. Muhammad orders 'Asim b. Thabit to kill the captive poet Abu Izza 
(sitting) who, having been freed after the battle of Badr, again joined the Mekkans.

F. 404^^. After the raid to Hamra al-Asad Muhammad preaches to his companions. 
‘Abdullah b. UbT remains standing, while the other members of the congregation 
persuade him to sit down decorously.

F. 411<^. Muhammad preaching to his companions.
F. 419^. Hamza and the other Muslims fallen on the battlefield of Ohod.
F". 420<^. The enemies fallen at Ohod.
F. 42The unknown warriors fallen at Ohod, with bodies blackened by the sun.
F. 434<^. Ka'b b. Malik of Banu 'Amir on entering the mosque wants to know who 

among those present is Muhammad. 'Ah explains that the Prophet is to be recognized
by his resplendent looks and perfumed breath.

F. 435^. Rayhana, daughter of Ka'b b. Malik, neglected by her husband.
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F. 437^- Kab kills Rayhanas faithless husband. Rayhana in horror at her fathers 

deed.
F. 438^^. After his return from the Prophet, Ka'b stands at prayers. Rayhana listens 

to him and accepts Islam.
F. 442^3:. King Rayyan of Banu ’Amir questions Ka'b on his conversion.
F. 443<3:. While Rayyan orders a fire to be lit and horseshoes heated in it to be 

applied to Ka'b’s body, Rayhana, dishevelled and in distress, enters, followed by 
notables.

F. 445<^. Ka'b and Rayhana, overtaken by Rayyan’s men, give themselves up to 
Gods will.

F. 446<^. Ka'b declares that being a Muslim he cannot return to his heathen king.
F. 447^. By God’s command Gabriel transports Ka'b and Rayhana on to a mountain. 

Rayyan’s men are trying to scale it.
F. 449<^. As God destined Rayhana to be the Prophet’s wife, 'All goes to Ka'b’s 

rescue. Below: 'All’s mule carrying his double-edged sword (Dhiil-Fiqar) and Zubayr 
b. 'Awam are waiting.

F. 451<3:. 'All and Zubayr put to flight Rayyan’s men.
F. 453<:?. Two important converts: 'Amr b. Umayya al-Dumayrl and 'Abdullah b. 

Anls al-Juhaynl before the Prophet.
F. 455^. 'Amr b. Ludgha Sulayml (standing) volunteers to murder Khalid b. Sufyan 

al-Hadhll (al-Hudhaih?) [lower down called Sufyan b. Khalid!] who is marching 
against the Prophet.

F. 4S6d. Three other volunteers, 'Abdullah b. Anls, 'Amr b. Umayya, and the youthful 
son of Zayd b. 'Amr, join 'Amr b. Ludgha.

F. 458^. The story of Zayd b. 'Amr: Ta’abbata-Sharran having placed six men at 
the entrance of a grotto where Zayd was hiding, God sent a snake to kill them all.

F. 460^. The family story of the fifth volunteer, Malik b. Shuqra. His father Shuqra 
joins the shepherds of Khalid b. Muharib with the intention of killing their master 
(dressed in pink) who had dishonoured his wife.

P". 462^^. Having killed Khalid (whose headless body is seen on the couch) Shuqra 
puts on his clothes, mounts his steed, bids Khalid’s wife to bring his spear, and finally 
kidnaps her.

F. 464^. The family story of the sixth volunteer, 'Amr b. Ghadban. His father 
Ghadban (surnamed Mutajjir al-mawt) stops Ta’abbata-Sharran on a narrow path.

F. 466^. Ghadban escapes from Ta’abbata-Sharran.
F. 468^. The family story of the seventh (?) volunteer, Malik b. Ta’abbata-Sharran. 

Ta’abbata-Sharran climbs to an inaccessible grotto which is full of honey.
F. 469-^. Being surprised by the owners of the grotto Ta’abbata-Sharran tells his 

men to inflate the skins brought for the honey. (He then covers himself with the skins
and rolls down the mountain to bring help.)

F. 470^. The leader of the volunteers, 'Abdullah b. Anls, kills a lion for his friends’
repast.

F. 473a. 'Abdullah b. Anls, disguised as a white-bearded poet, recites a qastda to the 
black officer of Sufyan b. Khalid {sic) commissioned to guard a pass.

F. 474<^. 'Abdullah speaking to Sufyan’s chamberlain.
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F. 478^7. The chamberlain explains to ‘Abdullah that the king likes to hear Muhammad

cursed. j .ai-
F. 484^. Sufyan b. Khalid listening to 'Abdullah’s praise of Muhammad and Ah.
F. 485^. Sufyan, softened by 'Abdullah s further qasidas^ tells the chamberlain to

entertain the poet in his tent. ... • r u
F. 486^?. 'Abdullah asks for Sufyan’s permission to go and visit his ancient father

whom he had left in a grotto.
F 487^?. The king, whose curiosity is awakened by Abdullah s tales, accompanies 

'Abdullah to the grotto where 'Abdullah murders him. Sufyan s horse is seen in the
distance

F. 488a. Dressed in Sufyan’s clothes 'Abdullah is riding his horse. On being 
questioned by the black officer he praises the liberality shown to him by Sufyan and 
shows the king’s signet-ring.

F. 4895. 'Abdullah presents Sufyan’s head to the Prophet. The latter gives him 
a staff and requests him to carry it even up to the Day of Judgement, when it will be 
his special sign. Abdullah s companions are seen behind him.

420

BUSlRl’S ‘BURDA’

AUTHOR. Muhammad b. Said al-BusIrl (a.d. 1212-97).

TITLE. CONTENTS. al-Kawdkib aldurriya ft niadh khayr al-barriya . . . al-manuta 
bil-Burda (in Arabic).^ Ff. 2b-^a contain the story of how the author, in his dream, saw 
the Prophet. The poem in the Prophet’s praise occupies ff. ^b-2oa.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 32-1 X 22 cm.; written surface 21 x 12*5 cm.; ii lines; 20 folios.

BINDING. Dark-red leather, 3-centre and corners with gold ground to black design. 
Inside, yellow paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Large naskh (3 lines) alternating with small naskh (2 groups of 
4 lines each). Firm, thick, dark ivory-toned, polished paper, gold-sprinkled, set within 
thicker, rose-yellow, gold-splattered paper, margins stained in places.

SCRIBE. DATE. Khan Ahmad Sayrl(Seri ?), a.h. 1004/A.D. 1595. The scribes name 
sounds Kurdish (?).
MINIAIURES. ILLUMINATION. Opens with two decorated pages with two 
lines of title in lobed medallion on gold rectangular panel with scrolls of coloured

1 An English translation of al-Burda by J. W. Poetry Rr English readers, Glasgow 1881 (privately 
Redhouse is contained in W. A. Clouston, Arabian printed), pp. 310-41.
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flowers; above and below, diamond-shaped gold panel between gold scrolls, on blue 
rectangular panels, all within broad blue border with gold and red motives of coloured 
flowers. Ff. 2b and ^b\ two decorated, headings; blank gold oblong panels between 
2 gold motives, on blue, &c., grounds. 4 rectangular panels with gold design on each 
page, slighter gold design under script.

421

VAQF-NAMA OF DAVUD-AGHA

AUTHOR. Some official jurist.

TITLE. CONTENTS. The document consists of two parts: {a) an Introduction con
taining praises to the Prophet (ff. \b-^b^ \ (U) a statement with regard to an endowment 
made by Davud-agha, which also opens with a long discourse on the transitoriness of 
the world (ff. 6-9^), on the utility of good actions, &c. After a panegyric to the former 
Chief Eunuch of the palace, Davud-agha b. 'Abd al-Mu in (f. c)b\ it is explained that in 
Constantinople, in the neighbourhood of the hammam of Sultan Bayazld, at the corner 
of the road running from the Sultaffis palace to Aq-saray and of the road passing behind 
Farhad-pasha's palace, he founded a Qor’anic school and a fountain, as he also built 
some 50 shops and lodgings for the upkeep of the said pious institutions. On f. \^b are 
quoted the rules of administration of these buildings. From the yearly rent, 1,920 aqchas 
must be paid to the fund of Sultan Bayazld’s vaqf. The manager {mutevelli) receives 
daily 8 aqchas plus some casual additions, &c. The teacher receives 5 aqchas and his 
assistant [khalifd) 4 aqchas daily, with some additional premiums. Both must be mild 
in punishing the children and especially kind to orphans. T. o the latter clothes will be 
issued for holidays. Four dervishes are appointed to attend on the fountain with a salary 
of 4 aqchas daily. Daily grants are also paid to persons appointed to inspect the working 
of the vaqf. On f it is explained that the carrying out of the clauses of the arrange
ment met with some delay {taihul^ but now the officers have been appointed. F. 2/\(i. 
some doubts as to the validity of the vaqf, according to the doctrines of Abu Hanlfa, 
are removed by a reference to the authority of Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad 
b. Hasan Shaybanl. The vaqf is then proclaimed operative. The document emanates 
from the qadl-'asker of Rumelia Yahya b. Dervish, whose endorsement and seal appear 
on f. 6a. The date figures only at the end of the text: beginning of Jamadi I 1006/ 
middle of December i597> space left for the signatures of witnesses is blank.

SIZE EOLIOS. 25*5 X 17*4 cm.; written surface 16*2 x 8*7 cm.; ii lines, 25 folios.

BINDING. Brown-red leather, flap, 3-centre with brown-red design on gold ground. 
Inside, grey leather, blind rules.

SCRIBT. PAPER Naskh, within gold rule. Thin, firm, semi-polished paper, some 
slight staining.

G
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SCRIBE. DATE, Beginning Jamadi i 1006/middle of December 1597. On f. 6a an 
entry (in thulth) and the seal of the qadFasker of Rumelia Yahya b. Dervish (without 
date), cf. no. 422.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. i opens with a tughra of Muhammad III 
(a.d. 1595-1603), in gold and colours; followed by a decorated heading with blank gold 
panel on flowered gold and blue ground; a similarly shaped decoration above; gold 
dots in text throughout.

422

VAQF-NAMA OF PRINCESS FATIMA-SULTAN

AUTHOR. Some official jurist, on behalf of the founder of the endowment Princess 
Fatima-Sultan, one of the one hundred and two children of Sultan Murad III (a.h. 
982-1003 / A.D. 1574-95). She was married to Muhammad Ill’s Grand VazTr Ibrahim- 
pasha b. 'Abd al-Jamil, who was in office thrice, a.d. 1596, 1597 and 1598-1601, see 
Hammer, GOR, chapter xlii.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Vaqf-nama, or Title-deed of an endowment. After a long and 
turgid introduction (fif. ib-'^d) it is explained that the Princess raises to the state of 
endowment (vaqf) her property situated in Constantinople in the Qasim-pasha ward 
and consisting of a palace for which a ground-rent of 550 aqchas is paid yearly. After 
the Princess’s death the palace is to remain in the occupation of her husband and of 
her descendants; in the case of the extinction of the family, the specially appointed 
manager (qnutevelli) must lease the property to a bidder ready to pay 200 aqchas daily. 
Out of this sum, 10 aqchas will be paid to the manager and his assistant, and 40 used 
for the upkeep of the property. The remaining 150 aqchas will be divided between 75 
worthy persons, each of whom shall read a portion of the Qor an for the rest of the 
Princess’s soul. The vaqf-nama, dated end of Muharram 1006/beginning of September 
1597, is approved (f. i9<^) by the husband of the Princess and other ministers (signatures 
lacking). Moreover, f 2a contains two entries, the one by the qadl-asker of Rumelia 
Yahya b. Dervish (see no. 442) and the other by the qadl-'asker of Anatolia 'Abd al- 
Hallm b. Muhammad, in their personal handwriting and sealed with their seals, to 
confirm the validity of the vaqf

SIZE. EOLIOS. 24-8 X 15.5 cm.; written surface 17-5 x 8-5 cm.; 9 lines ; 23 folios.

BINDING. Brown-red leather, flap, 3-centre and corners with black design on gold; 
gold cord and line borders; inside, grey-blue leather, gold lining.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Bold naskh within gold rules. Firm, polished, ivory-toned paper, 
the first two and last folios damaged.
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SCRIBE. DATE. Date, see above.

43

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The manuscript opens with a tugkra of 
Muhammad III (f. in gold and colours ; gold dots among text.

4^3
GENEALOGIES

BEGINNING.

AUTHOR. Only the first part of the manuscript, written in Arabic, contains the name 
of the author Yusuf b. 'Abd al-Hadr It is not clear whether the second part of the 
manuscript, written in Turkish, is by the same author. It is true that the two parts 
complete each other, but, on the other hand, a dedication to the reigning Sultan is 
found at the beginning of the second part, whereas, were the author the same, it would 
have been more natural to place it at the beginning of the book.

TITLE. CONTENTS. The manuscript has two parts.
(1) The first part (ff. \b-\/\d) has no title. It consists of tables giving a complete 

genealogy of the Prophet’s family up to Adam, and lists of his companions (ashab), of 
his children and their mothers, of his wives who bore him no children, of all his i6 
wives, of his cousins, of the children of his daughters, of his uncles and aunts, of his 
brothers, of his nurses, of his servants, of his utensils and clothes, arms, &c., of his 
riding animals, of his generals (umara\ scribes, and other dignitaries. These tables are 
followed by a list of principal events during Muhammad’s lifetime and a list of his 
successors down to 'Omar b. 'Abd ah'Aziz (died in 99/720), cf. no. 417.

(2) Axi anonymous Zubdat al-tawarikh, ‘The Cream of Chronologies’ (ff i4<^-28a) 
dedicated to Sultan Muhammad III (1003-12/1595-1603). The book contains chrono
logical data on the prophets (Adam, Noah, Solomon, Moses, Jesus, &c.) and the 
dynasties of kings. The latter are divided into two classes: those before Islam (Pishdadi, 
Kayanl, AshkanI, Sasanl), and those after Islam (the caliphs, the Samanids, the Buyids, 
the Ghaznavids, the Khwarizm-shahs, the Chengizids, the Ottoman sultans down to 
Muhammad III). This work may be identical with the Zubdat al-tawarlkh of the 
Bibliotheque Nationale, cf Blochet, CMT, p. 224, no. 126 (supplement).

SIZE. EOLIOS. 26 X i6*4 cm.; written surface: [a) ff. 1-14: 20-5 x ii cm.; number 
of lines varies; (U) ff 14^-17 • A lines; 28 folios.
BINDING. Dark-olive leather, centre panel having design of interlaced ribbon-work 
and flowers, broad cord and line borders, corner motives all gilt. Inside modern paper.

SCRIPT PAPER. Naskh, in black, red, and green, of various sizes, written in 4 
vertical cartouches which have gold and colour decoration and are placed on either
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side of the genealogical tree (£f. 1-9); the next 5 pages are written and disposed in very 
diverse ways (ff. 10-14). Ff. 3-17 have been re-laid within new margins. The script 
around the miniatures is disposed at various angles.

SCRIBE. DATE. Abu Talib Isfahan!, ‘ residing in Baghdad', who completed the first 
part in Shavval ioo6/October 1598 (colophon on f. \/[d). Second part in the same 
hand.

PROVENANCE. As the work is dedicated to Muhammad III, and as there is every 
reason to think that the miniatures are original, the copy must have belonged to the 
dedicatee s library.

MINI AIURES. ILL UMINA TION. The text opens with two fully decorated pages 
(ff. \b-2a\ each with 12 lines of text, panels above and below, 2 side-borders, all within 
3-sided outer-shaped border, chiefly in gold, blue, and red ; gold and colour decorations 
around script. F. : gold decorations to colophon. F. i4<^: decorated heading. 
Ff. 2^b-2d>a gold flower decorations around miniatures, &c.; names of sultans written in 
golden circles. Ff 18-28 mounted.

86 circular miniatures (circa 2»5-3*5 cm. in diameter) on 11 folios, showing portraits of: 
F. 18^. The prophets Idris (with an angel) and Noah, the Iranian king Jamshid.
F. 18^. Noah's sons: Cham (right), Japhet (left), Shem (centre); the prophets Salih 

and Hud (bottom, right and left).
F. i^a. The prophets Elias (right), Khidr (left), Abraham and his nephew Lot 

(bottom, left and right), king Farldun (top left).
F. 19^. Abraham's sons: Ishmael and Isaac (right and left); Jacob and Is, i.e. Esau 

(bottom, right and left); Afrasiyab, king of Turan (left centre).
F. 20a. Buriyan, the supposed king of Egypt in Joseph’s time (top right); Joseph 

(centre right), Job (left); Bishr, son of Matta Job (below the above-mentioned); Joshua 
and Dhul-kifl (bottom, right and left); Manuchihr (left top) and Rustam (under 
Manuchihr).

F. 20b. Moses and his father-in-law Shu'ayb (top right), Aaron (to the left of Moses); 
Yasln, Ilyas, i.e. Elias, Alyasa, i.e. Elijah, 'Uzayr (under Aaron), Samuel, and Daniel 
(bottom, right and left), Kay-Kavus (left top).

F. 2\a. David, Solomon, Alexander, Zachariah (downwards); John the Baptist and
Jesus (bottom, right and left).

F. 2\b. 'Abdul-Muttalib, Muhammad's grandfather (top), Muhammad, with his face 
veiled, surrounded by the four orthodox caliphs Abu-Bakr (left bottom), ‘Omar (left 
top), 'Othman (right top), and 'All (under 'Othman); the Persian king Anushirvan (left 
centre).

F. 22a. Imam Hasan and Imam Husayn (top, right and left); Shah I and Abu- 
Hanifa (bottom, right and left); Abu Muslim, organizer of the Abbasid movement (centre).

F. 22b. The caliph Mansur, Buya, the founder of the Buyid dynasty (top, right and 
left); the caliphs Harun al-Rashld andal-Ma’mun (under Mansur), Ahmad the Samanid 
(centre).

F. 23^?:. The caliphs al-Mu'tazz and al-Muqtadir (right, downwards); Bilga-tegin, the
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founder of the dynasty of Khwarizm (centre); the sultans Mahmud and Mas'ud of 
Ghazna (left, downwards).

F. Ihe caliph Mustarshid (right); the Seljuk sultans: Sanjar (centre), Malik- 
shah (left).

F. 24a. The caliphs al-Mustansir and al-Musta sim (right, downwards); the Mongol 
emperor Chengiz-khan (bottom).

F. 2/[b. The Mongols: Ogtay (Ogedey)-qaan, Mangu (M5nke)-qaan and Hulagu 
(from top downwards).

F. 2^a. the Mongol il-khans: Ghazan-khan and Khuda-banda (from top downwards).
Ff. 25^-28^3: are a portrait gallery of Ottoman sultans. The earlier kings are certainly 

presented in a purely traditional way, but for the periods nearer to the author s time 
one may admit that the details are based on real characteristics. The miniatures follow 
regularly in a downward direction. F. 26^?: 'Othman, the founder of the dynasty 
(born A.H. 656/A.D. 1258, died a.h. 726/A.D. 1326); f 2(^b\ Orkhan (a.h. 726-61/A.D. 
1326-59), Murad I (a.h. 761-92/A.D. 1359-89), Bayazld I (a.h. 792-805/A.D. 1389-1402), 
Muhammad (Mehmet) I (a.h. 805-24/A.D. 1402-21); f 27^^: Murad III (a.h. 824-55/ 
A.D. 1421-51), Muhammad (Mehmet) II the Conqueror (a.h. 955-86/A.D. 1451-81), 
Bayazld II (a.h. 886-918/A.D. 1481-1512); f. 2^b\ Selim I (a.h. 918-26/A.D. 1512-20), 
Sulayman I (a.h. 926-74/A.D. 1520-66); f. 28<^: Selim II (a.h. 974-82/A.D. 1566-74), 
Murad III (a.h. 982-1003/A.D. 1574-95), Muhammad (Mehmet) III (a.h. 1003-12/ 
A.D. 1595-1603).

424

ANTHOLOGY

TITLE, CONTENTS. U nder each of the following names the odes (all in Persian) are 
arranged in the alphabetical order of rhymes (usually one ode under each letter): 

Sa'di—ff. \b-\(}a.
Amir Khusrau (d. 725/1325)—ff. i^b-^^b.
Khwaja Hasan (d. 727/1327)—ff. Z^b-$gb.
Hafiz-ff.’60/5-86/^.
Amir Shahl (d. 857/1453)—^ 87^-103/^.
JamI—ff. 104/^-135/^.
Katibi (d. 838/1434)—^
Maulana ManI—ff. i66b-i^^a (cf no. 435, f. Sob ?).

SIZE. EOLIOS. 20*8 x 11*5 ; written surface 10*9 x 6*2 cm.; 8 lines (oblique) and 2 lines 
(vertical). 183 folios.

BINDING. Lacquered with panel of red and black floral design within black border; 
small gold flower design. Inside, scarlet stamped paper. A flap.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq within gold and blue lines. Ivory-toned, gold-sprinkled, 
polished paper, margins not gold-sprinkled.
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SCRIBE. DATE. Hajjl Muhammad al-Katib. i6th century (?).

PROVENANCE. The figures of secondary personages (especially on ft. \b, 2a, lo^a) 
seem to have been repainted in order to give them a more contemporary Ottoman 
Turkish appearance (Janissary uniforms).
MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. 8 decorated headpieces, chiefly in blue and 
gold, at the beginning of each new series of poems; on some pages 3-pieces, of gold 
design ; titles in blue or gold.

8 miniatures, of which two are found before the text and the rest before the beginning 
of each new part.

Ff. \b-2a : a king, whose head-dress resembles that of Murad III as represented in 
no. 414, riding with his army. Behind him two ladies. On the right side the soldiers 
are armed with bows, and on the left with shields and muskets, the latter possibly 
added at a later date, see above.

F. va. A [Persian?] king riding; of the three attendants, one is seated on the 
ground and two are going on foot.

F. 38^. Two horsemen, with repainted head-dress, on a hunting-ground.
F. (^oa. A winged attendant presenting a plate of fruit to an angel seated on a golden

throne.
F. An angel on a throne attended by five winged genii.
F. 104^7. A [Persian ?] king riding; behind him two youthful princes; at his stirrup, 

three attendants, of whom two armed with bows wear the head-dress of Ottoman 
Janissaries.

F. 136^. Two [Persian?] princes galloping on the hunting-field.
F. I66^^. A [Persian?] prince riding on a grey mule, preceded by a lady in red; in 

the background three young faces behind cypress-trees.

425

LEAVES FROM AN ANTHOLOGY

AUTHORS. Various Persian and Turkish poets, see below.

TITLE. CONTENTS. No title. Ghazals, many incomplete.

SIZE. FOLIOS. Oblong {jung) 22-2 x 8-3 cm.; written surface 13-3x5 cm. The fifteen 
separate folios (ten mounted and five unmounted) which form the present item are only 
a part of the original manuscript which must have contained nearly a hundred folios. 
The traces of the previous pagination are still distinguishable: ff. i, 2, 3, 4, and 5 went 
originally under the respective numbers of 15, 28, 46, 48, and 84.

BINDING. None.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq. The hand looks Oriental Iranian (Khorasan, Northern
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India ?), but the scribe may have worked in Turkey (y.i. miniatures). Thin, deep-cream, 
semi-polished paper with some staining.

SCRIBE. DATE. No colophon. Judging by the script and the general condition of 
the manuscript the latter probably belongs to the i6th century a.d.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The manuscript is conspicuous for the origina
lity and consistency of its decorations in light-gold and faded colours. The designs are 
either floral (queer trees and plants) or animal (wild deer, fantastic birds of paradise 
with human faces). The angels appearing on ff. \a and (ya are holding strange offerings. 
On the whole, the style seems to reflect some non-Muslim influences (Christian, Cauca
sian?). One might recall at this place the fact that two artists of Georgian origin, 
Siyavush and Mihrab, were working in Constantinople in the later part of the i6th 
century a.d., see 'All, Menaqib, pp. 64, 67.

F. \a. A rectangular panel of which the four corners are occupied by interlaced 
geometrical designs; in centre, a square similarly decorated. Margins with slightly 
gilt floral motives on gold-sprinkled ground. The top of the margin is occupied by two 
confronted angels with their hair arranged into top-knots, drawn in black ink with some 
gold. The angel on the left is holding some offering resembling a loaf of bread; the 
one on the right some undefinable object (a conical cake ?), probably of ritual character 
(Christian ?). The text is a ghazal by Khusrau-i Dihlavl. F. id. A Persian ghazal 
written in three panels.

F. 2a. A drawing of a tree with leaves delicately coloured in faded green and red; 
birds rocking on its* top; all within an octagonal panel. A poem by an Ahmad in early 
Ottoman Turkish, or perhaps in a Turcoman dialect, see the form baghlanip-dir in line 3 
(cf no. 401).

F. la. Margins of floral design drawn in faded gold; on the top, a vase with a plant and 
two confronted peacocks out of whose tails grow up trees on which small birds are 
rocking. In the rectangular panel a ghazal by Kamal (of Khujand ?). F. ib. A half- 
effaced poem in Persian.

F. /\a. A border of floral design similar to f 2a. On the top, two confronted peacocks 
with bushes growing up from their tails. In central panel a Persian poem. Fob 4^. A 
Persian poem.

F'. ^a. A border similar to f 4^7, in faded gold and green. On the top, a vase with 
a plant with two peacocks similar to those on f. ^a. Inside the central panel a Persian 
poem continued on f ^b.

F. 6a. A dark-blue border with a floral design resembling that on £ la. On the top, two 
confronted angels similar to those of f la and holding offerings of the same description ; 
the left angel, however, has his hair flowing loose. In the central panel a Persian ghazal 
by Kamal, written in zigzag lines. F. 6b. A similarly written Persian poem, with four
triangular floral decorations above and below.

F. ya. A tree drawn in gold, with birds, within a rectangular panel. On the top, a vase 
of similar plants flanked with two birds with human faces and wearing crowns; out of 
their tails grow new plants with another pair of paradise birds on them. F. yb. A poem 
in Persian by Salman-i Savajr.
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F. 8a. A hexagonal panel with a vase containing a flowering tree similar to that on 

f. 3a. A Turkish poem within border and in two oblique lines. F. S6. A Turkish poem
(by Nizam?).

F. ga. An octagonal panel with a vase similar to that on f. 8a. A ghazal by Hahz (ed.
Brockhaus, No. 552) ending ^

(^1) aj\:i ^ Aku ^

[sic] ^

F. gd. Another ghazal by Hafiz (ed. Brockhaus, No. 521) ending

[sic] iS^y, J-V. ^

F. 10^7. A border of floral and animal decoration in gold with some colour, ibexes, 
deer, hares, birds executed with a fine feeling for nature. On top, a fleuron, gold, black, 
and dark-olive. The central rectangular panel is divided into compartments and oblique 
lines with corners of floral decoration, continued on f. lOi^ and similar to those on f. 12, 
&c. Three ghazals by Kamal run from f. 10a to f. lol?. On the top of the margin of f. io<^,
a line of exercise in amediocre hand. _ r 1 a i a •

F. ii<^. This folio lacks the outer margin. The border contains a faded floral design
similar to f. 2. The text is arranged in two columns. F. i id. With gold rules but without 
decorations. Two ghazals by Kamal.

Ff. i2a-d. A Persian ghazal arranged in four columns and written at various ang es.
Small triangular floral decorations in the corners. _ r • ^

Ff. i2,a-d. Fragments of ghazals by Kamal. Each page arranged in a column ot scrip
and two narrow columns. Floral decorations as on f. 12. ^ j • i

Ff. i4a-d. Two Persian ghazals; the one by Khusrau-i Dihlavl is arranged in two
columns with decorations as on f. 12.

F. I5^^. A ghazal by Hafiz (ed. Brockhaus, No. 538) ending

arranged as on f. 14.
Aa?- jl.5^ y ^

426

ALBUM OF CALLIGRAPHY

TITLE. CONTENTS. Pious maxims, sayings of Muhammad and Ah m Arabic.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 30-8 X 20*3 cm.; written surface 20 x 9 cm.; numbers of lines vary, 
6 folios.
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BINDING. Maroon leather, 3-centre ornament sunk and gilt, gold cord and line borders. 
Inside blue paper, gold outline and borders.

SCB/PT. PAPER. Thulth (i line lengthwise to page) and naskh (3-10 lines horizon
tally or diagonally), within gold and blue, or gold and green borders. Cream and 
pink-toned paper mounted on different marble paper on card.

SCRIBE. DATE. On f. colophon of Hamdulldh^ known as Ihn Shaykh, twice 
repeated. The famous calligrapher Shaykh Hamdullah of Amasia, one of ‘ The Seven 
Masters’ of Turkey lived under Bayazid II (a.d. 1481-1512) and died under Selim I 
(a.d. 1512-20); he had a son Dede-chelebi, known as ‘ Shaykh-zada ’ (in Arabic Ibn- 
al-Shaykh) who inherited his fathers rank (riitbe). It seems, therefore, that the present 
album consists of Shaykh-zada s specimens of writing and belongs to the i6th century a.d. 
Cf ‘Ah, Mendqib, p. 24.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Each page has 2 rectangular columns. In the 
upper, the text stands out within irregular-shaped flower ornament, in the lower, the 
text occupies the middle between two squares of coloured arabesque and ‘carpet’ 
designs on gold background. F. a more complicated arrangement with two colo
phons on the left.

427

A COMPOSITE MANUSCRIPT

TITLE. CONTENTS. A. Shajarat al-nabi, ‘The Prophet’s genealogical tree’ (in 
Arabic) giving genealogies of Muhammad, of his wives and concubines, relatives, &c.
(ff. \b-%b).

g Turkish mathnawi poem on the Ka ba. In the margin some explanations in prose
concerning pilgrimage (ff. iO(^--i4<^). Beginning: 4)1 0^1 'x*!

C. Explanation of the sacred places of Arabia in Turkish prose illustrated by pictures 
(ff 15^—21^?); inserted, a Turkish fnathnawi (in a different metre), beginning.

POLIOS. 27*5 X 9*3 cm.; written surface in A. occupies nearly the entire sur
face ; B. and C. 19*3 x 13*5 cm., variable; 27 folios (six blank pages at the end).

BINDING. None.
H
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SCRIPT. PAPER. A. Naskh (at various angles, generally in vertical or horizontal 
columns, &c.); genealogies in red, commentaries in black, within gold rules. B. and 
C Naskh (generally in 2 columns, with a narrower column of oblique script by outer 
margin) within gold rule. Thin, cream-toned, polished paper; B. and C. have several 
pages of lighter and darker tone. Outer margins stained.

SCRIBE. DATE. The same hand throughout; i6th century a.d.(?).

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. 10b. A large decorated headpiece and a 
smaller one in the outer column; five small corner pieces. Miniatures: ii^b the Ka'ba; 
f. 16a ditto (detail); f. ija Marwa, Safa, Muhammad’s and Fatima’s birth-places, &c.; 
f. iSa Abraham’s mosque; f. 20^ Muhammad’s sepulchre; f. 21^ tombs of Muhammad’s 
wives, of caliph 'Othman, of the Imams Hasan, Zayn al-dln, &c.

428

YUSUF-U-ZULAYKHA BY HAMD-ALLAH CHELEBI

BEGINNING. ^ 4*% aDI Jjl /S

AUTHOR. Hamd-allah Chelebi, the youngest of the twelve sons of Shaykh Aq-Shams 
al-dln, whose poetical name was Hamdl and who died in a.h. Dhul-Qada Q14/A.D. 
March 1509. The date of the composition of the poem (f 202b) is a.h. 897/A.D. 1491-2.

Hamdl (ff. i2b-i'id) respectfully remembers his late father’s spiritual guidance and dis
creetly hints at his sufferings at the hands of his brothers and nephews, reminiscent of 
Joseph’s fate. He mentions as his predecessors Firdausi and JamT, and calls his poem 
‘ partly translation, partly imitation ’.

As E. J. W. Gibb’s analysis in HOP, ii. 142-72, has shown, Hamdi’s work was originally 
modelled on Firdausi’s yoseph and Zulaykha (the authenticity of which is now subject 
to much doubt), but in the account of the hero’s dealings with the heroine Hamdl 
introduces a translation of J ami’s version.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 20-3 x 12*8 cm.; written surface 12-7 x 5*7 cm.; 2 columns of 17 lines; 
202 folios.

BINDING. Dark red-brown leather, flapped, with border and centre panel (with corners 
and 3-centre ornaments) having an all-over arabesque design entirely gilt, also cord 
border. Inside, panelled border and centre panel of gold lattice-work over blue, gilt 
cord border.
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SCRIPT. PA PER. Nasta'liq, within gold rules. Thin, firm, deep-cream, polished 
paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. i6th to 17th century a.d.(?).

PROVENANCE. On {. \a traces of effaced seals and a seal apparently belonging to 
some sufl: Mazhar-i sirr-i Muhammad bad Zayn aVAbidln, i2yyj ' Let Zayn al-'Abidln 
become the manifestation of Muhammad’s mystery, a.h. 1277/A.D. i86o(?).’

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with two fully decorated pages 
with 3-centre ornaments (white design on gold and blue) inside a floral design on gold 
background which, with its blue corners, forms a parallelogram ; the latter inside a five
fold border; the whole surrounded on three sides by a rich festooned decoration. F. ib 
has an elaborate Anvdn in black, gold, and blue, and the margins of this, as well as of 
all pages containing miniatures, are covered with gold floral designs. The text is in a 
gold border and the titles are throughout in gold.

Of the 21 miniatures 12 are mounted separately.
1. F. \yb. Esau ('A) greeting Jacob.
2. F. 38^. Joseph’s brothers with the blood-stained coat before blind Jacob.
3. F. 52^. Joseph being rescued from the well.
4. F. 57<^. Joseph bidding farewell to his brothers who have sold him to the 

Ishmaelites.
5. F. (^\b. A snake entwining Aflah, who beat Joseph while he was weeping on his 

mother’s tomb.
6. F. (^yb. A dragon emerging from the Nile prevents the onlookers from watching 

Joseph as he bathes.
7. F. yia. The nobles of Egypt struck by Joseph’s beauty.
8. F. 88^?. Zulaykha distraught with love.
9 and 10. F. 91. Seven kings’ envoys requesting Zulaykha’s hand; verso\ the father

explains the situation to Zulaykha.
11. F. 107. Zulaykha sees Joseph as he comes out of the hammam.
12. F. iO(^b. Zulaykha buys Joseph at a public auction.
13. F. \2oa. A bedouin’s camel pities Joseph on seeing him separated from his 

father.
14. F. 125. With Zulaykha’s permission Joseph goes to tend a flock.
15. F. i34<^. Joseph preaching Islam to young maidens.
16. F. isob. A child proclaiming Joseph’s innocence.
17. F^ 169. Joseph foretelling seven lean years.
18. F. 175. Zulaykha, having grown old, meets Joseph on the road.
19'. F. 178. The old and blind Zulaykha admitted into Joseph’s presence.
20. F. 179^. Zulaykha recovers her sight on approaching Joseph.
21. F. 186^. Joseph receives his brothers in Egypt.
22. F. 189^^. The brothers coming a second time to see Joseph.
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BOOK OF PRAYERS

CONTENTS. Ff. id-2a. Introductory decorated pages (inscribed; ‘Enumeration of 
God's names', ‘There is no god but Allah'). Ff. 2b-Sb. A list of God's names.

The remaining part of the book (from f. Sb on) consists of twenty sections, each intro
duced by a title and the formula: La ilah ilia 'llah. The prayers contained in these 
sections are said to be those used by the Prophet, Shaykh Hamid, Shaykh Shadhill, &c. 
On f. 112^ begins a series of single magic words imitating Hebrew or Syriac andinscribed 
in small squares. On f. \2ob begin 40 prayers, each mentioning a special attribute of God 
with some magic numbers. From f. 136^? to the end follow talismanic figures, numbers, 
invocations, &c.

SIZE, EOLIOS. 12*5 X 8 cm.; written surface 87 x 5-3 cm.; ii lines; 149 folios.

BINDING. Dark-brown leather, flapped, with centre stamped ornament, gold lining. 
Inside, cream paper.

SCRIPT PAPER. Indifferent Turkish naskh. Inscriptions on decorated pages seem 
to have been executed by a scribe not totally sure of the Arabic language and script. 
The formulas {la Halt ilia HdJI)., though written in a rather poor hand, show considerable 
artistic independence and inventive power. Firm, thickish, deep-cream, polished paper. 
Last folios partly effaced.

SCRIBE. DATE. i6th century a.d. (?).

PROVENANCE. A modern entry in Turkish, probably by a professional seller, on the 
last page claims that the date of the manuscript is a.h. 809/A.D. 1391 [read: 1406!] 
and that it is a vestige of the Seljuqs [sic].

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Decorated pages are found on ff. \b-2a, U-^a, 
iib-i2a, 2ib-22a, ^ib-2,2a, sSb-^ga, 4^b-46a, 48b-4ga, 6ob-6ia, 64b-6S(^y yob-yia, J4b-y^a, 
yyb-ySa, Sib-S2a, 88b-8ga, gy^b-g4a, gyb-g8a, ii2b-iiy)a, i2ob-i2ia, iy,ib-iy)2a. The orna
mentation is very original, both in colour (much black, red, and greyish-green) and 
unusual geometric patterns suitable for carpets. It reflects some provincial and even 
non-Islamic influences. The manuscript may have been executed in the Balkans or 
among some Turcoman tribes.
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DIVAN OF BIHISHTi

BEGINNING. «\>-

AUTHOR. CONTENTS. This collection of poems presumably belongs to the only 
Bihishtl so far known in Ottoman literature, whose real name was Sinan. Bihishtl’s 
father Sulayman Qarishduran was the first general who planted his standard on the 
walls of Constantinople and at the time of Sultan Murad occupied the post of governor 
of Vize. For this reason Bihishtl was sometimes called Vizeli, see Gibb, HOP, ii, 
p. 356. During the reign of Bayazid II (a.h. 886-918/A.D. 1481-1512) Bihishtl had to flee 
to Persia, but later he returned to Turkey with letters of introduction from Jam! (died 
9 November 1501). According to Hajjl Khalifa, Bihishtl passed away a.h. 979/A.D. 
1571-2, which date would suggest that he died almost a centenarian.

In the scarce notices on Bihishtl found in Turkish sources, he is chiefly mentioned 
as the author of a ' quintet of poems' {khcimsa) comprising the following works: Vamiq 
va Azra, Yiistif va Ziilaykha, Husit va Nigar, Suhayl va Naiibihar, Layla va Majniln, 
about which no detailed records are available. The British Museum possesses an 
incomplete History of Ottoman sultans by Bihishtl, written in mathnavi form (rhyming 
distichs), see Rieu, TC, p. 44^?. Some quotations from Bihishtl are found in a collection 
of poems (B.M. Add. MS. 11525, ff. 2yb-2^d) and the Turkish MS. 270 of the Bibliotheque 
Rationale (ff. i-^^b-i^^ib) is said to contain Bihishtl's divan (or part of it?).

The divan opens with a Preface (ff. 2bHb) in mixed prose and verse. The doxology 
is followed by praise of Sultan Sulayman (a.h. 924-74/A.D. 1520-66), the princes, and 
the Vazir. Then the author criticizes Turkish poets, most of whom ‘ erred in the valley 
of metaphors', with the exception of Shaykhl (died circa a.h. 855/A.D. 1451), Nizami 
[of Qoniya ? a contemporary of Sultan Muhammad] and Ahmad-pasha (died a.h. 902/ 
A.D. 1496). Of the latter is said that his qa^das are excellent but ghazals are unin
spiring {hal-bakhshliqlari az-dir). Only the late Nejatl-bey (died 25 Dhul-Qa'da 914 / 
17 March 1509), careless though he was about the outer form, could express the state 
of true lovers (tishshaq); ^ among the author s predecessors, there is no other pro
tagonist {pehlevan) in the field of Turkish poetry’. Among the later poets, there are 
some very able men. Allusions to the latter’s names may be contained in a mathnavi 
in which the words kamrani, subhani, hakimi, thabati, &c. are found. The others, like 
white crows, exist only in name’ and have no merit except when they translate from 
Persian. The author Bihishtl, from his early youth, strove to acquire knowledge and, 
‘having placed the sword of his tongue in the shadow of the throne’, displayed his 
distinction among his contemporaries. T. hen for some time he attended on the late 
Maulana Sa'di Chelebi Efendi (evidently Sultan Sulayman’s mufti who died in March 
1539) and benefited by the spiritual guidance of this haqiqat-piri. The author mentions 
then the orgeat influence which the divan of Hafiz had upon him.
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BihishtI presented his work (nuskha-yi gharra) to some highly respectable person 

who greatly praised it and suggested that it should be submitted to the king. T. he 
author follows this advice, comparing his labours to those of the ant which brought its 
gift to Sulayman (Solomon).

Our copy contains 444 ghazcils^ nine qit cis, a chronogram for the death of Salih 
Efendi in a.h. 945 (f. 98^), one heyt and three enigmas {lughz\

SIZE. FOLIOS. 23 X 14 cm.; written surface 15-2 x 8-2 cm. Fifteen lines in two 
columns broken into three groups by 2 lines; 100 folios.

BINDING. Red-brown leather, flapped, with 3-centre ornament with gold ground to 
design ; gold cord and line borders. Inside, plain yellowish-brown leather.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within gold rules. Thin, dark cream-toned, polished paper; 
f. 2 has a part of the margin cut out; first and last leaves stained.

SCRIBE. DATE. 17th century.

PROVENANCE. Seal and notes of ownership on ft. \b, 2a, 99^?, looa, some erased.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a pasted-on decorated 
headpiece in gold, blue, &c.; small titles in gold on either side of the two lines, in 
rectangles.

431

VAQF-NAMA OF 'OTHMAN-AGHA 

AUTHOR. Some official jurist.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Title-deed of endowment (in Arabic) by'Othman-agha b. Abd
al-Rahman, Chief Eunuch of the palace and inspector of the vaqfs assigned to the Holy 
Places, builder of Bilal’s sepulchre in Damascus (f. lob). The act refers to the cathedral 
mosque built by the donor in Cairo, in the quarter al-Jabaiya, near the pond called 
Birkat al-Fll (f. 8a). For the upkeep of the mosque are assigned : tanneries {madabigh) 
situated on the road of Bulaq, with shops, mills, wells, stores. F. 12a, duties of the 
manager {mutawalll), the secretary, the imam, and the other members of the stafi, 
f \%b, authorized daily expenditure; f 20b, appointment of Davud-agha as inspector 
of the endowment, &c. f. 25a, approval of the act by six ministers (signatures lacking).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 267 X 17-1 cm.; written surface 14x8-2 cm.; 9 lines; 26 folios.

BINDING. Brown-red leather, flap, centre design on gold ground; gold cord and 
line borders. Inside, grey-blue leather, gold rule.
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SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within gold rules. Thin, firm, polished, ivory-toned paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Middle of Muharram loio/middle of July i6oi.

PROVENANCE. Sealed on every page ('Othman-agha and 'All?). F. a line 
of script: ‘I agree; let a tughra be drawn', probably in Sultan Muhammad Ill's 
own handwriting; f. endorsement by the qadl-'asker of Anatolia Shams al-din b. 
Ata-allah.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. \b, decorated heading, with blank gold oval 
on flowered blue and gold grounds; above, shaped ornament in red, gold, and blue. 
F. a tughra in gold and colours, line of script above within a cloud-form of coloured 
flowers on gold ground; blue and red borders to it. Text within a gold and blue 
rule; quotations from the Qor an, &c., in gold ; gold dots among script.

432

KASHIF AL-MAKTUM

BEGINNING. OD3 CrAJ Jji jLL

AUTHOR. The author, or more exactly translator and commentator, Sayyid Muham
mad al-Uskudarl (f. 2a) de.scribes himself as an eager student of mathematics, desirous 
of preserving for posterity the arcana of secret sciences. Cf. No. 434.

TITLE. CONTENTS. The work called Kashif al-maktum fPikn al-nujum, ‘ The Opener 
of what is hidden in the Science of the Stars', is a Turkish translation with a commentary 
of Fakhr al-dln Muhammad b. 'Omar b. al-Husayn al-Khatlb al-Razl's (a.h. 543-606/ 
A D. ii4q—i2oq) al-Sirr al-uiaktu}fi ft tlfvi al-fiujufu^ T.he Hidden Secret concerning the 
Science of the Stars', cf. Brockelmann, GAL, i, pp. 505-8. A detailed table of contents 
of al-Razl’s astrology is given in Bibl. Bodleianae codicum orientaliuni Catalogus, Pars II,
confecit A. Nicoll, Oxonii, 1821, pp. 268-70.

The translator s commentary covers only Book I, the remaining four books being 
only translated into Turkish. The books {inaqala) are subdivided into sections {fast); 
the latter into chapters (bab); the latter into preambles {muqaddima) and points (vujuh).

After the Translator's Preface, the original Arabic Introduction (in red) accompanied 
by a Turkish translation (in black) begins on f. zb: on the virtue of Science, on the 
virtue of Astrology, on the conditions necessary for a student of Astrology.

Book I: on the fundamentals of Astrology, f. ^ob (sections on ff. io<^, \za, 15a, 15^,
2\b, 2/\a). r / • rr

Book II: on the prerequisites of Astrology, f. 2i<^ (sections on ft. 2\a, 31^3:, 34^3!, 35^?,
38^, 39«, 40«, 43«, 47«. 57'^. 7°'^. 76«, 764 964 98«, 99'^- io5«)-
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Book III; on talismans, f. io6a (preamble, f. io6«; on the talismans of the sage Abu 

Tatis, f. 107(5; quotations from the Yawaqit al-mawaqtt, f. ii^a; on another category of 
talismans, f. 117^).

Book IV: on the invocation of the planets (ddvat-i kavakib), seems to begin on 
f. 122b.

Book V: on magic operations designed to provoke love or hate, to cause sleep, &c., 
f. i47(^. In this part of the book the translator seems to treat his original more freely 
and introduce extraneous matter, e.g. on t. 147^^ references to Ulugh-begs astronomical 
tables.

On f 370^3: the translator says that he completed his work in Damascus on the last 
day of Jamadi I 1027/25 May 1618, which date was recorded in a chronogram by the 
poet Rami Chelebi Efendi, son of Mahmud-agha.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 24 X 14.5 cm.; written surface 16-5 x 8 cm ; 23 lines, 230 folios.

BINDING. Dark-red leather, sunk centre panel of black leather with a design of trees 
and animals, within gilt cord border; an outer border of sunk gilt panels of scroll 
designs. Brown leather and gold flap. Inside, faded green paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Turkish naskh within gold rule. Thin, deep biscuit-toned, polished 
paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Written by Muhammad Khwaja-zada. 17th century a.d.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Before text, 8 pages, each divided into 66 
gold squares, left in blank. Text throughout within gold rules, thinner gold rules 
enclosing the margins. The opening two pages have wider rules. Ff i-^b and 2^oa-b 
are divided into elaborate sections. Rosettes and rubrications throughout. Ff ^Sb-()6a 
arranged in tables. Several magic figures, ff. 188-9, 259» 266, &c.

433
MAKHZAN AL-ASRAR OF MiR HAYDAR

BEGINNING..............................

AUTHOR. Mir Haydar, called Tilpa (‘the Madman’) or Majdhub (‘the Ecstatic ), 
who lived in Herat and wrote in Chaghatay Turkish, see Rieu, TC, 286-7.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Makhzan al-asrar, ‘The Treasury of Secrets’, a replica of the 
homonymous book of Nizami, written in the same metre {sari). After praises to God, 
the Prophet, and Speech comes a dedication to Iskandar-padishah who is called ‘ Sultan
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of four buluks and seven ulus . .. ruler of the Barlas, Maqllq (Oymaq ?) and Qiyat’. 
The Timurid Sultan Iskandar, brother and rival of Shahrukh, was the ruler of Fars 
and Isfahan in the years a.h. 812-17/A.D. 1401-14 and was deposed and killed in 
818/1415. The remaining part of the book consists of 17 chapters of moralizing stories 
and pious commentaries.
SIZE. FOLIOS. 29*5 X 18*2 cm.; written surface 18*3 x 9*5 cm.; 2 columns of 12 lines; 
30 folios. Ff. 2-5 are bound in upside down.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq within red, blue and gold rules. Biscuit-toned, polished 
paper, gold-sprinkled, within faded rose-coloured margins.

BINDING. Black leather, stamped gilt border and rules. Inside, pink paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. The dedication on the last miniature shows that the manuscript 
was presented to a Safavid king, probably to Shah 'Abbas I (a.d. 1587-1639). The person 
represented on f. ^oa may be the donor, if not the scribe of the manuscript.

PROVENANCE. On f. \a two seals, the one of Muhammad'All, a.h. 1030/A.D. 1621 (?), 
and the other (indistinct) accompanied by an entry of Muhammad Mahdl b. Muham
mad NasTrl (?). An inscription in French affirms that the manuscript belonged formerly 
to the library of Muzaffar al-dln Shah Qajar.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The margins are covered with very elaborate 
gold flower designs throughout.

F. \a. An hnvan consisting of two panels of blue, red, and gold. Both are within a 
red border; moreover, the upper part has a gold and a white border, and the lower a 
black and gold and a gold and white border. Inside the panels are scrolls and flowers.
The text of the opening pages is on gold ground.

Eight miniatures, in the style of early 17th century Persian painting, partly coloured. 
F. \A,b. Harun al-Rashld in conversation with the barefooted Bahlul.
F'. i6<^. A merchant of textiles offers a small sum for a cotton fabric brought by an 

old woman. An old man witnesses the proceedings.
F. iSa. The merchant having sold the fabric with profit, the old man asks for the 

favour of being placed m the seller s box in order to acquire more value.
F. 2od. A bedouin tells the merchants of Hatim TaYs generosity.
F 23^?. Solomon sitting with his vazir Asaf while an I/rzf presents to him an earthen

jug made of the clay of a king.
F. 26^. Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni (represented as Shah 'Abbas) in bewilderment 

before a dervish who praises his own freedom. Two attendants of the king, one holding 
his bow and the other his horse.

F. 2gd. Under a tree rising towards a sky covered with light clouds, a poet drinks
wine as he listens to a youth reading poetry.

F 30^^ A young man in a rich turban of gold stuff, dressed in light-blue garments
over which he wears a coat of purple figured brocade, girt with a gay silk sash, holds 
a paper on which are expressed good wishes to the Shah from the son of a courtier
Minuchihr.
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ASTROLOGICAL ALMANAC

AUTHOR. Probably compiled from various sources by the scribe Muhammad 
al-Uskudarl. Cf. No. 432.

TITLE. CONTENTS. F. ib. Ghurra-nama, i.e. instructions for finding the day of 
the week corresponding to the first day of each month of any year (examples for the 
years a.h. 1094—6); f 2a a table for the same object with an explanation in Turkish 
verse signed: Katibl-zada.

F. 2b. A table for finding the 30 mansions of the Moon.
F. ^a. ‘ Auguries' (ahkani) for the twelve years of the Turkish animal cycle.
Ff s^-6a. ‘ Auguries' connected with natural phenomena (eclipses, comets, earth

quakes, thunder), according to the twelve months.
F. 6b. Parts of the day as connected with special planets, according to the days of

the week.
F. ya. A table consisting of three concentric circles: the two middle ones and an 

arrow are reversible; the whole table serves for finding the mansions of the Moon 
according to the months and the days of the week.

F. ja. A table for finding the Nauruz-i SultanI (Persian New Year). A table for 
finding the direction in which the ri/a/ al-ghayb (The occult Guardians of the World) 
are to be found ; in the centre the Ka'ba.

F. 8^?. A table of bissextile years. A table of the first days of the months {ghurra- 
namct).

Ff 8^-14^^. Astronomical tables of the twelve months (names in Ottoman Turkish, 
Greek, &c.) beginning with March, with respective ‘ auguries 

F. i4<5. Another ghurra-nama as established by a Shaykh Vafa.
Ff iyf)-\6b. Correspondence of Muslim and Ottoman calendars for the years

A.H. 1079-1109/A.D. 1668-97.
Ff \ya-20a. The Seven Skies and their planets (the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the 

Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn) with the indications as to the latter s influence.
Ff 2ia-2/\b. The Angels belonging to the Seven Skies, each accompanied by four

stars.
F. 2y^a. Another table for finding the rijal alghayb (y.s. f yb).
F. 2<f). The world with its Seven Climes. The author who calls himself Amir 

Muhammad b. Amir Hasan al-Suudi states that, contrary to Maulana Qadl-zada, 
Constantinople lies in the middle of the fifth clime.

FL 26a-b. Two ghurra-nama.
F. 2ya. On the best hours {ashraf-i sdat) of the days of the week.
Ff 2yb-2^a. On the Climes and Planets.
F. 2<^b. On astronomical hours {sdat-i zamaniya).
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Ff. 2(^b-^oa. The mansions of the Moon with the indications belonging thereto,
F. 30^. The Twenty-eight Mansions of the Moon.
Ff. 3i<3:-33a. Another table of the rijal al-ghayb and an explanation concerning 

them.
F. 33<3:. Hours connected with special planets. The copy certified by Muhammad 

al-UskudarT.
Ff 35-39^^. A list of omens {fal) according to Jalall Qara-Yaziji’s book called 

Hiimaylu, &c.
F. 39<^. Various magic items entered in a later hand.
F. 42. Continued in the original hand. Various indications, omens, and auguries.
Ff. 44<3:-55^. A mathnavl poem by Shaykh b. Tsa enumerating God’s attributes, 

which ends with a colophon of Muhammad al-Uskudarl, Sha'ban 1029/July 1620.
F. 55^. Various entries in a later hand.
Ff 56^-58<3;. Lucky and unlucky days.
Ff 58^-59^. Some later entries, chiefly magic (magic alphabet, &c.).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 20 x15.9 cm.; written surface 15-5 x 8-4 to 13x12.3 cm.; 59 folios; 
numbers of lines vary.

BINDING. Olive-green leather, flapped, painted and stamped centre ornament, and 
line borders. Inside, faded purple, gold-sprinkled paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh within gold rule. Thin, deep cream-toned, polished paper, 
margins stained and fox-marked. Entries on ff 40^-41^, 55<^-59^ ^ ^^ter cursive
hand.

SCRIBE. DATE. On ff 34^ and 55^^ colophons of Muhammad al-Uskudarl, in the 
second case accompanied by the date a.h. 1029/A.D. 1620. The later dates quoted in 
the tables may have been used only as examples in calculations.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Opens with a decorated page, gold, blue, and 
pink. Pages within gold lines, several decorated titles. 9 paintings of flowers in margins 
(cyclamen, broom, hyacinth, yellow narcissus, rose, and tulip), f. 2a, urn-shaped table , 
ff ^b—Gci, elliptic tables with some gold; ff. yci—Sci, circular tables decorated in gold 
with floml designs; ff. 8^-14^, decorated pages with the 12 signs of the Zodiac; 
ff. ija-20, miniatures of the Seven Planets (note the Sasanian sashes of the Moon and 
the Sun);’ f 20b, the Earth surrounded by belts of Water, Wind, and Fire and encircled 
by a dragon; ’f 21^?, a rainbow; ff. 2\b-2^b, miniatures of seven angels, each 
surrounded by four stars ; f 25, the Kaba ; ff. 2^b-26ay 2()b-2,oa, circular drawings.
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RIYAD AL-SHU'ARA BY RIYADi

BEGINNING................. Jj'

AUTHOR. Muhammad b. Mustafa, surnamed Riyadl, born in a.h. qSo/a.d. 1572, died 
on 29 Safar 1054/7 May 1644. His book was begun in a.h. ioi6/a.d. 1607 and completed 
in Rajab 1018/October 1609 (f. i04<^), cf. Gibb, HOP, iii, 201, 184-6.

TITLE. CONTENTS. ‘ The Meadows of PoetsShort biographies
of Turkish poets, usually comprising an indication of the birth-place, profession, and 
activities, and the date of death. These are arranged in alphabetical order and are 
illustrated by quotations from their respective divans.

An Introduction (ff. 2b-Afi) enumerates the special merits of the Anthology, namely 
its lack of prolixity, its elimination of poetasters (mutasha ir\ its truly select quotations, 
its care for chronology, its appropriate explanations free from personal feelings. The 
author admits that poetry in Turkish is no easy art because ‘Turkish words are faulty 
and uncouth {rakik va na-hamvary. Early Turkish poets chiefly cultivated the meaning, 
and the modern, chiefly the form, though both are essential in poetry. The poets please 
either if they create new ideas {jnand); or if they impart new meanings to the already 
known things; or if they nicely retell the' already known ideas; or if they apply the 
already known ideas to new subjects.

These short remarks are followed by a dedication to Sultan Ahmed I (f A^d).

The text is divided into two ‘ meadows' {raudd). The first enumerates the royal poets 
of the House of'Osman ('Othman); Muhammad H the Conqueror (a.h. 853-86/A.D. 1451- 
81) (f 5^), Bayazld (f 6d), Selim (f. 6b), Sulayman (f. ^b), Selim II (f 9a), Murad III 
(f ()b), Muhammad III (f lod).

The second and much longer rauda (ff. lob-iosb) enumerates the other poets in 
alphabetical order.

Letter ALIE (ff. \ob-22b): Abu-Su'ud (d. 982), Ahmad-pasha (d. 902), Ahmad efendi 
Kemal-pasha-zade (d. 940), Ahmad Dukagin-oghlu (d. 983), Ada I (d. 982), Adibl (d. 1028), 
Adharl (d. 993), Ishaq (d. 944), As'ad (d. 1034), Usull (d. 945)? Isabi (d. 985), All, Amani 
(d. 1000), Amrl (d. 983), Umidl, nos. i (d. 979) and 2 (d. 1019), Amlrl^ Amlnl (d. 1008), 
Insan-i Kamil (d. 1020), Anvarl (d. 954), AnI (d. 977), Ahlll (d. 1009), Ahl.

Letter B (ff. 22b-2^b): BaqI (d. in Ramadan 1008), Ball, Bazmi (d. 1020), Basin, nos. i 
(d. 941) and 2, Baqa’I, nos. i (d. 1015) and 2 (d. 1003), Ballghi, Baharl (d. 958), Bihishti, 
nos. I (d. 977) and 2 (d. in Bayazld IBs time), Bayadi, BayanI, nos. i (d. 1006) and 2,
Bldarl (d. 969).

Letter T (f 2^b): Tighl.
Letter TH (f. 2^b): ThanI (d. 995).
Letter y(ff. 28^?-3i<3:): JamI, nos. i and 2 (d. 1019), Ja'far chelebi (d. 920), Jalali, Jalili,
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nos. I (d. under Selim I) and 2, Jamall (d. 991), Jananl, nos. i (d. 1004) and 2 (d. 1001), 
Jananl-pasha (d. 969), JavanT, Jaurl (Jevrl) (d. 994), Jayharl (d. 999).

Letter H (ff. Z^a-yid)\ Hafiz, Halatl, nos. i (d. 974) and 2, Darvish-Halatl, Hibrl 
(d. 1025), Hadldl (d. under Sulayman), Harlml (d. under Selim I), Hasan chelebi (d. 942), 
Hasan-efendi (d. 1012), Hasan Hilmi (d. 997), Husayn-chelebi, Husaynl (d. 1023), Kafavl 
Husayn-efendi (d. 1012), Hudurl (d. under Selim I), Hifzl, nos. i and 2, Hilmi, nos. i 
(d. 1004) and 2 (d. 1003), Hallml (d. 1013), Hamdl, nos. i (d. 909) and 2, Hayatl, Hayratl 
(d. 940).

Letter KH (E. 2)7ci-42b)\ Khatami, nos. i (d. 922) and 2 (d. 1004), KhaqanI (d. 1015), 
KhalisI (d. 996), Khavarl (d. 972 ?), Khatml (970 ?), Khuda’I, Khurram pasha, Khusrau, 
Khusravl (d. 1000), Khizrl, nos. i (d. 950) and 2, Khallll, Khiyall, nos. i (d. 964) and 2 
(d. under Sulayman), Khayll.

Letter D (ff. Danishi (d. 969), DarunI, nos. i, 2 (d. 950?), and 3 (d. 976),
Darvish-pasha (d. 1012), Darvish (d. under Murad HI), Dellrl.

Letter DH (ff. ; Dhatl (d. 953), DhihnI, nos. i (d. 997), 2 (d. 1023), and 3
(d. 1021).

Letter R (ff 45<^-49^?): RazI (d. 1027), Ra’yl, nos. i (d. 982), 2 (d. 988), and 3, Rahml 
(d. 975), Rahlql (d. 1039), Ridal, nos. i (d. 1039), 2 (987), and 3 {d. 985), Rafatl (d. 930), 
Rafl'I-yi Lang (d. 983), Rafl'I (d. 939), Ramzl, nos. i (d. 939) and 2 (d. 956), RavanI 
(d. 930), Ruhl, nos. i (d. 928), 2 (d. 1017), and 3 (d. 1014), Riyadi (d. 953).

Letter Z (f 49^7): Zarl, nos. i (d. 960) and 2, Zinatl (d. 963).
Letter S (ff. 4gb-S5a): Sal (d. 1004), Sagharl (d. under Sulayman), Sami, Saill 

(d. 960?), Sipahl (d. 1014), Sahabi (d. 978), Sarvarl, nos. i (d. 963) and 2, Sarfl (d. 1016), 
Sim, nos. I (d. 990?) and 2 (d. 982) Sa'di-efendi (d. 945), Sad al-din-efendi (d. 1008), Sa'di 
(employed by Prince Jam), Su'udi (d. 999), Sa'yl, nos. i (d. under Sulayman) and 2 
(d. 960?), Salman, nos. i (d. 979), and 2, Suluki, Sallql, Samal (d. 997), SazI, Sahl-bey 
(d. 955), Suhayll (d. 1008), Sayfl.

Letter SH (ff. 55<^-58<^): ShamI, nos. i and 2, Shavurl, Shahl (d. 1039), Shaflql, ShukrI, 
Shiml (d. 988), Sham'I (d. 936), ShinasI, Shauql, Shurl, Shuhratl, Shahvarl, Shaykhi, 
nos. I (d. under Murad H), 2 (d. 971), and 3, Shayda, SharrI.

Letter S (ff. s^b-6ob): Sabirl, Sadiq, nos. i and 2, Safi (d. 997), Salih-efendi (d. 973), 
Sayighl, nos. i (d. 979) 2 (d. 993)? Subhl (d. 955)? Sabri, nos. i (d. 999) 2, Sabuhl,
Safah (d. under Selim I), Sun'I, nos. i (d. 941), 2 (d. soon after Najatl), 3, and 4
(d. 1005).

Letter D (f 60^): Damlrl (d. under Selim I).
Letter r(ff. 60^-61’^): Tali'I, Tab'I, nos. i (d. 1026) and 2 (d. 1020), Tulul, Tifli.
Letter Z {{. 6ib)\ Zuhnn. _ - - _ - _
Letter '^AYN (ff. 61^-70^?), 'Arifi, nos. i (d. 959) and 2 (d. 1018), 'Ashiq, 'Ashiql, 'All 

(d. 1008), 'Abdullah-efendi (d. 1026), 'Abdl, nos. i and 2 (d. 943), 'Ubaydl (d. 981), 'AdanI 
(d 879) 'Adharl, nos. i (d. 996) and 2 (d. 901), Arshi, nos. i and 2 (d. 978), Azizi (d. 993), 
'Azmi (d. 990), 'Ashql, nos. i (d. 980) and 2 (d. 1026), 'Ata (d. under Selim I), 'Ata'I, 
nos. I and 2, 'Utufi (d. 1016), 'Ilml, nos. i (d. 1006) and 2 (d. 1008), 'Uluml (d. 983), 'Ulvl, 
nos I (d 993) 2 (d. 986), and 3 (flourished under Murad III), 'All, 'All-efendi (d. 979), 
'Imadi (d. 1003), 'Umravl (Riyadfs grandfather), 'Omar bey (d. 1004), 'Anqa (still living),
'Ahdl (d. under Murad).
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Letter GH (ff. -]oa--]ia): Ghubarl (d. 982), Gharlbi (d. 954), Ghazall (d. 941), GhamI 

(d. 929), Ghaynl (d. 995).
Letter F (ff. -jm-ISb): Fani, FayidI (d. in Rajab 1031), Fidayl (d. loi i), Firaghl, nos. i, 

and 2 (d. 1014), Firaqi (d. 988), Furughi, Fusunl, Farldl (d. 1038), Fadh (d. 97i)> Fuduli 
(d. 962), Fighani (d. 938), Faqlrl (d. under Selim I). Fikri, Darvish-FikrI (d. 992), Fauri 
(d. 978), Fahimi, nos. i (d. 1004) and 2 (d. 1026), Faydl, nos. i (d. 1020) and 2 (d. 1019).

Letter Q (f. 75i^): Qadiri (d. under Bayazid II), Qanil, Qabull (d. 1000), Qabill, Qadri 
(d. 909), Qadri-'All, Qudsi, Qadimi (d. 995), Qurbi (d. 956^ Qalender (d. 1000?), Quvva’l,
Qiy^si. _

Letter Ki^. Katibi (d. 970), Kami, nos. i (d. 987) and 2 (d. 952), Kiraml (or
Garami, d. 982), Karlml, Kashifl, KalamI (d. under Muhammad III), Kamal, Kamall,
Gunahl (d. 988), Kautharl, Kayfl. , , t r-

Letter L (ff. ^gb-gob): Lall (d. 970), Lami'l (d. 938), Lisanl (d. 1018), Munla Lutfi
(d. 900), Latif (d. 972), Latifl (d. under Murad), Lam'l.

Letter m\^. 8o5-87«): Maall (d. 942), ManI (d. 1008?), MuttaqI (d. 992), Mithall 
(d. 1016), Majdl (d. 999), Muhammad, nos. i (1008) and 2, Muhitl (d. 1008), Muhyl, 
nos I (d! 950) and 2, Mukhtarl (d. under Murad), Mukhlisi, MudamI (d. 1014), MadhI 
(d. 1006), Mardumi (d. 971), Muslimi (d. 994), Masihl (d. 918), Mashami (d. 993), Mashqi 
(d. 1004), Mu'idl, nos. i and 2 (d. 994), Mu'inl, Maqall, nos. i (d. 997), and 2(d. 992), Mahhi 
(d. under Bayazid II ?), Mirak Tabib, Mirl (d. 967), Mayll, nos. i (d. 1001), 2 (d. 1020), and3.

Letter N(i. 87): Nadirl (d. 1036), NazikI (d. 1032), NamI, nos. i (d. 1001), 2 (d. 978), 
3 (d. 1003), and 4 (d. 997), Najatl (d. 914), Nahifl (d. 1018), Nargisi, Nashatl (d. 975), 
Nashrl (d. under Selim I), Nizami (d. under Muhammad II), Nazmi (d. 955), Nimatl 
(d. 1012), Naghml, Nafi, Nigarl (d. 980 ?), Nigahl (d. under Sulayman), Niksarl (d. 1025), 
Numa’I, Nun, 'All Shir Nava’I (d. 906), Nau'I (d. 1007), Navidl (d. 1017), Nihall, nos. i 
(d. 1027) and 2 (d. 949), Nihani, nos. i (d. 925) and 2 (d. 1000), Niyazi, nos. i (d. 910)

and 2. ^ j /j \
Letter V (fF. g6a-gga): Vajidl, Vasi'I (d. 945), Valihi, nos. i (d. 1008) and 2 (d. 994),

Vali (d. 1007), Vajdl (d. 1010?), VujudT (d. 1029), VajhT (d. 1019), VahdatT (flourished
under Sulayman), VaznT (flourished under Murad III), VisalT, nos. i (under Bayazid II) 
and'2, Vasfl (under Bayazid II), Vaslatl (d. 997), Vusull (d. 1000), Vaysi.

Letter H (ff. 99^-i02i^): Hatifl (d. 1000?), Had! (d. 1018), Hashimi, nos. i and 2 
(d. 1000), Hijrl (d. 965), Hudal, nos. i (still alive) and 2 (d. 991), Halakl (d. 980?), Hilah, 
nos. I (d. 980) and 2, Himmatl (under Muhammad II), Hava’I (d. 1017).

Letter V(i 102): Yatlm (d. 960), Yahya-bey (d. 990), Yahya-efendi (still alive), Yaqini,
nos. I and 2 (d. 976), Yusuf (d. 953). • r 1 u

The anthology ends with the dates of the composition and an expression ot loyalty
to the Sultan.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 23-3 X 12*3 cm.; written surface 15-3 x 6-8 cm.; 21 lines, sometimes in 
columns; 106 folios.

BINDING. Olive-brown leather, 3-centre, corners and border sunk with gold ground 
to brown trailing flower design. Inside, dark-red leather with gold cut-out centre 
ornament on black ground.
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SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within gold rule. Firm, thin, cream-toned, polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Ahmad surnamed Marhaba-zade, in Rabf II 1040/November 1630,
i.e. in the author s lifetime. The scribe probably belonged to the family of Marhaba- 
efendi mentioned on ff

PROVENANCE. Note of ownership (f. 2ay. mdullah b. Shaykh Muhammad whose 
signature is certified by his son. The latter’s poetical quotations are also found on ff 16^ 
and lol^a.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The manuscript opens with a headpiece deco
rated in Turkish style, in red, blue, and gold; the margins of this and opposite page 
have large leaf and flower design in gold and some pink; small titles in gold; gold dots 
throughout the text.

436

ANTHOLOGY

AUTHORS. The following authors are quoted in this collection:
1. Yahya (of the Albanian family Dukagin, d. in a.h. 983/A.D. 1575), cf Gibb, HOP,

iii, 119, ff. 2b-^b and \oa-26b.
2. Riyadi, d. in a.h. io^/\.Ia.d. 16445 Gibb, HOP, iii, 201, ff. gci—b and 43^'~4^^’
3. Nafl of Erzerum, executed towards a.h. 1044/A.D. 1634, Gibb, HOP, iii, 254, 

ff. 2^a-^%b.
4. Faidl, ff. 39<^-43<3:.
5. HalatT, d. in a.h. 1040/A.D. 1631, Gibb, HOP, iii, 222, ff. 47^-51^.
6. Nadiri, d. in a.h. 1036/A.D. 1626, Gibb, HOP, iv, 20, ff ^2b-^(^b.
7. VeysT, d. in a.h. 1037/A.D. 1627, Gibb, HOP, iii, 208, ff ^^b-(^\b.
8. 'Atal, d. in a.h. 1044/A.D. 1634, Gibb, HOP, iii, 237, ff. 62^-66^-.
9. Fuduli (Fuzull) (v.s., no. 18), ff. 67^-69^.

10. Ruhl, d. in a.h. 1014/A.D. 1605, Gibb, HOP, iii, 187, ff ^oa-^2b,
11. Katib JevrT(?), apparently the scribe of the present manuscript, f 73.
12. Hafiz (in Persian), f 74-

SIZE. EOLIOS. Oblong, 6-8 x 18-5 cm.; written surface 3-4 x io-8 cm. (variable); 
10 oblique lines; 75 folios.

BINDING. Dark-brown leather, 3-centre and corners sunk, gold ground to design, 
gold cord border. Inside, dark-grey leather, gold rules.

PAPER. Good nasta'hq, within gold and blue rules. Various tones of cream, 
ochre, brown-rose, and dark-blue, polished paper, gold-sprinkled under script.
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SCRIBE. Jaurl (Jevrl), 14 Dhul-Qa'da 1041/2 June 1632. This signature undoubtedly 
belongs to Ibrahim Chelebi of Constantinople who died a.h. 1065/AD. 1654 and was 
much esteemed as a professional calligraphist, cf. Gibb, HOP^ iii. 297* -Y copy of 
Khayall’s Divan transcribed by Jevrl belongs to the Royal Asiatic Society.

PROVENANCE. On f. 75 the signature of the mudarris 'Abd al-Qadir, 15 Muharram 
(?) 1264/23 December 1847.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorative headpiece, 
with blank gold panel on blue ground, within narrow red border; this and opposite 
pages have gold floral decoration in the margins. Every page has the corner pieces of 
either coloured flowers on blue, or gold flowers on pink or plain paper; the colophon 
has 4 such pieces.
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NASiHAT AL-MULUK BY SARI 'ABDULLAH

• •

BEGINNING, <^111 4^ -ull

AUTHOR. On f. EJoa he calls himself: ‘ 'Abdullah ibn Sayyid Muhammad ibn Ahmad, 
born and domiciled in Constantinople jalvatzQ) by “tarlqaC, mevlevihy spirit and educa
tion.’ His more familiar name in Turkish is Sari Abdullah. He wrote poetry under 
the nom de plume of 'Abdl but is better known as the author of a commentary on Book I 
of the Mathnavi (mentioned in our text, f. 370/^, line 14) and the editor of a collection of 
state papers. After a long career in Ottoman chanceries, he died in a.h. 1071/a.d. 1660-1 
and was buried in the cemetery of Mal-tepe, cf. Hammer, GOD, iii, 4^2, and Huart in 
BI. The present work was finished on Sunday 16 Jamadi II 1059/27 1649 and
copied by the author himself later in the same year (y.tl).

TITLE. CONTENTS. Nasihat al-mulilk targhihan li-husn al-sttluk, 'Advice to kings 
to induce them to be virtuous’, is a composition of semi-religious and moral contents. 
It is divided into two Books, the first of which treats of the affairs of this world, the
second those of the beyond.

Before the text is found a table of contents (ff. i-iv).
After the doxology (f. \b) and the dedication to Sultan Muhammad IV (a.h. 1058-99 / 

A.D. 1648-87) the object and system of the book are explained (f. id).
Book I,' On the order of the affairs of this world and the necessity of a Caliph , begins

on i. 4a.
Chapter i treats of the ‘caliphate’ of Adam, Moses, Joseph, David, and Solomon 

(f 5<^)-
Chapter 2 : the four orthodox Caliphs (f I2d) \ the twelve Imams (f. 76<5); the four 

Doctors of Islam (f. 87^); the beliefs of the Sunnis (f on the categories of saints 
(f 97<^); on the necessity of kings for the ministers, doctors of religion, and scholars
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(f. io5<^); some stories and examples (f. 116^); quotations from Jaml, 'Attar, RumI; 
a letter concerning the renovation (tajctld) of the State laws, &c.; on conformity with 
what is accepted and on abstinence from what is forbidden (f. 135^?); on obedience to 
kings (f. isga); samples of sermons (f i45<^); on the names and attributes of God 
(f. i55<^); on embryonic life (f. iS7^); on the coming of the Mahdl (167^7).

Book II begins on f 176^?: On Human and Animal Spirit (ruk) (f 186^); on the 
Supreme Spirit and Universal Soul (f. igod).

Chapter i : on Death and its true meaning; on the seizing of souls by the Angel of 
Death (f 196^^); an intimidating sermon (f 202b); on what happens in the grave and in 
Purgatory (barzakH) (f 20(^0); on the incorruptibility of the bodies of the saints (f 220a).

Chapter 2: on Resurrection, on Hell and its fear, on Paradise and the abundance of 
God’s mercy (f. 223a); on the Trumpet-call of Resurrection {nafkha-yi bath) (f. 232^7); 
a sermon (f 257); on the Balance, the Sirat-bridge, the spring of Kauthar, &c. (f. 270a) ; 

on the dreadful signs of Resurrection, in alphabetic order (f. 27ga); how Resurrection 
will take place (f. 288^^); on the Kauthar basin (f. 290^7); on the images of this world 
(f. 2g6b); some appropriate traditions (f. 2g7a); on God’s mercy and the entering into 
Paradise (f. 302^?); on food, clothing, dwellings, &c. in Paradise (f. 333<^); on the Hurls 
(f- 335); on Music in Paradise, &c. (f 336^^); on different classes of Paradises (£ ZA^b); 
on visiting in Paradise (f. 35i<3;); on Araf (f. 356^^); on visiting and seeing God (f 359<^).

The book ends with a paragraph (in Arabic) giving the date of composition (f. 369), a 
Turkish poem on the merits of the book, &c. (f. 370^) and a Persian colophon (f. 371a) 
on the completion of the present copy by the author himself ‘ at the end of the first 
part of Friday of the first day of the last of the tens of the eleventh month of 1059’, 
i.e. at noon of Friday 21 Dhul-qa'da 1059/Friday 26 November 1649.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 20.9 X 11*3 cm.; written surface 15*5 x 6-5 cm.; 15 lines; 371 folios.

BINDING. Dark-brown leather, polished, centre design of urn with grapes and four 
pink and gold corner scrolls, within three gold borders (the inner one of white leather). 
Inside, pink paper, the centre being painted in gold and silver lattice design.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq within gold rules. Thinnish, cream, polished paper. 

SCRIBE. DATE. Autograph (2^.4

PROVENANCE. F.ia: a later Turkish inscription saying that the book was presented 
to some one by Muhammad Selim, son of the late Ramiz-pasha. A seal on f. ib stuck
down.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The manuscript opens with a decorated head- 
piece with white Kufic inscription: in a blue and gold panel
on black and white ground. Above, moon-shaped decorations in blue, gold, &c. 
Headings in red script.

K
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TADHKIRAT AL-SHU'ARA

BEGINNING. »a;L.i ^ ^ S AiUl'

AUTHOR. Muhammad b. 'All al-Biqal (or Nattal) of Prizren in Macedonia, known 
as 'Ashiq-chelebi, was born, according to different reports, in a.h. 924 or 926 / a.d. 1518 or 
1520, and died in a.h. 976 or 979/A.D. 1568 or 1571, see Hammer, GOD, ii, 335-9, Fltlgel, 
Catalogue (Vienna), ii, 318, no. 1218, Gibb, HOP, iii, 7 and 162 (E. G. Browne s additional 
note), Babinger, GSO, pp. 68-9, 412.

TITLE. CONTENTS. This is the well-known and useful anthology of Ottoman Turkish 
poets written ‘ in a very laboured and highly artificial style' (E. J. W. Gibb).

The book opens with a long and florid Preface (ff. ib-i\ob) discussing the problems 
of Rhetoric (beyan) in Poetry. Ff. are occupied by praises to the Ottoman
sultans from 'Othman down to the reigning king Selim II (a.d. 1566-74). After this, 
the author gives some autobiographical data (f. 33^^) and quotes his own poetry, such 
as the ode to the Danube (f 36^). Finally (f i%d) he explains the six principles (khaslsa) 
observed in the arrangement of the book:

1. The author contents himself with the material collected by himself.
2. The poets' lives are only an ‘ appearance', behind which the beauty of the style is 

hidden.
3. The honour of a work is proportionate to the dignity of the patron.
4. The learned contemporaries of the poets must be mentioned.
5. A happy omen is that the book was first presented to the Sultan in Kutahya and 

its ^unvan added on the King’s return to the capital.
6. In order not to imitate the anthology of Mulla Latlfl, 'Ashiq-chelebi has adopted 

the order of abjad hawwaz, i.e. the letters come not as they stand in the alphabet (alif, 
b, t, th, &c.) but in the order of their numerical value, namely alif, b, j, d, h, w, &c., 
corresponding to the numbers i, 2, 3, 4, &c.

The book contains notices of the following 360 poets:
Letter Alif (i. 40b): Shaykh Ilahl, Ahmad-pasha, Ahmad-chelebi Kamal-pasha-zada, 

Ahmadi (brother of Hamza), Ahmad-chelebi Para-para-zada, Ada’I-zTlm, Ada I (Qazan 
Bekir-chelebi), Ishaq-chelebi, Asirl, Asafl, Usull, Aftabl of Merzifun, Aftabl of Istanbul, 
Agahl, Allahl-bey, Amanl I and II, AmrI-chelebi, Umldl, Amirak, Amiri, Anvarl, Ahl.

Letter ^(f. 62^^): BaqI, BaqI Dallal-zada, BazmI nos. i and 2, Basin, Ballghi, Panahl, 
Baharl, BihishtI nos. i and 2, Bahlul, BayanI nos. i and 2, Bldarl, Payki.

Letter J (f. 6gb): JamI, Ja'far chelebi, Ja'farl, Jafa’i, Jalall, Jallll, Jam, Janabi, JinanI, 
JavanI, Jaurl (Jevrl), Jauharl (Jevherl) nos. i and 2.

Letter D (f. 8i<^): Danishi, Da'I, DarunI nos.i, 2, and 3, Darvish-chelebi nos. i, 2, and 3.
Letter H if 4b)\ Hatifi, Hadi, HashimI, Hijrl, Hudal, Halaki, Hilall.
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Letter V : Valihi nos. i and 2, Vajdi, VahdT, Vahyl nos. i and 2, Vida’T, Vassafi, 

VisalT, Vusull (with praises of his justice, liberality and valour).
Letter Z{i. gia): ZarT, Zamanl, Zamlnl, praise of the flute player Qassab-zada, Zlrakl, 

Zlnatl, ZaynT, Zaynab.
Letter H (95<^): Hafiz-i 'Ajam (Muhammad b. Baba), Hafiz-i SiruzT (Seroz = Seres), 

HalatT, Hablbi, Hadrdl, Harm, Hasabl, Hasan-chelebi, Husaynl, (= Amir Husayn 
Halva’i), Hifzr, Haliml, Hamdl, Hayatl, Hayratl.

Letter T(i. io;^a): Tali'l, Tab'! nos. i and 2, Tablbl, Tulu'i.
Letter Y (f. Yatlm, YatlmT, Yahya-bey, Yaqlnl nos. i and 2, Yusuf-i Slna-chak.
Letter K (f. 109^): Katibi nos. i and 2, Kaml-efendi nos. i and 2, Kashfl nos. i and 2, 

Kamal-i zard, Gulabl, Gunahl, Guvahl.
Letter L (f. 1143): La all, Mulla Lutfl, Lutfl-Tutl, Latlfl, Lall, Lam'T, Lauhl, Lami'l- 

chelebi. La ihl.
Letter M (f. 121^): Maall, Majdl, Mahrami, MahvI, Muhyl, Mudaml, Mudarris, 

Marduml, Masti, Muslim, Maslhl-bey, Mashaml, Mustafa, Mu’amma’l, Ma'navinos. i 
and 2, Mu'ldl, Maqami, Mallhi, Mu’min, Mihrl, Mm, Mayll, Maslhl (an Armenian from 
Diyarbekir).

Letter N{i. 159^): Nalishl, Naml, NabatT, Najati, Najahl, Najml, Nishanl nos. i and 2, 
Nishanji-bey, Nashrl, NasuhT, Nutqi, Nizami, Nazml, Na'lml nos. i and 2, Niqabl, 
Naqshl, NigM, Nigahl, Navall, Navall-chelebi, Nauhi, Nurl, Nau'l (Nev'l), Naharl, 
Nihall, an account of Marhaba-efendi, Nihanl, Niyazf.

Letter S (f. 157a): Sal, Sa atl, Sagharl, Saliki, Saill, SabzT, Sujudl, Sahabi, Sakha’T, 
Sihrl, Sirajl, Sururl-chelebi, SarvT, Sa'di-chelebi Tajl-zada, Sa'di-chelebi Mufti-zada, 
Say nos. i and 2, Safall, Salman of Aydin, Salman of Brusa, Sulukl, Sallql, SuzT, 
Suha’T, Sahl bey, Sldi nos. i and 2, Sayfl.

Letter 'Ayn (f. 176^): ‘Arif, 'Arifi, 'Abdl nos. i and 2, 'Abd al-'AzIz-chelebi, ‘Ubaydl, 
'Adll, 'Adharl nos. i, 2, and 3, 'Udhrl, 'Arshi nos. i and 2, 'Azmi nos. i and 2, 'Askarl, 
'IshratT, 'Ashql, nos. i, 2, and 3, 'Ata of Edirne, 'Ata of Uskub, 'Ata, son of Kashfl, 
'Ata, son of Sinan, 'Ilml nos. i and 2, 'Uluml, 'UlvT nos. i and 2, 'All-chelebi-efendi, 
'AiT,''UmravT, 'Andallbl, 'Ahdl nos. i and 2, 'Ahdl 'Ajaml, 'Ayanl nos. i and 2, 'Abdl, 
'Ayisha-khatun.

Letter F (i. \gga)\ Fanl, Fakhrl, FiraqI, Firdausi of Rumelia, Fardi, Farrukhi of 
Sarukhan, Farldun-agha, Farldl, FusunI, Fadll nos. i and 2, Fadli katib, Fudull, Fighani,
Faqirl, FikrI, Fauzl (Fevzl), Fahml, Faydi.

Letter S (f. 229^): Safi, Salih-chelebi, Subhl, Sabuhl, SadrI, Sidql, Safa I, Sun'I nos. i
and 2, Sun'I-chelebi.

Letter Q (f. 237^): Qabill, Qadirl, Qadirl-efendi, QadrI, QudsI, Qurbi, Qandl the 
chronogram writer, Qiyasl.

Letter R (f. 245^): Ra yl nos. i and 2, RazI, Rahml, Rahlql, Rahiml, Rusukhi, Rida’I 
nos. I and 2, Raf I, Raflql, Ramzl, Ramzl-chelebi al-Qadi, RavanI, Raunaq, Riyadi nos. i

and 2. _ . f-T _ 01 -1 •
Letter SH (f. 258^): Sha iri, ShamI, ShanI nos. i and 2, Shahidl, Shavur, Shah Qasim,

Shah Muhammad Qazvini al-Tabib, Shah-chelebi-efendi, Shikari nos. i and 2, ShukrI,
Shamsi-pasha, Sham’I, Shurl, Shauql (Shefqi) nos. i and 2, Shahdl, Shahidl, Shaykhi,
ShaykhI Chaghshurchi, Shayda, Shirl nos. i and 2.
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Letter T {i. 2^A^d): Tabi' nos. i and 2, Tabl'l, Turabl.
Letter TH (f. : Than!, Thubutl, Thana T.
Letter KH (f. 277^): Khatami nos. i and 2, Khaki, Khavaii, Khatml nos. i and 2, 

Khuda I, Khazani, Khusrau, Khusravl, KhidrI, Khalll-i zard, Khallll, Khiyall-chelebi, 
Khiyall.

Letter DH (f. 294^): Dhatl, DhihnI.
Letter D (f. 302^): Da'lfl.
Letter GH(i. loib)\ Ghubarl nos. i and 2, GharamI, Gharbi, Gharlbl, Ghazall, Ghulaml.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 25-5 X 16.2 cm.; written surface 17 x 7.5 cm.; 25 lines; 318 folios.

BINDING. Dark-brown leather, 3-centre and corners sunk with gold design and 
ground, and cord border. Inside, dark-brown leather with eentre and corners of brown 
cut tracery over blue, gold lining. Damaged.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Small Turkish naskh within gold and blue rules. Firm, deep- 
cream, polished paper. First page damaged, some staining at the beginning and end.

SCRIBE. DATE. No colophon. Apparently 17th century.

PROVENANCE. On folio ia\ note of ownership of Salih b. Abdullah, a.h. 1162/ 
A.D. 1749, with his seal. Another seal of Sayyid Bahjat Ahmad a.h. 1202 (?)/a.d. 1788-

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated headpiece 
(empty centre gold medallion); small titles in gold, red, and blue throughout.

439

ALBUM OF PAINTING AND CALLIGRAPHY

TITLE. CONTENTS. The loose leaves forming the present item are parts of an 
album which may have been arranged some time in the i6th-i7th(?) century. The 
character of the majority of the miniatures points to the Turkish origin of the album. 
As the title-page and the colophon are missing, there are no indications as to the
dedicatee's name.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 12 folios, of identical size, 41*5 x 27*2 cm. Single paintings and 
panels of script vary in size.

SCRIPT. PAPER. The miniatures are mostly surrounded by gold or coloured 
decorations. The outer margins of the pages are either marbled paper or gold-sprinkled 
cream paper. The script usually has a gold background.
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MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. \a. A pair of miniatures, with a similar 
mountainous landscape. Left: a turbaned young man in Turkish attire (scarlet coat, 
black overcoat) holding out a flower. Right: a young woman in a long light-blue dress. 
Above, three oblique panels of Arabic poetry of religious character.

¥. id: Six oblique lines of script forming three verses in Persian by Mir Khusrau 
[Dihlavl], the calligraphy being signed by Malik al-Daylaml. The square border of 
script continues the Arabic poetry from recto.

F. 2a. Two miniatures and two panels of script. Left top : a hunting scene in light- 
bluish tones—two horsemen pursuing wild animals; right bottom: two Turkish 
students in a spring landscape, the one in white turban and green cloak holding a book, 
the other in scarlet coat, his turban and coat hanging on a tree. The two gold-and-blue 
panels of script contain four verses of a Persian poem.

F. 2b. Five panels of which two contain miniatures: a young falconer dressed in 
yellow, on a chestnut horse, and two men picnicking by a stream in a hilly landscape, 
in Turkish style and with some perspective. Top panel contains a ‘cut-ouL signed 
Fakhn(d.. no. 415, ii): the letters are not pasted on, but cut out in the panel (damaged). 
The other two panels contain respectively two and four lines of Persian poetry.

F. Two miniatures. Left: a prince in large white Turkish turban, blue cloak, and 
green sash, drinking wine in a garden kiosk by a fountain; a lute-player and a 
tambourinist; a page (dressed in red and blue) holding a sword; two other attendants. 
Right: a similar scene with the prince kneeling on a vermilion cushion, two musicians, 
two attendants, and a red-haired woman (standing); behind the prince a garden with 
running rills, a field, and a hilly landscape, with towers, displaying some knowledge of 
European perspective. Top: a Persian quatrain on gold ground; below, two panels, 
each with a line of Persian.

F. zb. Two miniatures. Left: a young man in red, wearing a buff and white cloak, 
under a tree. Right: a fat young prince in black wearing a large Turkish turban and 
a red cloak. Above, two panels of Arabic in nasta llq. Top. a Persian quatrain, cut-out 
of buff paper with gold decorations, pasted on black paper. Signed: Fakhrf {v.s).

F. 4a. A mounted archer in red baggy trousers, on a dappled grey horse. Inscribed in 
lower left corner: Filizal (?). Above and below the miniature, panels of Persian verse, 
on gold ground. Outer margins of floral designs, with two bouquets in the corners.

F. 4b. A Turkish miniature representing a beardless man, in white, wearing a red 
cloak and a tall, brown, rounded cap (a Mevlevi dervish), under a tree. Outer margins
similar to 4a.

F. 5a. A man in white, wearing a Turkish turban and a red cloak lined with blue,
under a tree. Outer margins with gold flower designs.

F. A variation of miniature : a young prince in a garden kiosk listening to
music. Outer margin as on 5^?. . 1 1 1 j 1 1 1

F 6^ Four miniatures. Lower row : two Turkish princes m black and red clothes
wearing large turbans. Upper row: two Arab horsemen, the one in a lavender 'aba on 
a dappled roan, the other in a yellow 'aba on a dappled grey, both wearing tall, red, 
helmet-like hats j ground decorated with blue flowers, &c., in Turkish style. The two 
rows are separated by a Persian quatrain, in two lines, on gold ground.

F. i)b. Panels of Persian script (nasta'llq) at different angles. Right: six lines of
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poetry by Maulana Muhammad b. Hisam; left: eight lines of poetry by Maulana 
Ahll (late 15th century, cf Browne, LHP, III, 439), the first signed by Shah 
]Hah}fiud NtshapUvi, the second by Mah'iHud soft of the late Sultati Hit, both signatures 
certainly belonging to the same artist (i6th century?). Top : three Persian quatrains, 
separated by three lines of vertically written verse. Between the larger gold panels 
are inserted smaller triangular, &c., panels of blue floral design on white ground.

F. "ja. A miniature in Chinese ink with slight colour and gold; a roaring dragon 
crawling along rocks shaped like dogs’ faces. The miniature which is not signed but 
may belong to the Herat school (15th century) is clearly influenced by Chinese paintings. 
Above and below, two panels of Persian verse on gold and blue ground. Outer border, 
gold with floral designs.

F. ^b. Two Persian quatrains of religious contents written in nasta'llq by Mlrl. The 
script is surrounded by cloud-forms and arranged in geometrical patterns of gold, 
grey, and red.

F. Sa. Two miniatures. Top: a lion killing a deer, with trees, rocks, and birds, m 
black and some colour. Signed i H(ja Mtv. Below! a camel shackled to a tree stump , its 
attendant, in yellow jacket tucked into red trousers, and another man wearing a blue 
coat with floral design.

F. %h. Two Persian quatrains arranged in four panels, with six smaller panels of 
smaller script (a poem by Jami). The whole arranged in geometrical patterns decorated
in gold and colours, with some marbled paper.

F. 9a. A banquet scene. A party of gaily dressed men in large Turkish turbans 
enjoying the coffee prepared by a young attendant (top right). The guests of honour 
are sitting in a recess (top centre). Three musicians playing (left); an old man taken 
ill (left bottom); forty-seven figures in all. The types are purely Turkish. Above and 
below the miniature: two lines of Persian verse on gold ground. Margins of marbled
paper.

F. (^b. A panel of Persian verse, 10 lines of nasta'llq, straight and oblique. Signed : 
Shah Mahmud Ntshapuri, vs. f. 6^. Gold ground, 6 triangular small panels of blue and 
gold floral design, four white squares (originally with some blue decoration). Margins 
of greyish-blue paper sprinkled with gold. Below, a panel of two flying angels, each 
carrying a bird. The one on the left wears a head-dress in the form of a flower as on 
f. i\a(b), while the other has his hair fastened on top in a lyre-shaped loop. A gold 
border, margins of red floral design.

F. 10^. Four miniatures. Top right: a couched lion, traces of pricked outline. 
Inscribed: Bihzad. Left; two Turkish boys, the one helping the other to climb a tree. 
Bottom right: a Turk in red, wearing a brown white-bordered cloak. Left: a young 
Turk in a cemetery, two skulls lying under his feet.

F. 10b. Top: a party of three young men picnicking ; two young muskians. Round 
the miniature, six panels containing Arabic verse. Bottom : a pair of miniatures, each 
representing a young man dressed in grey and wearing a kind of Spanish beret 
(possibly imitated from a Spanish picture). Borders of red floral design, as in gb (bottom).

F. iia. Top: a couched lion similar to that on lo^? (top). Inscribed: Bthzad. Border 
as gb (bottom) and 10^ (bottom). Bottom: a bust portrait of a lady with very full 
cheeks and black tresses. On her head is a head-dress in the form of an enormous leafy
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flower, cf. (bottom). Possibly painted after some European original. Slightly 
coloured. The margins are of blue marbled paper.

F. 11b. A panel containing a Persian quatrain in nastalrq written obliquely. Top : 
another Persian quatrain. Sides: two Persian verses. Signed: al-mudhahhib (‘ gilder ’) 
Hamdullah Khalkhali [a locality south of Ardabll, in Persia]. A green border, gold 
background with floral designs ; outer border blue.

F. \2a. A young man with narrow eyes wearing a sword and playing on a long
necked tar. His dress is of vermilion stuff with gold designs and he wears a large 
queer-shaped turban entwined with a gay shawl. Margins of golden floral design with 
three side-decorations,

F. \2b. A young man sitting with a book in his hand, dressed in vermilion with a 
dark-brown coat over it. On his head a bluish turban, as in f. 12a, entwined with 
three rows of ribbon, with two large plumes attached. Inscribed in Turkish: Khwdja 
Hafizs pupil Shirvanl-mirza-zMe (‘ Khwaja Hafiz' in this case seems to refer to some 
person other than the famous poet). Margins as in \2a.

440

DiVAN OF FUDULI

BEGINNING, {sic) -dUi ISca Jji

AUTHOR. Muhammad b. Sulayman Fudull (Fuzall), native of 'Iraq, and member of 
the Bayat tribe. According to the best authorities he died in a.h. 963/a.d. 1555. 
Fudull is one of the most celebrated poets in Turkish, cf. Gibb,//0/^,iii, 70-106, M. F. 
KoprUlU-zade, Fuzuli hayati ve-etheri, Istanbul, 1924. His language though perfectly 
intelligible to Ottoman Turks, contains a number of local Turcoman words and forms 
and, on the whole, more particularly belongs to the group of the ‘ Azarbayjan Turkish ’ 
dialects, v.s. no. 401.

In the Preface to his Divan the poet explains how he undertook its composition at 
the instigation of a friend who said: ‘ Among the Arabs and Persians the turn of 
chieftainship in the Realm of Speech has gradually become thine, whereas among the 
Turks there are many single men with perfections but no one like thee possessing all 
the languages. .. . God forbid that the Turkish tribe be deprived of the bud of a divan 
from the garden of composition of a refined spirit of their own.'

The ghazals contained in this manuscript begin on f. 7^ and are 140 in number. 
They are followed by qit'at (ff. 84^-93^?) and ruba'iyat (fl. 90^-93^).

SIZE. EOLIOS. 17-2 X 10-5 cm.; written surface 11-7x5.3 cm. Twelve lines in two 
columns (first six folios partly in columns); 94 folios.

BINDING. Maroon leather, with centre lacquered panel having a bunch of coloured 
flowers on a deep-orange‘broken' ground, and corners of gold design on dark red;
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gilt leaf and line border. Inside, 3-centre and corners of gold design on red, having 
a ground of deep-ochre with black, green, and pink floral design , gilt borders.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq, within gold, blue, and green rules. Thin, cream-toned, 
polished paper. Many pages have been re-margined and some newly guarded-m
again.

SCRIBE. DATE. The manuscript (17th century ?) is slightly incomplete at the end 
and the colophon is missing.

PROVENANCE. Two indistinct seals on ff. la and i5. The latter may belong to some 
Persian library and underneath it is seen a former no. 910.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated headpiece in 
gold and blue ; four similar small panels of decoration are found on f ia and four luore 
on f 2b. The titles are in white script on gold panel with coloured decoration, f. 86 
has eight triangular decorations; the original margins have gold flower designs.

Five miniatures (mounted), all in the later Safavid style, best exemplified by Rida 
'Abbasl’s paintings; the vestimentary accessories and architectural details concur wit
this conclusion. . , 1 a

F. i8«. A young prince picnicking in a garden. He is seated under a canopy an
is surrounded by eleven attendants pouring or distributing wine. The scene is destined 
to illustrate the verse; ‘ O, you, prisoner of grief, flee to the corner of a tavern T e 
principal personages wear ample turbans of gold, typical of the Safavid period after 
circa 1600. The same applies to the large jug of wine imitating Chinese ware. Ihe 
tops of some trees extend into the margin on which, in slight gold outline, are repre
sented animals and plants. ... -a ■

F. 341^. A bearded man dressed in vermilion sitting under a canopy m a garden;
before him, a squatting semi-nude youth representing Majnun, and an attendant 
(standing) who wears a light-green overcoat. The scene illustrates the verse in whic 
Fudull compares himself with Majnun. The turbans as on f i8a. . ,,

F. 55«. A youth in violet, seated on a blue rug under a tree; before him a shay , 
in white overcoat lined with blue, is squatting in an admiring posture; three attendants. 
The scene illustrates the verse inviting to ‘worship as a mt^rab the brow ot t e 
Beauties'. The youth’s turban is, as above, in the style of Rida Abbasl.

F. n^b. Scene in a garden. A youth in vermilion is sitting before a kiosk decorated m 
Chinese style with flying herons; before him another youth in yellow overcoat, seate , 
three attendants standing.

F. 93«. A youth, richly dressed in green and gold, is seated under a canopy on 
deck of a ship; nine attendants and sailors; one man climbing up a mast 
overcome with the motion of the boat. The scene illustrates the verse; ‘ Ann e 
perturbation of sorrow a vessel of wine is what the Ark was to Noah amid the Floo .
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ANTHOLOGY

AUTHORS. This collection {majmud) contains poems of the following, mostly little- 
known, authors:

a. Fahlm (i8th century, Blochet, CMT, ii, ii), f 2b.
b. Naill (Yeni-zada Mustafa, d. a.h. 1077/A.D. 1666, Gibb, HOP, iii, 305), f. (^b.
c. Bahjatl, f. \ob.
d. Bahai (whose poetry is found in a manuscript written before a.d. 1617, Blochet, 

CMT, i, 320), f
e. 'Ismatl, f 18/^.
f. Rushdl, f. 22b.
g. Ruhl (of Baghdad, d. a.h. 1014/A.D. 1605, Gibb, HOP, iii, 186), f 26b.
h. Yahya, v.s. no. 433(1), f lob.
i. Nazim (d. a.h. 1107/A.D. 1695, Gibb, HOP, iii, 319) f 34<^.
j. Sami'I, f. 38^.
k. Vajlhl, f /g2b.
l. Nazmi, f. 46^.

m. Faiz, £ 50^.
n. Shahrl ('All of Malatya, d. a.h. 1071/A.D. 1660, Blochet, CMT, ii, 214), f. S4^-
o. Hilmi (i6th century, cf. Blochet, CMT, i, 646), f. 58^.
/. Hudal (Shaykh Mahmud Halvaji-zada, d. a.h. 1038/A.D. 1628, Gibb, HOP, iii, 

219), f. (i2b.
q. Ta ib (hardly identical with 'Othman-zada, author of Hadiqat ul-vuzara who died

in A.H. 1136/A.D. 1723, cf. Blochet, CAfZ; ii, 257), f. 66.5.
r. Kami (Shaykh Jamal-zada, died a.h. 952/A.D. 1545, Gibb, HOP, ii, 149 ?), f lob.
s. Sabir, f. 74<^.
/. Tajalll, f. 78^.
«. Rida I (of Van? who must have lived in the 17th century, cf Blochet, CMT, 11,313),

f 835.
V. Pin, f. 86<5». 
w. Tibi, f. 90^.
;r. Raghibi, £ 94^^.
y Talib (Muhammad-efendi of Brusa, d. a.h. iii8/a.d. 1706, Gibb, HOP, 111, 323), f. 99(9.

SIZE FOLIOS. Oblong, 26-2 x 9-1 cm., written surface 15-8 x 4-2 cm.; 10 lines (4 
horizontal, 6 oblique); 102 folios. Ihe original pagination, beginning with f. 101, 
suggests that there existed a first part of the anthology.

FINDING Limp lacquer, centre panel containing four rectangles (set obliquely), with 
2 lines of script with coloured flowers in surrounding triangles, all on deep-yellow 
ground, within red band, outer border of leaf design in gold, red, and white on black.
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Inside, dark-brown leather, 3-centre and corners of gold arabesque, line borders; fly
leaves of gold-sprinkled marbled paper. Marbled, red leather slip-case.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nastallq, within blue, red, silver, and broad gold rules. Thin, 
ivory-toned, polished paper, set within rougher yellow margins.

SCRIBE. DATE. Darvish Mustafa, a.h. 1137/A.D. 1724.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a page set in squares 
containing the Index; it is followed by a blank page with two artistic corner pieces. 
Y. 2b \ a decorated headpiece (blank gold panel) typically Turkish in design; twenty- 
two similar headpieces, each introducing a new poet; each page has two triangular 
corner pieces in gold (some with colour), the last page having four. A very effectively 
illuminated copy, though with some excess of gold decoration.

442

VAQF-NAMA OF PRINCESS FATIMA AND IBRAHIM-PASHA

BEGINNING. I* Ju>.

AUTHOR. Some official jurist on behalf of the two benefactors, namely: Princess 
Fatima-Sultan, daughter of Ahmed III, born on 22 Jamadi II 1116/22 October 1704^ 
died in Dhul-qa da 1145/May 1733, and her husband Damad IbrahTm-pasha, Grand VazTr 
from 18 Jamadi II 1130/9 May 1718 till 18 Rabf I 1143/1 October 1730 when he was 
murdered in the revolt which resulted in the deposition of Ahmad III. Ibrahlm-pasha 
is famous in Ottoman history for his long and peaceful tenure of office and his numerous 
buildings and foundations, see Hammer, GOR, chapters Ixii-lxv.

CONTENTS. Praises to God and the Prophet (ff. ib-^b) are followed by a turgid 
discourse on differences in men’s conditions, the frailty of wealth and the necessity to 
secure lasting happiness (ff. Praise to the reigning Sultan Ahmad III (a.h,
1115-43/A.D. 1703-30) with special reference to a library which he rendered accessible 
to scholars within the precincts of the Palace (ff. "^b-iob^. His daughter P'atima-Sultan 
has inherited her fathers propensity to good deeds. Through her eunuchs Bilal- 
agha and Muhammad-agha she has appointed as her representative Muhammad-agha 
b. Hajjl Mustafa-agha, K'ahya to the Grand Vazir, while the Grand Vazir, through his 
Treasurer 'AlT-agha and the secretary of the Treasury 'All-efendi, appointed as his repre
sentative the K'ahya of his wife, Sulayman-agha b. Muhammad. Ihe two representa
tives having appeared before the Sharfat court {7najlis-i shar) made the following 
declaration:

F. 14^7. Their constituents make an endowment of a Medrese built in the neighbour-
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hood of the Shehzade-jami', opposite the Eski-Odalar Gate, and consisting of 13 
chambers, a lecture room, a library, a fountain, &c.

F. 15a. For the upkeep of the endowment they assign :
(1) In the sanjaq of Aydin, nahiya of Hisar [probably Sultan-Hisar, to the N.E. of 

Aydin]: the villages of Qujaq and Dervenik ;
(2) In the sanjaq of Qarli-elC nahiya of VazTqa: the villages of Draghumsin (?) and 

the produce of its port {iskele);
(3) In the sanjaq of Pasha [Pasha-limani, on the southern coast of the Marmora?], 

nahiya of Manastir: lands and fields
(4) In Constantinople: 43 shops situated near Eski-Odalar, plus another 37 shops;
(5) In the Naqsha (Naxos?) island, in the Aegean: various lands.
F. i6b. Allowances to the staff of the endowment per day: a teacher of Qor’anic 

sciences, 20 aqchas; two monitors from among the students, 4 aqchas each; ten other 
students, 2 aqchas each; a teacher ‘of useful Sharfat sciences and of usual divine 
arts100 aqchas; other scholars to live in the thirteen rooms of the school, 10 aqchas 
each.

F. 17^. The books from the library not to be lent outside the building, but readers 
to be admitted three times a week. The Librarian, who will compile a catalogue of 
the books, 10 aqchas daily; four keepers, of whom two must be on service on admit
tance days, 15 aqchas each; a bookbinder, 4 aqchas; the keeper of the books 
bequeathed by Sumbiil 'Ali-efendi, 15 aqchas; a teacher of calligraphy, 10 aqchas; 
a teacher of sufism ‘free from vices of superficiality', 20 aqchas; a reader of Jalal al-dln 
Ruml's Mathnavi, 4 aqchas ; a teacher of mathematics to explain the shares of relatives 
in an inheritance, 10 aqchas; a monitor of religious duties, 5 aqchas; a teacher of 
prayers to act as the imam of the school, 30 aqchas; a muezzin, 10 aqchas; a lighter 
of lamps, 4 aqchas; a door-keeper, 8 aqchas; a burner of incense during lessons, 
3 + 5 aqchas; a sweeper, 5 aqchas; a door-keeper of the garden, 4 aqchas; ditto of 
the library, 6 aqchas; a farrash of the library, 5 aqchas; a porter of the entrance 
door, 10 aqchas; an attendant looking after the fountain, 6 aqchas; a scavenger,
7 aqchas; four men serving (in turn) water to the passers-by, respectively 10, 8, 8, and
8 aqchas; a keeper of the drinking-cup (kefche\ 2 aqchas; a guardian of the Sulay- 
mani canal {rah-abl\ 4 aqchas; a conduit cleaner (suyulji ?), 4 aqchas; a farrash of 
the lavatory, 4 aqchas; a mason, 4 aqchas; a plumber, 4 aqchas; a cleaner of the 
sewers (laglmmcht), 3 aqchas; a stone-cutter, 3 aqchas.

F. 21a. To 42 old men and women in possession of certificates issued by the adminis
tration of the Sacred Places, 266 aqchas daily.

F. 2ib. Various yearly allowances to the Qor’anic readers, &c., in Mekka and Medina.
F. 22a. To complete the budget of the Cathedral Mosque built in Orta-koy by Mu- 

hammad-pasha, K^’ahya to the Sadr-i azam (i.e. the founder of the endowment?), through 
the miitevelli, 100 aqchas daily.

F. 22b. To the Mevlevi dervishes of the tekiye of Beshik-tash 12,000 aqchas half- 
yearly; ditto of the tekiye of Vodena(?) in Rumelia, 34^ aqchas monthly.

^ Qarli-eli was one of the sanjaqs of Epirus prince of Epirus Carlo Tocco. Vaztqa (?) may be 
comprising parts of ancient Acarnania and Aetolia ; Vasiliki, in the south-west of Leucas; Draghumsin is 
the Turkish name is derived from that of the Italian very probably Dragamestos, north of Astakos Bay.
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F. 23^. To 8 nurses in the Lunatic Asylum and Hospital for Ladies’ Diseases founded 

by Khaseki-Sultan at 'Avret-bazari, in order to encourage them in the performance of 
their duties, 3 + 8 aqchas daily.

F. 2ib. Various grants for the celebration of the Prophet’s birthday and during 
Ramadan in the Teberdaran-odasi p ditto in the Qozbekchiyan-odasi, 14,400 aqchas.

F. 25^^. Various grants to the mosque of Eyyub (illumination of the minaret during 
Ramadan, &c.).

F. 2^a. The Chief Eunuch of the Palace, Supervisor {Nazir) of the Vaqfs, is appointed 
Supervisor of this particular vaqf and will receive 10 aqchas daily. Special care is 
recommended to him in the selection of the teachers of the Medrese. Next comes an 
elaborate budget of the administrative staff of the school (per day): the secretary 
(katib\ 10 aqchas; the accountant, 10 aqchas; the collector of revenues, 8 aqchas, &c. 
Repairs of the building, 6,000 aqchas yearly.

F. 2']a. Further grants to the staff of the mosques of Eyyub, Fatih, Hajjl-Hasan, 
QiTij’-'All-pasha, and that of the village of Subashi (qada of Yalaq-abad), as well as of 
the fountains at the Janissaries’ Gate, of K'ahya Qadir, &c.

F. 2<^b. Special provision is made for the qada of Nevshehir [N. of Nigde in the 
vilayat of Qoniya], birth-place of the founder of the endowment; a sum of i,i86i 
ghurushes is to be used for the payment of the extraordinary levies i^avarid) on the 
district; a mosque to be completed at Nevshehir.

F. 30^7. The son of the founder Damad Muhammad-pasha is appointed to be the 
Manager {^nutevelli) of the vaqf and will receive 120 aqchas daily; after his death the 
office will pass in turn to the eldest and worthiest of the male and female descendants 
of Ibrahlm-pasha, preference ceteris paribus being given to a man. Eventually, if Hhe 
scissors of destruction cut the cord of descent’, the management will pass to the manu
mitted slaves of the family (utag'd va "atiqdt), and even in the case of their extinction 
the vaqf must be used for the benefit of poorer Muslims.

F. 31a. The Chief Eunuch who is the Nazir of the vaqf begins his activity from the
present year.

F. 32<^. Removal of some legal objections, in the light of the opinions of the Imams 
Hanlfa, Abu-Yusuf Hamdam(?) and Muhammad b. Hasan al-Shaybanl.

F. 33<^. Invocation of punishment on those who would change the contents of the vaqf 
{Qordn, ii. 177).

Ff 33^-35<3;. Full titles of 34 dignitaries meant to be witnesses, from Admiral Mustafa- 
pasha, the ‘ Sultan’s companion ’ Muhammad-pasha, &c., down to the Director of the 
Customs Mehmed-agha, the Treasurer to the Sadr’s k'ahya Sayf al-dln-agha, &c.

F. 35<^-36^. Copy of a ‘notification’ referring to Ibrahlm-pasha’s vaqf, issued from 
the office of the Sadr in a.h. i236/A.d. 1828 in view of an application of Hafiz Isa-agha, 
Warden of the vaqfs of Mekka and Medina.

^ The colophon of No. 463 indicates some con- Ottoman, VII, 15, 30. The term qoz-hekchi refers to
nexion of tabarddrdn (in Persian ‘ halberdiers ’) with another class of palace attendants. Their name
the Old Saray. Very probably, they were identical (‘watchmen of the walnut-trees’) is said to be a euphem-
with the haltajis (in Turkish ‘ halberdier’) who acted ism for qiz-bekchi (‘watchmen of the girls ), but in
as guards to the princes, princesses, and ladies of the later times their duty was to serve coffee to the
Harem and were under the orders of the Governor Sultan, the princes, &c. Their corps was abolished
of the Harem {bostanj'i-basht) \ their barracks were a.d. 1826 (J. Deny),
in the Old Saray, d’Ohsson, Tableau de I'Empire
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SIZE. FOLIOS. 32-5 X 22-2 cm.; written surface 19-3 x 11-3 cm.; ii lines, 36 folios.

BINDING. Leather with sunk designs in gold. Three borders, of which two in cord 
and the middle one with panels of red floral design separated by silver rosettes. Central 
panel in brown lacquer, with the central three-piece and four corner pieces in gold and 
silver floral design. Inside, red leather with gold tracings. Flap, to design.

SCRIPT, PAPER. Very beautiful Turkish nasta'llq (?) with numerous embellishments 
on tops of letters, loops of final letters often serving as element to the initial letters of 
the following words. Dark, ivory-toned, polished paper.

SCRIBE. Colophon on f. 35^?:: Abdullah al-Vafa’I, teacher of calligraphy in the Palace, 
in Shavval 1141/May 1729. Addition on ff 35^-36^ in a modern ruq'a hand, probably 
made in the second half of the 19th century a.d.

PROVENANCE. The text within the three panels on i la consists of {a) a prayer for 
the two founders of the vaqf signed by the Mufti Abdullah, ip) a formula certifying the 
legality of the act, sealed by the Qadl-'asker of Rumelia Sayyid Muhammad b. Zayn 
al-abidln al-Husaynl, and {c) ditto by the Qadl-'askar of Anatolia Abu-Sald Mustafa. 
In the margin of f. 33^^ a registration entry {qayd) of the office of tastlr al-viqayi Q), at 
the Sultans Harem, mentioning the name of the eunuch Hafiz Tsa-agha and dated 
1234/1819. Two years later a.h. 1236 an Ilm-u-khaber (‘notification') was issued with 
regard to the vaqf by a Sadr. A copy of this document was inscribed on ff. by
a grandson of the said Sadr.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. \a. Three gold panels, the top one being 
in the form of a bush of flowers and the lower one in the form of urns containing flowers. 
The text inscribed inside the panels is also interlined with gold. F. ib has a headpiece 
chiefly in gold, blue, and light-green, with floral designs. It consists of two panels, the 
lower one being rectangular with a gold medallion in the middle which is left blank; 
the top of the upper panel is of irregular shape, the remaining space being filledwith 
blue finials. Both panels are within a five-fold border of gold, blue, red, &c., in Turkish 
technique of pricked dots. The margins of ff \b and 2a are fully decorated with floral 
designs in gold of two shades. The text is throughout within broad rules with prevalent 
gold. Elaborate gold rosettes separate each part of a sentence in the text. Titles and 
Qor anic quotations in red and gold. On f. 33^ a quadrangular panel (gold and red) 
before the enumeration of witnesses. The latters names in 34 regularly traced panels. 
F. 35^, a panel similar to that on f. 33^ closes the text, the lower part of the page forms 
a scalloped panel in which the colophon, embellished with interlinear decoration, 
is inscribed; on two sides of the panel there are corner pieces in gold with floral
design.


